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John Lawrence Erb
In sincere

gratitude

cooperation,

for never-failing

for real understanding,

and for the happiness

you have made

so uniquely ours throughout our college
years, we of the class of 1935
dedicate

this book to you.

JOHN

LAWRENCE ERB, Professor of Music

Alma Mater
Alma Mater by the sea,
Our hearts in love are lifted to thee;
We'll carry thy standard

forever,

Loyalty
To C. C.
Faith, friendship,

and love.

Hail to our college, white and blue.
Keep through the years all our love deep and true;
Our Alma Mater, we love thee.
Ivied walls,
C. C. calls
To loyalty true.
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College Hymn
o college

years, how swift they run,

Our love for thee has but begun.
Dear Alma Mater by the sea,
We'll soon be far away from thee,
And river, hills, and thy grey walls
Will

ever seem,

To be a dream,

Of long ago.
Oh. may the freedom

and the strength

Of hill and river be, at length,
Dear Alma Mater by the sea,
A symbol of our love for thee,
And friendships
Will

prove that college days

ever seem,

To be a dream,

Of long ago.
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of Publicity

To the Class of 1935
£OON
you will put to the test the powers which your four years at college have
~
strengthened;
some of you in the professions, some in business, and some in homes

where yours will be the guiding spirit. May you be happy, interested and successful
in whatever you undertake. And may all of you be courageous and alert to the opportunities

for service which abound

in every community.

Do not relinquish the vision which your college years have given you. Keep clearly
in mind your purposes. Estimate your abilities honestly and let no circumstances rob
you of belief in yourself.

We shall always be interested
come

back for a visit.

the college

in you and shall be happy to see you when you

You, as alumnae,

in mind and contribute

will continue,

your enthusiastic

we know, to have the welfare
support

to its future development.

KATHARINE
President
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BLUNT,

of Connecticut

College.

of

IRENE NYE, Dean of Faculty

30

E. ALVERNA

BURDICK, Dean of Students
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JOHN

EDWIN
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Ph.D.
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Senior Class Song
Thirty-five,

lift high the green and gray

To the college of our hearts always,

To the friendships

formed within her walls;

To the knowledge

we learned within her halls.

Connecticut,

our college fair,

Thy standards high our class will ever bear;
To keep thy faith and trust, we'll strive
And loyalty to thirty-five .

•
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.
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.
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Song Leader
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President
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Vice-President
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.

Historian
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Cheer
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Leader

Mascot
High up among the blue Thames hills,
There is a spot our memory thrills,
And our hearts with pride shall swell once more
As we think of our mascot there.
Mascot, we love thee,

may

thy

name so fair

Bring back as the years go by, thoughts
Mascot, we hail thee, steadfast

and strong,

Our loyal love to thee will e'er belong.
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of good cheer.

LYDIA TUFTS ALBREE
"Jill"
West
What
purpose,
life

Newton,

Massachusetts

do those brown eyes bespeak?
A steadiness of
an eagerness to give and to share in what makes

worthwhile,

enthusiasm

and

untiring

effort

to

make

C.C. a better place. A balance between art dlld science,
conservatism
and redlcelisro. fun and duty. There is a
frankness that is refreshing, and, too, a naive faith. Always
with something to say, something to do, life for Jill is
never a mood of futility, but always a realm of delightful
and impressive realities.

MARION

ELIZABETH ANELLO
"Marion"

New London, Connecticut
There's just one constant factor in Marion
. giggling.
She may be efficiently taking charge of Press
Board or impulsively descending
upon New York, but in
any and all situations. Marion has giggles on tap. Not the
least of her accomplishments
is the ability to conduct an
improved
Dorothy Dix column for troubled
family and
friends, but Marion, characteristically
philosophical, never
allows herself to become troubled.
"Hail to thee, blithe
spirit!"

HARRIET GILLETTE BACKUS
"Jill"
New London, Connecticut
Quiet,
retiring,
attending
carefully to her complex
duties as a business major, Harriet goes her way unobtrusively among us. Yet she can cast aside her many classroom cares with sophisticated
ease to participate
in the
whirl of cadet dances, teas, and formals that make up a
busy social life. Archery tournaments
bring her before
us again
an expert cracksman at any target, she's
helped the Seniors to maintain their record.
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f

MARY JANE BARTON
"Janey"
Paterson,

New Jersey

Her air of serenity is disturbed
onlv by unexpected
chemical "reactions."
Thoroughly
enjoying
an argument
or a discussion on any subject, she is capable of winning
her points with systematic thought ~nd.logical
Fects. Vitally interested in science, she maintains nevertheless
a
lively concern for the philosophical status of the wo~ld in
general. The impression of indifference she creates IS not
the real Janey ...
she's sincere and frank, a truly sympathetic friend.

EVELINE BATES
"E. B."
Washington,
D. C.
An eager, lilting voice with just a trace of drawl, a serious pair of eyes with just a spark of mischief, and a
knack for phrases which sound like poetry in deadly earnest. The subject?
It might be al1ythil1g from the beauty
that was Greece to the dinosaurs who trod unbeaten
paths..
but always something in exquisite terms.
A
well-turned phrase to delight the ear, an upturned inflection to raise a smile, and an easy mastery of words. Ah!
but she is articulate!

HELEN JANE BAUMGARTEN
"Baumy"
Mountain

•

Lakes, New Jersey

A rare combination of keen humor and a real sense of
purpose and meaning in life. Brimming over with energy
and vitality, she is a distinct personality at all times.
Somehow, wherever she is, her quick wit, fine sense of the
ridiculous, and her hearty laugh inject life and gaiety into
everything.
Her sincere interest in human nature brings
many to her with their problems, and her advice is valued,
since it comes from one who thinks deeply and rightly.
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MARGARET

CARTER

BAYLIS

"Peg"
Huntington,

New York

We can visualize
Peg, with her blond
hair and clear
blue eyes, dressed
in a fresh white smock, supervising
the
preperation of delicious concoctions. In this direction our
budding
Home
Ec. major
is about
to embark.
As she
weighs
these
ingredients,
so we find Peg weighing
the
values
of persons
and situations
with an unsurpassable

sense
and
able

of fairness.

Her level disposition,

keen appreciation
cornpe nion and

of humor
friend.

make

quiet
her

optimism,

an ever-ciesir-

GLORIA K. BELSKY
"Gloria"

Holyoke, Massachusetts
Gloria's
assignments
Her mind

the

soul of the
"whimsy."
She greets
a wry grin and promptly
forgets
floats
in a superworld
of fiction,
peopled

with

long
them.
with

the ghosts of good books and the dream characters of
her imagination.
Yet Gloria can be the personification of
capability.
Her carelessly fascinating
personality forces
one to delve deeply into her character.
She is utterly devoid of ambition,
desiring
nothing beyond happiness.
But her definition of happiness!
Gloria is unique.

OLIVE GEORGIANNA

MARY

BIRCH

"Olive"
New London, Connecticut
Olive in her gray Chrysler, whining uphill to an eight
o'clock class, starts her day early in order to find time for
her scientific researches.
Altho ....gh much of her time is
spent in the science labs, she is often among us declaring
her views on the latest topic under discussion or evaluating for some unknowing underclassman
the virtues of
any given course. Olive will always be remembered, too,
as the junior champion shot on the rifle range.
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BARBARA HAWLEY BIRNEY
"Bobbie"
West Hartford, Connecticut
Picture a pajama-clad
figure curled up in an easy chair,
cigarette in hand, reading. The same figure, sitting crosslegged on the floor before her electric drip-o-leto-,
eyes
bright in eager discussion. Or, on a wintry day, with hat
perched [evnnlv on her curls, green ski suit, cheeks aglow
from a romp in the snow. Yet again, before a paperstrewn

extra

desk,

writing

Ec courses.

a

long

Energetic,

paper

for

one

determined

of

her

..

many

Bobbie.

MARY W. BLATCHFORD

"Blatch"
Portland,

Maine

Mary, even though
she has been
here only two years,
has WOI1 the hearts
of her fellow students
by her consistently
cheerful
disposition,
her thoughtfulness
of others
and her willing cooperation
in any enterprise.
Her
UI1·
selfishness
end loyalty
in helpinq
her friends
make
her
invelueble.
Mary can be found
in the Zoo lab or in her
room,
industriously
typing
notes.
But cesfinq
aside
her
studies,
she is also the possessor
of a sense of humor that
makes her a gay companion.

DOROTHY

MURRAY BOOMER
"Petey"
Waterbury, Connecticut

One of the gayest,
most cheerful
of souls is Petey.
You
notice
immediately
the intense
interest
she takes
in all
people
and all things.
. be it the latest jazz, a new
book, a coming
dance,
a new-found
friend,
or a recent
campus
activity.
She finds life a series of infinitely
varied
~nd attractive
discoveries,
and somehow
passes
on that
Interest
end alertness
to others.
She has a fine liberality
of view, 011 impish insouciance,
and a wonderful
loyalty.
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NANCY

KENNEDY BOYD
"Nancy"
Hostetter,
Pennsylvania

Nancy
a portrait
in the vivid browns,
greens,
and russets
of autumn.
Moods
never
indeterminate,
but
always sharply
defined.
Nancy
possesses
a comprehension
of many
subjects.
but her "fortes"
are roses,
specials,
a fondness
for English literature,
eirdeles
and tep-cie ncinq.
Impassioned
conversation,
expositions
on How to Bid a
Bridge
Game.
A low, lovely WfjY of speaking,
en essentic'lily frank nature, and a keen, vital humor.

BETTY LOU

BOZELL

"Buzzie"
Larchmont, New York
Buzz!e
exhibition

has long been one
when
"the
most

of Connecticut's
charming
of

prize
these"

bits of
is pre-

sented. She is unique in combining the beauty of physical
and mental. Her facile approach to work, her remarkable
grace in athletics,
her rapid assimilation
of knowledge
have mede us not infrequently envious. It would be foolish to wish her well. Steeped in an almost bold self-suificiency (with apologies to New Haven) Buzz will high
score her life in large round numbers.

ELIZABETH

BRONK

"Bunkv'

Hudson

Falls, New York

We'll remember
.
Bunky around campus, quiet and
efficient, keenly interested in the subject at hand
Bunky at a formal, tall and slender, maintaining the sophisticated charm so characteristic
of her
Bunky with
the many friends who know and appreciate
her loyalty,
deep understanding,
frankness and sincerity
Bunky
enlivening conversation with sudden bursts of hearty enthusiasm. Her three short years here have revealed to all
who know her a vivid and interesting
personality
one that will carry her far toward success and happiness.
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ELISABETH RUTH BURGER
"Iggie"

West Hartford, Connecticut
"Is that all your hair?"
It is all her hair.
And underneath
IS a fine
mind
quick to perceive
and
equally
quick to understand.
She is li,ke +,he Florentine
...
having many talents, though varied Interests have
prevented her from developing
any as fully as her delightful singing voice. She is interesting,
difficult to know,
but invaluable
when you know her. Her inclination
to,
dream
will never prevent
her from facing
life intelligently and getting from it all that is worthwhile.

SABRINA

ROSE BURR

"Subbv''
Hartford,

Connecticut

She's the official "blues-chaser".
. somehow anger
and ennovence iust can't last when Subby's around.
A
fine athlete, her energy and enthusiasm on the hockey
field or in a basketball game are indefatigable.
Her generosity is as notable as her flashing smile, and her cosmopolitan manner mekes the acquiring of friends amazingly easy. A jazz-player supreme, she never wearies of
the inevitable requests for "more."
Paradoxically enough,
she's a Latin major.
and a good or-e.

ROSE CAMASSAR
"Rosie"
New London, Connecticut
Rose's chief interest in life just at present is 1.1 young
men named Bob ...
a dashing nephew just one year
old. But one of our chief interests in Rose is her vivacious smile. Her dimples give us a clue to the great
popularity which has always belonged to these rare possessions. Happy-go-lucky
on the surface, thoughtful
underneath, she is as sincere a friend as can ever be found.
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JANET HOUSTON CARPENTER
"Jan"
Norwich, Connecticut
Whether it be learning the newest of the dance steps,
mastering the words of the very latest song, or very domestically

depend
the

knitting

on Jan

friendliest,

mittens

and

to adopt
most

sweaters,

the latest

enthusiastic,

we

fad.

arid

can

always

She is one of

vital

members

of

our class. She likes to go places and do things, but most
of all she likes New York. What's the big attraction, Jan?

CATHERINE

ANN

CARTWRIGHT

"Kay"
New London, Connecticut
We

can

never

think

of

Kay

without

recollecting

her

Ford and those timely lifts that helped many a struggling
student to reach an early class. Her duties at the "[ibe"
fill much of her time, but she never lets that interfere
with her favorite sport
tennis. In fact, Kay excels
in any form of athletics.
Unassuming, yet capable, Kay
teaches us that we can go about our work just as effectively without troubling others.

ROBERTA RAY CHACE
"Chec'e"
Bronxville, New York
Very blue eyes and a mass of blond curls held by a
tiny hair ribbon hide a determination
and persistence that
are exemplified by her amazing scholastic progress. Her
invaluable
aid as a beautician,
her contagious, spontaneous laugh, her friendly sympathy
...
all these spell
Chacie.
And then there are hasty gulps of black coffee
before exams, the pink cigarette case, and lurid tales of
zoological
frogs and cats. Ask her sometime why she
prefers engineering
students.
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�~----------GERALDINE

A. COON
"Gerry"
Westerly, Rhode Island

Gerry is the living example that makes us believe the
Abe Lincoln stories of walking miles for a book.
Quite
unconcerned about distance, she travels many miles to
school every day. Despite her leisurely walk and her nonchalant attitude, her eyes betray her ...
there's a zest
in them that cannot be disguised.
Gerry is quiet, seeming to be surrounded by a profound silence, which leaves
a deep impression
..
and a touch of mystery.

ELIZABETH

ANN

CORBLY

"Betty Ann"
Meriden, Connecticut
A pe rsonalitv
..
by turns gayly, laughingly
hilarious
intensely, alively serious
something
of an
artist in sensibilities
and discrimination.
An active,
inquiring

interest

in current

problems

keeps her continu-

ally buried in newspapers and solid works on historical,
economic, end social subjects. But at the end of the day
the student gives way, and in its place
..
the most
carefree, merry kind of individual, who romps with the
liveliest and delights her Friends by being actress, dancer
and comedienne in one.

JANE

CULLEN
"Jane"

East Haven,

COX

Connecticut

Calm and reserved, Jane can be found day-dreaming
at almost anv hour, but she manages to keep up her
scholastic. standing as well. No amount of work really
phases this perfect equilibrium.
Specials ...
a passion
for coffee and chocolate bars
a real appreciation
of the wonders of Homeport
...
these are typical of
her. A charming, gracious hostess, with a decided preference for the medical profession, and a habit of making
frequent trips to Boston.
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G. MARGARET CREIGHTON
"Jerry"
New London,

Connecticut

Sincerity
that
must be it! There's
about
Jerry that makes one have confidence
in
in friendship,
in achievement,
in purpose.
She
way,
on intimate
terms with all the microbes
teria,
so if you're
looking for an introduction,

take

care

won't
of a

mention
her
Greek
statue.

of you.

And because

everyone

red hair, which
But it doesn't

reminds
signify

something
her ...
is, by the
and bacJerry will

else does, we
us of the head
a hot temper!

MARY-ALICE
DAVIS
"Mary-AI"
Ridgefield,
Mary-AI's
campus,
for

red
she's

if not scenery,

Connecticut

head
we always
see
bobbing
ever up to her neck in something

then posters, snapshots

or German

about

papers.

And she's always doing
something
for others.
nice
surprising
things.
She's clever,
too
can make the
trickiest
nicknacks
from almost
nothing
at all. Those who
know her beyond
her reserve
of geniality
know also her
love of the beautiful
poetry..
the dance
...
and ships.

HAZEL
Upper

EVARTS DEPEW
"Hazel"

Montclair,

New Jersey

Here's
a girl whose personality
has two aspects
. a
ripple
of contagious
laughter
. . . a practical
joke
..
the sweetest
of smiles that has its share of {riendliness for everyone.
As president
of Service
League,
we
see Hazel
slim, sophisticated,
efficiently
poised
..
at
once the gracious
hostess and the cepeb!e
executive.
However her abilities
aren't
limited to the dance floor.
Hazel's
always
willing
to listen to other
people's
woes with an
abundance
of understanding
and ready
sympathy.
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CORINNE

ELIZABETH

DEWEY

"Rene"
Niles, Ohio
For such d self-contained,
poised,
and distinetly
up young
person,
Rene can be more delightfully

grownnaive

than any other girl we know.
loving spirit, even in the midst

She never loses her funof her most difficult Enggaiety
is es contagious
as it

lish assignments.
Her elfish
is sparkling,
making
her one of the best of companions.
She is a bridge-fiend
incarnate,
a smoker
inveterate,
an
equestrienne
supreme.
She's fun.

VIRGINIA

MAY

DIEHL

"Ginny"
Erie, Pennsylvania
Tousle-headed
hair. Indifferent

Ginny with the sunny smile to match her
to her own troubles,
she is always help-

ing others..
doctoring
colds or listening
to the latest
peeve.
Hers is a simple
sincerity,
full of unde rstendinq
and loyalty.
Old friends,
old places
,.
Nancy,
Erie
are still part of her world, because
to her, life is a
gathering
of full experience.
Her
pride
and
joy are
centered
in Brother
Sam and that
Fleischman
hour.

RITA DRISCOLL
"Rita"
Staten Island, New York
Ever since we have known Rita she has had charcoal,
paints,
and brushes
in the corner
of her room.
Her happiest days have been spent
making
pictures
that
delight
all of us. She has the true artist's
spirit, too, for she always sees something
beyond
that
which she has put on
paper.
The kindness
and generosity
of a sensitive
nature
are hers.
We feel there
is much more in Rita than
we
shall ever know.
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ELIZABETH DUTCH
"Dutehie"
Winchester, Massachusetts
Dutchie

is always

completely

natural

and

friendly

with

everyone.
Equally
at home in a French salon or on the
college
campus,
she will always
retain
her unaffected
charm.
She is a truly indispenseb!e
person,
because
she
is not only willing but anxious to help.
Recognized
by a
certain
masculine
swagger
and
a contagiously
happy
nature,
she does
not confine
her attention
only to her

French
vital

interests

end to sports,

but is known to possess a

curiosity.

SYLVIA DWORSKI
"Silver Bells"
New Haven, Connecticut
We
interest

. . .

always
in her

think
work,

but there

of Sylvia in connection
and

her outstanding

is much more that

with her true
scholastic

record

goes to make up a

vital personality.
Most marked
are her sportsmanship,
her
ability
to judge
people
accurately,
and her cheerfulness.
We know her by the inevitable
bottle
of ink, the tremendous
dictionary,
the
nightly
pcstcerd
to "Dear
Folks"
end
A.P.
We like most her friendly
willingness
to share
her knowledge
and her ideas alike.

RUTH FAIRFIELD
"Ru-hle"
Hanover, New Hampshir.e
There
ere few people
who disarm
us immediately
by
their complete
straightforwardness.
Ruthie is one of these.
Her
frankness
and
absolute
sincerity
are as fresh and
genuine
as the engaging
smile she invariably
wears.
Hers
is a nature
of lights and shade
...
of gaiety
and quiet
-seriousness;
of fun and downright
foolishness;
of earnest
resolution
and
idealism.
As a tomboy
with
a tennis
racquet
or a sophisticated
lady in blue and silver, Ruthie
is always
the same friend
..
charming
and real.
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ELIZABETH

BAILEY FARNUM

"Fernie"
Providence, Rhode Island
A perky click of heels

down

the

hall, an avalanche.

of

scientific formulae coming from behind a most unscre ntific grin whose infectiousness
is guaranteed
to upset the
most specific
gravity.
A bubbling
gaiety,
effervescing
at
one moment
and at the next reduced
to subdued
primness. And underneath
it all a very genuine
Fernie, with
kindliness
that
is fresh and sympathetic
and a straightforward
sincerity
that elf once appeals
and captivates.

ETHEL SYLVIA

FEINGOLD

"Ethel"
Wethersfield,
Connecticut
A tall, dark person

of unusual

individuality.

A person-

ality combined
of serious pensiveness
and delightful
merriment.
With a keenness for French literature
and an enthusiasm
for poring
over fine books,
she is most appreciative
of all that
is beautiful.
Industry
and order
are
seen in both her mental and physical
activity.
She is most
fond of a brisk argument
for the sheer fun of it. Her
greatest
problem
is that of finding
sleeves that are long
enough.

MERION

MANNING

FERRIS

"Joey"
Manchester, Connecticut
A jolly sort of individual
is Joey
did you ever see
her really
laugh?
'Tis most contagious!
Domesticity
is
her strong
point
...
sewin', knittin',
and gardenin',
too.
She revels in a house as much as she does 'mongst
her
beakers
and test tubes
in the lab.
It's a familiar
picture
to see Joey sitting at her typewriter,
energetically
dashing
off articles
for Press Board and rushing
them to the evening
mail.
Generous,
wholehearted,
humorous,
and
industrious
Merion.
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MARGARET

MARY

FIELDS

"Peg"
Fitchville,
When
Peg

bigger

will make

and
them.

Connecticut

better
Her

governments

Sociology

are made, our

major

and

her duties

in the House of Representatives
have fitted her with all
the qualifications
of a leader in the evolution of a new
social order. But Peg fools people at first glance
she

doesn't

look

at

all like a reformer.

!ittle girl with a head full of
endeared
herself to all of us.

ideas

HELEN LILLIAN

She's

arrd

just a quiet

plans,

who has

FINE

"Helen"
Hartford, Connecticut
Conscientious,

serious,

helpful

that

is Helen.

Eager always to please and to assist, Helen wishes the best
to the world.
Should
you see her looking
pensively
at
nothing,
she is probably
thinking
poetic
thoughts
or admiring
the achievements
of someone.
It is easy to tease
her, but alas! without
much satisfaction,
for she will believe everything
you say. Come,
come
don't be too
gullible,
Helen.
Cling
to the high
ideals you have and
you will find that the world wishes the best to you.

CATHERINE

C.

FITZGERALD

"Gerry"
Yonkers, New York
She accepts
life with a gracious
nonchalance.
When
most of us are tearing
our hair and worrying
about things
to be done,
Gerry
is calm arid unruffled
hers is a
serenity
which is a novelty
and a blessing
in our chaotic
life.
Actively
interested
in the world
at large,
she is a
lively participant
in discussions
of current
problems
.
always
ready with an abundance
of statistics
and a sound
argument
to set right our views.
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RUTH ANN FORDYCE
"Ruthie"
Evanston, Illinois
She's Cl living paradox.
blithe when you expect her
to be sad, notsv when you expect and hope she'll be quiet.
Her sterling
characteristics
and her steadfast
nature
contribute
to a purposeful
existence.
She is tolerant
of the
vices of others,
a difficult
feat, considering
that
she has
few of her own.
Ruthie
is conscientious,
amusing,
pro-

found

...

attains

something

all in one
a little

. . .
better

the
than

to why

dl1Swer

other

human

she

beings.

PHYLLIS MARY FRAME
"Phil"
Beacon, New York
"The first principle
is to laugh at yourself,"
says Phil,
and she is one who sticks to her principles.
No matter
what the occasion,
whether
it be disappointing
or otherwise, she always manages
to see the humorous
side.
And
then she answers to any involved
situation,
"Why dance?"
. thus mockingly
dismissing
it. This cheerfulness
is
correlated
with a kindly understanding
of people,
always
apparent
in her willing ability to help and to sympathize.

ADELE FRANCIS
"Jimmy"
Durham,

Connecticut

Jimmy
amazes us with her great
range of interests
and
her passionate
devotion
to them all ...
zoology,
mental
measurements,
writing,
sports,
and iust plain humming.
A
good worker who gets things done with a minimum
of apparent
effort and a maximum
of efficiency.
Jimmy
possesses an admirable
self-confidence,
and whichever
of her
numerous
interests
she ultimately
pursues,
she is destined
for success,
for she hes the ability
to do [usfice to whatever she attempts.
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TILLIE FREEDHAND
"Tillie"
Groton, Connecticut
By Tillie's eyes one would judge her to be a poet rather
than
a .major
in history and political
science.
But despite
her quiet and calm appearance,
she accomplishes
more
than
do many people
who seem
always in a hurry.
We
must
always
wonder
about
her,
and about
that
indefinable
expression
in her eyes.
Is it serenity?
Is it amusement?
is

Is it happiness?

Do help

us, Tillie

what

it?

JEANNETTE

FREEMAN

"Jan"
Bellerose, Long Island, New York
Jan's

a problem!

Is she the

cold,

detached

botanist

growing
beans
and the like, and tearing
through
8011e5wood
identifying
trees?
Or is she the ultra-sophisticated
young
lady frequenting
polo games,
beach
parties
and
roof gardens?
It may be that she's a prom trotter, for
each
vacation
finds her heading
south to V.M.I.
This inc.onsistency
often
leaves
Jan
impaled
on the horns of
dilemma,
from which she's eventually
rescued
by an easygoing
nature
and a sound judgment.

MARJORIE

WOLFE

GAGNON

"Marge"
New London, Connecticut
Marge
attests
the modern
woman's
adage
that a career
and marriage
can be successfully
combined.
Her matrimonial
venture
during
the midst of her college
life did
not keep her off the Dean's
List, nor interrupt
her duties
as president
of the commuters.
An art major, we often
see her,
paint-box
under
arm, dashing
off to some secluded
spot
to seek
inspiration
from
nature's
masterpieces.
/., dramatic
club production
finds her busily designing
scenery.
A truly versatile
person
is our Marge!
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M. ELIZABETH GERHART

"Betty"
Madison,

New Jersey

Boundless
enthusiasm
combined
with a genuine
good
humor
constitute
this very
much
alive
personality.
A
ready wit does much to give vitality to a thorough comprehension
of history arid international
relations.
She expects
much from life, for she has always
something
of

worth and interest to offer. Betty has found the true and
happy balance between the serious and the gay. Always
the

idealist,

yet

always

with

her feet

DORIS ELIZABETH

on the

ground.

GILBERT

"Da"
Hanover,
Gay

and

sparkling

New Hampshire

Doris

moves,

real

deep

sympathies and steadfast loyalties.
will greet her friends
in gay comeraderie.

and

earnest,

with

At all times she

Hustle,
hurry,
trains
and mail. shops
and books,
studies
and the gray
dawn
"her candle
burns at both ends."
But an
effortless
energy,
an undaunted
spirit, and a gracious
and
sincere
heart prove
her able to keep up with her many
responsibilities
and her long list of friends.

VIRGINIA

GOLDEN

"Ginnie"
East Orange, New Jersey
Changing
moods combined
with an affectionate
nature
make Ginnie
an interesting
and valued
friend.
Scientific
figures are her hobby.
Ardently
conscientious,
she is often
thO! power
behind the throne.
Modest
about
her accomplishments,
but genuinely
pleased
with the admiration
of
her friends.
Eyes that
sparkle
with anticipation
of the
joys that
life has to give.
Sympathy
and interest
in the
affairs of others, aided
by rare good
judgment,
unbiased
loyalty to the truth, make hers an outstanding
personality.
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MILDRED

FLORENCE

GOLDFADEN

"Mil"
New London, Connecticut
Mildred appears to be fragile and delicate
we're
always afraid she'll break at the slightest jolt. But it's all
very deceptive
. with her dark eyes and smooth complexion, Mil is full of health, vim and vigor. She possesses
that phantom gift known as spontaneity,
combined with
an effortless ability to make other people feel gay. An
odd mingling of fantasy and practicality
is Mil ..
a
Dresden doll who majors in chemistry.

MARY

ANN

GOLDWATER

"Mary"
Crestwood,

New York

The vividness and intensity that make for a clear-cut individuality
are hers. A refreshing
honesty and frankness
wisely combined
with a broad understanding
and an infinite intellectual curiosity. Her master passion
the
dance.
For this, Mary has the persistence and purpose
and the native talent that makes success inevitable. A
realist, yet with high ideals. An inherent refinement of
nature, with a taste for the beautiful and a keen sense
ci values. Vitality, intensity, alertness, color
Mary.

LILLIAN

GREER

"Lil"
White

Plains, New York

To sum her up in a word, "warm-hearted"
describes Lil
best. Her equaQjJity of disposition is famous: it would
take almost a super-human
power to ruffle her good
nature. She is deeply sympathetic, responding easily and
quickly to the moods and interests of her associates. A
pleasant graciousness,
a quiet poise of manner, an alertness to her surroundings, have built for her a place which
will last long in the memories of her friends.
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EDNA RUTH GRUBNER
"Ed"
New London, Connecticut
Tall and slender,

with a quiet

and charming

personality,

Edna has that enviable
"s evoir faire" that enables
her to
remain
composed
in the face of the most baffling
situations.
Perhaps
this fact explains
her ability
to interview
so successfully
people
whose very names
hold us in awe.
We have great faith in her writing
abilities
and feel cer-

tain

that

Success

she will make
to you,

her

mark

in the

literary

world.

Edna!

ANNE

READ HALE
"Anne"

Sagamore
There's

fun-loving

a sparkle

spirit.

Hills Village,
in

her

eyes

that

Ohio
is tell-tale

But with this is mingled

of

a concern

her

for

the serious ..
a genuine interest in living, revealing
itself in a faith in people
and in life at large that
is not
to be turned
aside at small provocation.
Reminiscent
of
an old-fashioned
bouquet
...
fragrant,
pleasing,
poignant
. with a variety
of design
that resolves
itself
into a personality
blended
of vivid
colors
and
refined
shades.

CHARLOTTE

BERNICE HARBURGER
"Ham"
Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania

~a.m's
ability
to make
friends
can not be equalled.
This 15 perhaps
the first thing we notitt
about
her.
But
there
is much more
...
capability
as an executive,
a
fountain
of amazing
vitality,
a good
nature,
a sympathetic
capacity,
interest
in all things
that
make
life
worthwhile,
a charm
all her own, a striking
appearance
all these and so much more are part of Ham.
She
is the class spirit of 1935.
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REBECCA P. HARRIS
"Becky"
Manchester,

Connecticut

Beneath the spontaneity and merriment so characteristic
of Becky we find a true seriousness of purpose. A keen
intellect,
a desire for efficiency, and a sensitiveness to
other personalities
make Becky an understanding
and inspiring friend
...
for here is a psych major who actually applies psychology to her way of living. Would that
the little green car which calls so faithfully on weekends
might be donated
to d museum, that the rest of the world
might enjoy its uniqueness!

BARBARA HERVEY
"Bobbie"
Needham, Massachusetts
Two Bobbies inhabit Room 313 in Windham.
First of
these.
the pride of the business administration
department,
with one steady companion.
a black
girl named "Elsie," who is merely a typewriter to you,
but a person of sterling character and unerring service to
Bobbie. The other Miss Hervey is a happy, witty person
who likes to be surrounded by food and friends
and always is. Hers is an easy hospitality that never suffers through overwork.

MARTHA

AGNES

HICKAM

"Mart"
Galveston,

Texas

By her dark eyes ye sh.all know her, and by her irreproachable
bridge ...
but you will only know her well
when you catch the savor of "Army" that is 50 much a
part of her personality.
A life full of color and movement
. the romance of wings against a dark sky.
On one hand a lover of good conversation, good friends,
good times.
On the other a dreamer,
quiet, a little
moody, but always distinctly Martha.
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SUSANNE MONTGOMERY HIGGINS
"Zan"
Norwich, Connecticut
Her hair is just brown at a distance,
but in the sun it
has all the glints of old copper.
like her hair, her personality
is full of the highlights
of understanding,
generosity and sympathy.
She has a keen sense of humor
and
a gift for making an apt remark th,lt says more than
an

afternoon of conversation.
Quiet, serene of mind
no wonder she has the face of a madonna.

. .

GRACE FRANCES HOFFMAN
"Grace"
Brooklyn, New York
A low voice and a charminqlv neat appeMance are as
distinctive to her as is her enormous appetite, her hatred
of sleep,

and

and "pounce."
tween

hilarity

her fiendish

love for midnight

Blessed with that
and

repose,

here

admirable
is one

frolics,

bridge

balance

who keeps

be-

a keen

mind and a sensitive nature ever active to relieve dull
moments. She embodies the philosophy-"take
life as it
comes; never worry, but always be individual!"

RUTH HOWELL
" Ruthie"
Brooklyn, New York
Ruthie's charm of personality and warmth of nature attract a congenial group for coffee at almost any time of
day. Her keen mind, inspiring discussions of many interesting topics, is balanced by a delightful sense of humor.
Her sympathetic
understanding
fits her for the role of
confidante
for her many friends.
Good sportsmanship
makes her a favorite either as a team-mate or an opponent. She's utilized her environment this year, too ...
we see the evolution of a great artist.
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MADLYN CRAWFORD HUGHES
"Hugs"
Bristol, Connecticut
This heppv child is part girl and part volcano.
Blessed
with perfect health and violent enthusiasm,
she naturally
deserves her title of "All-American
GirL" Most of the
"rime she gurgles and bounces, but there is an occasional
serious moment, between house-parties,
when she is the
competent
executive, a hotbed of original ideas. In the
intervening seconds she is a Botany major, par excellence!
Always, however, she is "Hugs"
.•.
the gal with the
lovable smile.

CATHERINE W. JENKS

"Kay"
Hartford,

Connecticut

Her unfailing
enthusiasm,
whether
in work or play, is
unusual.
In hockey, basketball
or lacrosse you will find
her in the thick of the fray. With a giggle that can be
recognized
at any distance, she is most appreciative
of
[okes of any type. Yet no one is more capable of assuming responsibility,
for her sense of duty never allows her
to leave a task half done. Kay? ..
an all-round good
spo-t.

MAY ELIZABETH KAFFENBURGH
"Daisy"
Brookline, MassachuseHs
May is one of those rare girls who can manage to know
everyone's business and still win a popularity contest. Always genuinely thrilled and excited at any little happiness
that befalls her countless friends, she has her reward in
j"heir complete
devotion to her. With a grin: a wisecrack, and a "boop-e-doop''
she dances along In a ma~ner that will always be light-hearted.
"C'est une vie
epatante,
mon amie!"
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VIRGINIA

KING

"Ginnie"

Maplewood,

New Jersey

Ginny is always attending
meetings.
She goes from
Service League to House of Rep., to A.A. Council. She
is always active, cheerful lind dependable.
Outstendinq
in college activities, she is equally fine in character,
possessing a WMm friendliness,
thoughtfulness
and good
sportsmanship.
She can answer ony situation
with a
smile. In fact Ginnie is thet happy combination of a good
student and a qre nd companion
in any kind of fun or
adventure.

DOROTHY KRINSKY
"Dotty"
Waterbury,

Connecticut

Dotty is the more sed/de end unobtrusive
member of
the team of "Krillig end Prinsky."
She reeflv has the
potentialities
for dying of ernberressrnent.
Dotty is sincerely sweet, genuinely honest l'lnd independent.
Her hair
is the kind you see on shampoo bottles, and if dries in ten
minutes! She has an envleble
talent for becoming indignant, and still she's the only. girl in the w0rld who can
wake up in the morning ectvellv
smiling. She will always
be a friend for us to remember with an affectionate
smile.

AUDREY

F. LaCOURSE

"Audrey"
Bristol, Connecticut
Audrey, a rugged individvelist. taking a decided stand
whether It be In a heated argument or a bridge gan:e., ~as
a tenacity of purpose which is to be admired.
DIViding
her time between math problems and French papers~ she
has proved herself to be a good scholar, unlimited nights
being taken as a matter of course.
And on the other
hand, she may be found hitting a "mean" ball on the
hockey field.
Incidentally,
have you ever
heard of
Bristol?
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RUTH LAMBERT

"Ruthie"
Lowell, Massachusetts
The dancing
qleem in her eyes belies her rather serious
face.
She's the best listener
in the world, and e fine conversefionelis
t as well. She is noteworthy
for her loveltv.
her high sense of honor, her extreme
tclerence.
Startlingly
unconventionel
in her beliefs,
she adheres
strictly to what
seems
fair and velueble.
She's
tin invatere te reeder.
a
unique
young
philosopher,
a lover of the bellutiful

and

the most stec'ldfo!lst of friends.

IRENE

C.

LARSON

"Rene"

Bristol, Connecticut
larson's
going
with us.
No, she isn't.
She's changed
her mind eqein.
Planning
each day, she nevertheless
hes
time to listen to all our troubles
and lend on appreciative
ear to our jokes.
Frankness
and sensitivity
are an integral
pert of her make-up.
On the floor, in a corner,
or on the
bed
. it makes no difference
..
Rene can sleep
anywhere.
It isn't that she's bored.
She's just sleepy.

HELEN ELIZABETH

LIVINGSTON

"Livy"
Dover-Foxcroft,

Maine

This is our Livy ...
es changeable
as the weather
and es f1y.oway
es the wind.
She is elwevs
in II hurry,
forever
whirling
along
in a burst of zeal, whether
it be
for a class or a dete.
Swift vivacity
and ~ keen wit ere
combined
with a genuine
friendliness
to make up an unusual and complex
personality.
She is sensitive
and erretic.
with the intensity
of the true artist.
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MARJORY

LOUISE LOESER
"Marge"

Cleveland, Ohio
Personality and ability.
Loeser hes an abundance
of these. Her keen mind enables her to accomplish what.
soever she desires, and her charm and individuality
have
a stimulating

effed

upon those

with

whom she comes in

contact.
We stand in awe of her copability
...
admire her self-reliance.
benefit by her frankness.
She is one of those rare people who is perfectly balanced
in her interests. The social and the intellectual
are at
equilibrium.
But above all, she enjoys life.

ESTHER MADELINE

MARTIN

"Marty"

Washington,

Pennsylvania

A girl with a steady purpose, never saying 'IDie." With
Marty as a participant
or a leader, it's "come on" never
"go on." Because of her natural unselfishness and effervescent spirit of fun, we've come to know that Marly can
be counted on to pitch in wherever there's a job to be
done or a good time to be had. Thus we see Marty
genuine, fair, a good sport through and through.

DORIS MERCHANT
"Doris"

New York City
Doris humming the latest dance tune and Doris singing
lustily with the Choir presents a striking paradox.
She
is sensible and self-controlled,
yet we never know what
she'll do next. She's always there when needed, ready to
enter into the spirit of any occasion. This girl has a real
appreciation for what is fine. We admire her determined
ambition to be a novelist, yet we would understand
if we
were to find her writing scenarios for Freddie March.
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ELIZABETH

PA TTERSON

MERRILL

"Betty"
Beverly, Massachusetts
Betty is choroderized by precision ..
precise gestures, precise words. Further ...
en interest in details
and 1:1 decided
inclinlltion towe rd the dictionary heblt.
We remember Betty running to the big, bleck book on the
slightest prcvcceficn.
This definiteness ref1ects a methodicol nature, but to enhance her method there is mod ness
e delightful,
spontoneOU5 humor which asserts itself
in the stories she tells us. Her ethical concepts ore basically rnaterielisfic, but we lire sure thet Betty has her
tdeels.

LENA MEYER

"Libby"
New London, Connecticut
If any member of our class has chosen the right career,
tho+ person is Libby. Work in the field of social science
demands the understanding
and sympathy which she has
to a high degree.
She is smell. but she is capable of becoming decisive and authoritative when so inclined. libby,
we think, has a very definite aim in life, and she will certainly achieve it. She has learned to make every minute
count.

MARJORIE

NICHOLSON

"Nickie"
Mount Vernon, New York
To her classmates
. a slim, neat figure in brown
riding habit, the true sportsmen
. elwevs efficient,
genuine. An ever-ready smile with a twinkle all its own, a
playful humor
. yet over all this a quiet reserve.
What lies beneath tbet quiet, broken by so few? , .. an
ardent seeker of beeutv. returning not empty-handed.
An
unconscious striving toward the artistic in all things ..•
in play, work, friendship, life.
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REBECCA EDITH NIMS
"Becky"
Keene, New Hampshire
A demure
little person
at first sight,
but when she is
aroused
there are no bounds
to her vivacity
and emotion,
typically
French in their
expression.
There's
a fire in her

eyes when she upholds

her side

of an argument,

but

a

smile quickly reveals her friendliness.
Becky appears
naive,
and so lends herself
readily
to teasing
and practical
joking. To balance
this, she is a conscientious
scholar
with
a lively interest
in the ways of the world.

SUSAN ELIZABETH

OSTERMAN

"0sty"
Swarthmore,
A field
ladies
ciousne
reserve,
with a
scinfille
Thought
glowing
ernity

of pageantry,

gayly

Pennsylvania
plumed

knights

and

lovely

. Betty is the epitome
of the charm
and grass pictured
there.
Keeping
her hidden
thoughts
in
she glows with warmth
and
vivid color.
Alonq
genuine
appreciation
of all that
is beautiful,
there
les an irresistible
imagination
and spontaneous
wit.
profound
and frivolous;
personality
and reserved;
a glamour
of chivalry
and
modmakes Betty 0 delightful
paradox.

GERTRUDE E. PARK
Ge rt"
Pittsfield, Maine
II

Cheery,
vivacious
and generous
..
she has many
friends.
Her sympathetic
nature
claims
confidence
her humor and wit cause
many a laugh.
Gert can always
be depended
upon
for amusement,
with her numerous
accounts
of exciting
experiences,
her mimicries,
her hearty
la~gh end her gaiety.
Yet beneath
this is a deep and conSCIOUS
sincerity.
Though
change
is the essence
of her ne :ur~,' she is always "Perkie."
with a ready
"Good
MornIng
even at 7:00 A.M.
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PATRICIA PARKHURST
"Pat"
Gloversville,

New York

Noisy, good-humored,
with <'! ready smile
romantic interest centered in Poughkeepsie.
proficient
at mimicry. The first time we saw her enqeqernent
ring!
Everyone has to like Pat because of that forceful perscneliiv. She says what she thinks, and one always knows
that her opinion is unbiased. She listens sympathetically
to all tales of woe, Md yet is equally able to enter into
one's moments of supreme foolishness and gaiety.

JANET PAULSON
"Jan"
Brooklyn, New York
"-'La!"
it's Jan, a rare compound of humorous originality, keen insight ond strong will. Those who know her
best appreciate
the conscientious
work of which she is
capable and her frank loyalty <'IS Il friend. "Zooming" is
the word best applied to Jon's method of locomotion, but
on the dance floor "smooth" is the term. A prectice l
joker who can give and teke alike, a dependable
pal, a
reody wit
. this is Jan. With such 0 defense she is
bound to succeed.

RHODA PERLO
"Tarley"
East Elmhurst, Long Island, New York
A delicate common sense paired with beauty, charm or
tolent is unusual in the world, but when a bit of all these
qualities is combined in one person, and we can coli her
friend, then truly ore we fortunate.
She is one of the
people who proves that youth ..
college youth .
is not completely ridiculous and self-centered.
We like
Tarley for many reasons, but chiefly because she never
forgets the importance of being a person.
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LOIS POND
"Pondie"
Terryville,

Connecticut

Not everyone can march the faculty around the gymnasium; these Physical Ed. majors have the knack.
Enthusiasm and ability
make Lois a grand
major,
find her
leadership, poise and good sportsmanship
qualify her for
success in life. Interested in music, poetry end art, she is
appreciative and talented.
Lois feels responsibility deeply,
reflecting a quiet reserve, but underneath
this is a ready
spirit of fun. humor, and a love of the out-of-doors
with
all its activity and beauty.

DOROTHY C. PRILLIG
"Dot"
Waterbury,

Connecticut

Dot is conservative to the nth degree.
Those who know
her appreciate
her warm-hearted
friendliness and really
remarkable personality.
Her almond-shaped
eyes show an
irrepressible tendency
to laugh at everything
including
herself. One can't imagine her without "Listen, Dotty."
In spite of Dot's capacity for "artistic" moods, we seldom
see her lose her temper.
Dot is unbelievably genuine, and
since her interests tend to be a bit more intelfectue! than
the average, let's congratulate
her!

MAUDE S. RADEMAN
"Maudie"
Bergenfield, New Jersey
A splendid mind . . . yet she never lets her serious
nature keep her from being as gay as the rest of us.
She has character, depth, and strength.
How we envy her
good nature and friendliness.
Her colorful imagination,
the ardor and independence
of her every pursuit, bespeak the strong intellect and vigorous purpose of a real
scholar.
Feminine and charming,
sincere and genuine,
Maude will always be successful in whatever she chooses
to do.
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JANICE VIRGINIA RICHARDS
"Jan"
Norwich, Connecticut
The cell for tI fourth tit bridge, consistent oversleeping,
ten o'clock clesses, dejection, then amusement, or elation
over her [etesf lind most eventful weekend
. that's
Jon. Life, in spite of the rneny cornpliceficns it presents,
never puzzles or bores her. With untiring vivacity she
cells our attention to the useful philosophy which is hers,
"Live end be heppv!" We shell elweys remember Jeo es
one who proeticed whllt she preecbed.

ADELAIDE ELaiNE ROCHESTER
"Adeledv"
Tarrytown, New York
Adelaide has 011 the attributes
of Il charming hostess
..
her ever-ready wit and tact, along with her facile
powers es a conversationolist
immediately
pervade the
group end put individuals at their Bose. With a keen
appreciotion
of the out-of-doors
and a true admiration
for fine music, she enjoys herself completely.
However,
she has her moments when we remember her as "flitting
around," mimicking others, washing her hands, and casting off terrific puns!

BARBARA ANN ROHRMAYER
"Bobbie"
West Hartford, Connecticut
A subtle, graceful tapestry of sincerity, conscientiousness and sensitivity, so finely interwoven with fun, laughter and charm that a proper apprecie tion of the whole demands understanding.
Strong, firm threads of determination and courage form a background for the light. fine,
but continuous design of grace and happiness. The whole
is a complete charoeter that does not force notice but
towards which attention is gradually drewn because of its
intrinsic value.
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FRANCES

M. RUSH

"Rushie"
New Haven, Connecticut
"Rushie"

has

been

the

balance

wheel

for

many

of

us.

Her faith and appreciation
ere always ready to give a
needed "pat on the back," yet her good sense is the
first to bring our too-optimistic
idealism
down
For herself,
standards
are always
high;
but
failings
are readily
understood
and
overlooked.

busy, yet always ready
velops
steadily
outlook.

herself

to feel your
and

helps

to earth.
in others,
Always

mood, "Rushie"

us all to

keep

de·

a sound

MARY CLOSE SAVAGE
"Savage"
Berlin, Connecticut
We

know at least

three

Marys

. there's

the

smooth

and sophisticated
Mary, ready for a date
there's
Mary so conscientious
th,lf even the most tiresome
of
e saiqnrnents
is always done
and again
we have the
little girl ready for any childish
fun.
But regardless
of
the mood of the moment,
we always find a ready sen-e of
humor, lots of kindness,
and good
sense.
Once
Mary was
terribly
gullible;
she isn't any more
. that is. sed' .'OI~
ever.

PRISCILLA SAWTELLE
"Pocqe"
Needham, Massachusetts
.A magnetic
personality,
naturally
drawing
all to her
With her
poise,
efficiency
and
admirable
leedershlp.
Pvdqe's
unquestionable
ability
in dancing
and singing
has
proved
a source
of entertainment
on our campus,
and
we predict
that along these lines she will undoubtedly
gain
re.cognition.
A remarkable
capacity
for humor,
combined
With an explosive
laugh,
is declere tiva of one unique
side
of P~dge:
the ultimate
authority
on the latest
slang
expressron, the most amusing
story.
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ELIZABETH

..

SAWYER

"Beth"
Roxbury, Massachusetts

West
Beth

WARREN

dashing

about

campus

in an air-conditioned

smock, bound for chemistry, or smoothly outfitted for II
weekend.
Extremely fond of bridge
. . . her favorite
pesfirne during leisure moments. Her absent-mindedness.
well

known to

success as
all for her
generosity,

<'I

her friends,

chemistry

would

teecher.

seem to guarantee

her

But Beth is known best of

delightful
and inimitable
sense
and reedy svrnpe thv, by which

of humor,
her
she has made

many friends during her years at college.

DOROTHEA

S. SCHAUB

"Dottie"
Rockfall, Connecticut
If a vote were taken, we would surely select
the

one

most

likely

to succeed

in the

business

Dottie as
world.

She

has that poise among friends and strangers alike, that
meticulousness
of person, and that care for detail which
point straight to success. But there's also that even nicer
side ..
the jolly Dot who pulls our ears "because
they're
so soft," and, over her favorite crackers and
cheese, talks on with us from subject to subject.

IDA SCHAUB

"Ida"

Rockfall, Connecticut
She has the power of vivid description, whether it be
the beauty found in great piles of folding smoke, the
romance of an ugly back alley, or the characteristics
of
an eccentric professor.
Her fluent expression and enormous vocabulary are estcundinq.
A keen, well-balanced
mind is behind her winning smile
a mind quick to
form opinions and willing to acknowledge the opinions of
others.
Ida is a spcntsneous.
enthusiastic, sparkling, and
wholly lovable person.
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CELIA T. SILVERMAN
"Ceil"
Norwich,

Connecticut

To Ceil, "Harmony" is a course, but it would seem to
have influenced her more deeply than she knows. At any
rate, she hes a graciousness hard to describe •..
it's the
sort of thing that gives a "job" the prestige of a "position," but the person who possesses it is the sort who
gets a "position" in the first place. That sounds like
economic waste, Ceil . . . you must do something
about it.

LOIS VIRGINIA
"Loie"
Southington,

SMITH

Connecticut

If you want a lively discussion
with clear, well-formulated ideas, go to Lois. Books , .•
she has an extensive knowledge of them; movies
"
she's an excellent
critic: current events. psychology.
Her straightforward
words hold a world of weight. Firm, yet always ready to
see the other side. Her room, warm yellow and orange,
is always a center of attraction
...
the radio, movie
magazines, Betty Boop perched on a pillow, and Loie,
knitting needles clicking
a real friend.

MABEL LUNETTE SPENCER
"Mable"
Higganum,

Connecticut

Mabel ...
a small. quiet person, calmly going about
her own affairs, and yet never too busy to stop and lend
a sympathetic ear to our troubles and joys. She is dependable, and has a tenacity which is reflected in her
consistent three-point
averages.
We wonder how they
can be reconciled with so many weekends spent away
from college. Those of us who have Mabel's friendship
find it well worth while.
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MARY POWERS SPOONER
"Polly"
Glencoe,
Calm,

deal

efficient

of fun out

end

healthy

Illinois
in

of just living,

mind,

and

she

gets

heartily

a great

enjoys

both

work and play.
Polly has an absorbing
interest
in dietetics,
which she will some day apply in a hospital.
Along with a
keen sensa of humor,
we find a serious
e ppr ecie tion of

literature

CHId music.

grace
and charm
rough-housing!

At

any

social

are outstanding,

function

but

you

her poise,

should

see

her

BARBARA SALISBURY STOTT
"Babs"
Boston, Massachusetts
People

pause

awestruck

before

her doors.

Bobs pre-

her

is always

for a weekend ...
one of the numerous ones
reveals
the essential
neatness
that
is so much a
of her. The precision
with which she packs is a mar-

paring
part

vel

to

all observers.

Moreover,

beautifully
groomed.
The suaveness
that
product
of that
Bostonian
background
ing sevoir
faire.
and underneath
much warmth
and color.

person

is hers must be a
. an unfailthe smoothness,

MARY ADELINE STOVER
"Maruja"

New Dorp. S. I., New York
Tall,
nothing
weekends
vied by
forced
roomful
one of
slippers
charm.

blond,
confident
without
cocksureness,
afraid
of
so far
that's
Mary.
On campus
or on
she can wear clothes
with a degree
of style ertmost of us. She is brilliant
in scholarship,
despite
recuperations
et home.
We remember
. a
of girls listening
eagerly
Stover
rendering
her amazing
characterizations
.
pat-pat
of
in the corridor
.,
her sympathy
and sweet
Such qualities
make Mary invaluable
to us.
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CONSTANCE CHASE TURNER
"Connie"

Nyack, New York
Dick is the major interest
in Connie's
life.
We will
always
remember
her as eagerly
awaiting
daily
letters
from
St. Petersburg,
frequent
specials,
and
telegrams.
Somewhat
reserved,
she chooses
her intimate
friends
carefully and to them
reveals
admirable
qualities
of generosity, sincerity
and warmth
of friendship.
Her conscientiousness
in her school
work does
not interfere
with her
carefree
and happy
nature,
which
makes
her always
a
grand
person to have around.

NANCI TAFT WALKER
"Nanni"

Providence,
"Oh,

this is the biggest

Rhode Island
thing

in my life!"

Our ther-

mometer
of campus
activities,
she has that enviable
quality which enables
her to find interest
in routine
affairs.
Her keen sense of humor and her quick insight
into problems carry her successfully
through
all situations.
When
she is happy,
her face
fairly
radiates
light and
enthusiasm.
She keeps six months'
bargains,
too. Distinctive
are
her doll-like appearance,
her manner,
her wit and her intellect.

MARY WALLACE WALL

"Skippy"
Kingston,

Pennsylvania

Telegrams,
phone
calls,
flowers,
anniversary
toy dogs
all revolving
about
Jack.
And lately, the utter
impossibility
of reading
a complete
newspaper
article
after
she has clipped
a myriad
of suggestions
for trousseau
and home.
There's
no time now for her usual mastering
of t~~ hU';1or of all radio
comedians,
but the
present
ed-ninistre hon might
do well to obtain
her "more
love"
theory
for alleviating
the
depression.
Smart
clothes,
laughter,
sincerity,
poise..
and a deep
inner sense
of
the ideal.
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MILDRED ALICE WANNER
"Millie"
Fleetwood, Pennsylvania
A little girl with a decided personality, an alert mind,
and a keen wit. She talks quickly, too
just try to
keep up with her over the telephone.
Millie likes to improve and to enjoy herself; she loves good books and
good music, as well as good times. To strangers
sophisticated;
to us she is just the little girl who relishes
brownies at tea parties.
Millie makes end keeps friends
because of her loyalty, helpfulness, and generosity.

VERA WARBASSE
"Snookie"
Brooklyn, New York
Snookie possesses one of those vivid personalities that
fills the atmosphere
with an infectious good humor and
gaiety. Her unlimited enthusiasm extends from a devotion
to Woods Hole and sailing, to an appreciation
of fine
music and art. And she's made a real endeavor in the
field of medicine. She loves a good time, but along with
the jollity goes
.
her characteristic
generosity, tact,
consideration
and serious intellectual curiosity.

MARION

ELIZABETH WARREN
"Marty"

Torrington, Connecticut
A fund of humor as keen and captivating
and refreshing as her bright cheeks and sparkling brown eyes. An
endless generosity
and kindliness, and a constant joyousness
. all spell Marty. We know her best as the
completely
efficient, determinedly
serious Editor-in-Chief
of News. Capable, adaptable,
and alertly intelligent, she
has all the qualities of a fine leader. And her unusual
charm of manner and address
have found for her a
host of fine and lasting friendships.

8S

MARGARET
Keene,
With little effort,

TILDEN WATSON
"M. T."
New Hampshire

M.T. can be the super-sophisticated

lady, but usuellv there's
thef twinkle in her eyes, the broad
"personality"
smile, and the giggle.
She must know that
half-closed
eyes perforce
see only half the fun, for she's
always
alert.
They say that
M.T., upon entering
a law
office, is the embodiment
of dignity
and efficiency.
Ask
her sometime
why the League of Nations should continue
...
international
law is her forte.

ELEANOR A. WEAVER
"Lynn"
Huntington,

New York

An artist
in our midst!
With
assurance
of successful
accomplishment
we turn to Lynn for the drawing
of a
poster,
the designing
of a dress,
or the illustrating
of a
cherished
keepsake.
And with her originality
and
cleverness,
Lynn has proved
an equal
worth
in other
lines.
Her outstanding
thoughtfulness
and willingness
to do any
service
for others
makes her a friend
of exceedingly
unselfish nature.
We can always count
on Lynn to join in
all good times.

HARRIETTE ELIZABETH WEBSTER

"Webb'e"
Wilmette, Illinois
A genuine
love of life end truth
lies behind
Webbie's
quick perception
and complete
unde rstendin q. Hers is the
mind that never overlooks
the real and practical
in keeping the ideal before
her.
A stabilizing
influence
whose
sense of proportion
has kept many a situation
in hand.
A
long walk in Bolleswood.
a good
game
of bridge,
many
hours of intense search
(a mascot
in the distance),
poetry
readings,
Iky stories,
laughter,
fun
. . . Webbie
is
with us.
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MARION A. WHITE
"Whitie"
Plantsville, Connecticut
"Whore's
Whitey?"
when something's
gone wrong.
"Whe-e's
Whitis?"
when there's something to rejoice
about, and "Where's Whitie?" when there's mischief on
foot. She's one of those fare creatures in whom one instinctively has confidence.
. helpful. efficient, strongminded dnd loyal. Yet who could forget that happy-golucky good nature and that snappy sense of humor. In
sum, a girl whom you like when you
"grows on you" <!IS you know her.

meet

her, arld who

ANNE WILLIAMS
"Staffy"
Jewett City, Connecticut
Suggestive
of that favorite of qood-ne tured and humorous fellows, Jack Falstaff, she is known to Mosierites
as "Staffy." A hearty chuckle as contagious as the glitter
in her merry eyes. A delightful mixture of sweet disposition and strong will. Steffv's scientific knowledge is
astounding, but she can mix up cakes and pies equally as
well as chemical elements. With deep insight, thorough
understanding,
sympathy and pure common sense, Steffy
can always find the silver lining.

LETITIA PLAINE WILLIAMS
"Lee"
Hartford, Connecticut
lee's interest in dramatics extends from a keen appreciation of classical drama to practical experience in col.
lege theatricals
and constant attendance
at the movies.
Her horizon, however, is breeder than this, as evidenced
by her scholastic stllnding , ..
no less than a Winthrop
scholar is Lee. Usually calm and cool, her reserve vanishes somewhat in her love for foreign languages.
She is
equally at home in intellectual conversations
or in "bull
sessions," for Lee's brilliance does not exclude her interest in humanity.
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KATHERINE

D. WOODWARD

"Kay"
Thomaston, Connecticut
There's a world of depth in this petite individual
that
can't be put into words. Only those who have helped her
change the water in a goldfish bowl can appreciate
completely the staunch loyalty, the unfailingly sweet temper,
and the sharp, uncanny humor that make up Kay. It's
fun to watch her float across a dance floor; it's exciting
to see her dressed like a Parisian model; but it's nicest of
all to talk with
your friend.

her in the wee, small

RUTH BURTON

hours and

know she's

WORMELLE

"Dickie"
Allston,

Massachusetts

A conscientiousness
which is completely
unobtrusive
she just appears suddenly with a twinkle in her eyes
and an "Am I interrupting
anything?"
and we know that
she's been accomplishing
things. But she's always ready
for a share in the play. She lives a well-ordered life.
.
quiet, a bit reserved,
choosing
her friends
carefully.
Dickie tends to underestimate
her violin playing and her
numerous other achievements,
but we find her modesty
most becoming!

RUTH M. WORTHINGTON

"Ruthie"
Hartford, Connecticut
It's no wonder that Ruthie, naturally such an enthusiastic and friendly person, is always rushing from place to
place.
. from a tennis match to the Press Board office
to write up the latest college activity, and then down to
the Botanical Garden for a bit of landscaping
...
her
major and one of her hobbies. At odd moments we find
her working at her adored c ross-atitchinq. playing pingpong, or straightening
out a complicated
"affaire
de
coeur
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AGATHA

S. ZIMMERMAN
"Gotha"
Brooklyn, New York

We might say that when we have reached
the apex of
civilization
we would
want
to be like Gotha.
But the
words are cold and far off, and Gotha
has a warm heart,
a friendly
manner
and an elfin grin
all near things.
Yet withal
. whisper it, lest the gods should resent
she has the blessing of silent understanding,
genuine
interest,
and
honest
opinion.
However,
when one hl:ls

reached

the apex.

.r
.r .r
.r
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Song to the Juniors
Ivy will cling to the gray stone wall
Till the walls shall be crumbled

away;

Blue of the river will only fade
When the heavens shall pass away;
And now in the moonlight

together,

Our Jove to the Juniors we bring

And our hearts will be loyal forever
It's to you, Junior class, that we sing.
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1936

...
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M.

A. GRISWOLD

G. WEYHE

B. CAIRNS

McKELVEY

Class of 1936
MARGARET
McKELVEY
BARBARA CAIRNS

President
Vice-President
. Secretary
Treasurer

GERTRUDE WEYHE
ALYS GRISWOLD
JOSEPHINE

PRATT

Chairman of Entertainment
Chairman of Decoration
Chairman of Sports
Historian

SALLY JUMPER
HELEN BYGATE
MARGARET
WATERMAN
JANET
SALLY
JANE

HOFFMAN
KIMBALL
HARRIS

ITH

W

. Song Leader
. Cheer Leader
Chairman of Curriculum

.

the attainment

of the honorable

and worthy

of 1936 assumed new responsibilities
of upper-c1assmen.
We became the mentors
For each

position

of us had a new sister, and some fifteen had Freshman

Moreover.

several

Government,
Not

members

and in other

of the class now held really important
campus

only were we considered

of Juniors,

the class

and privileges befitting the high estate
and guides of a new class of Freshmen,
houses to take care of.
positions

in Student

organizations.
capable

of initiating

our Freshmen

traditions
of C. C., but we were also arrived at that much-anticipated
might carryon
the Mascot traditions.
This year we were the pursuers,

sisters

into the

time when we
not the pursued,

With the fine sleuthing of the Sophomores and the constant elusiveness of the Juniors,
Mascot Hunt was again made one of the most exciting activities of the college year.
At the

the

annual

Junior

banquet,

the secret

was at last divulged.

More than half of our Junior year has passed; we are rapidly progressing toward
year when the dignity of the class of '36 will be supreme.
There remains only

Junior

Prom weekend,

we wi I) feel that

in the middle of May.

truly we are approaching

With the social climax of our Junior

the grand
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finale, Senior year!

year,

Song to the Sophomores
Deep down in our hearts,
We've got a feeling for you
Oh yes! a feeling for you;
As we come to sing,
Our hearts are open to you
Because we know you're true blue.
So now, our sister class,
We'll keep on thinking of you,
And keep e-lovinq you too;
For we've got a sisterly feeling for you
Deep down in our hearts.
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M. M,CONNELL

E. SCHLESINGER

E. METCALF

B. HAINES

Class of 1937
BARBARA

President

HAINES

Vice-President
. Secretary

EDITH METCALF
.
ELIZABETH SCHLESINGER
MARGARET

Treasurer

McCONNELL

Chairman of Entertainment

JOAN
BLAIR
KATHERINE FULTON

. Chairman of Sports
Chairman of Auditing

RUTH PIERCE .
BARBARA STILES

Historian

EMMA MOORE
OLIVE FRENCH

s

A

Assistant

Song Leader

Assistant
Chairman

DUNNIGAN

WE look back over the school year, to September,
greatest

Song Leader

. Cheer Leader

DORIS WHEELER
ELIZABETH A YER
KATHRYN

.

thrills that

college

Cheer

Leader

of Curriculum

we remember

has given us so far-returning

one of the

to school as Sopho-

mores.

When
fierce

Freshman

battle

door

raged,

of Fanning,

Initiation

began,

centering

this feeling

its interest

reached

on the purple

under which ridiculously

garbed

its height.

For two days a

and gold banner

Freshmen

were forced

over the East
to bow.

The

class spirit grew very strong as we united to protect our class colors. At the end of
the two days we carried our banner, tattered
and torn, but still ours, from Fanning.
We gave our first class dance,

a cleverly

and brightly

waitresses,

we carried

attendance

and general

The night
masse

decorated
out the

Scph Hop, on Saturday,

dance

festive

atmosphere

set for the beginning

in the gym, waiting

for strange

December

fifteenth.

floor, and with gayly costumed

Christmas

spirit.

as well, the dance
of Mascot
occurrences

Not only financially,
was a great

With

Freshmen
but

in

success.

Hunt found the Sophomore
or the shrill of a whistle.

class en
The songs

of the Juniors, daring us to discover the hidden Mascot, were answered eagerly.
Regardless of the complications
of Mascot Hunt, however, and regardless of our success
in other

enterprises,

we are

an enthusiastic
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class, anxious

to work and win for '37.

Song to the Freshman
We've found the perfect

tune:

Now the words come clearly:
Freshmen we sing to you

Praising you sincerely.
Now in the moonlight we're calling, calling,

By the wall where we always stand.
Ringing clear through the trees above,
This is our song of love:
Freshman class, it's to you.
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K. WALBRIDGE

R. HOLLINGSHEAD

B. CRANDALL

K. SHEE

Class of 1938
KATHERINE
WALBRIDGE
RUTH HOLLINGSHEAD
BETTY CRANDALL
KATHARINE
SHEE
ALICE P. SCARRITT
VIRGINIA
VANDERBILT
DARLEN ESTERN
.
BETHY ANDERSON
JANE KELLOGG
FRANCES
HENRETTA
JOAN
ROBERTS

President
vice-President
Secretary
Treasurer
Chairman of Entertainment
Chairman of Sports
Historian
. Cheer Leader
Assistant Cheer Leader
. Song Leader
Assistant Song Leader

F

group of girls that arrived hei8 in September from widely
ROM the heterogeneous
scattered
locations, the class of '38 has taken form, moulded by a variety of in-

fluences.

Freshman

and unfamiliarity
ing from

Week

threw

blizzards

to idyllically

Green

and

days, gave rise to a certain

rang-

comradery.

And

and beltless

blue

known as Freshman Initiation.

we donned

long white cotton

stockings

It was under these circumstances that our first class plot was hatched.
both bold and subtle, we finally succeeded
in snatching half of the

strategies

Sophomore

born of the newness

Devoid of all make-up, except for a neatly applied black eye, we resemmore nor nothing less than a flock of not-sa-daring
"young men on a

flying trapeze."

After

trembling,

with a desperation

The daily climb up to campus, in weather

beautiful

then came the war, otherwise
gym rompers.
bled nothing

us together

of our surroundings.

banner

from

under

the careful

surveillance

of the upper-c1assmen.

A short time later, Freshman correspondence
and conversation
showed marked
evidence
of Gertrude
Stein's influence after her lecture here" but this, too, was just
another

step

in our development,

The inter-class
poise
proudly
goose

and

basket

originality,

not to speak

took our place

alongside

with a crimson

for we soon outgrew

ball games

ribbon

really established

of a goodly
the other

around
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7

of talking

us as a full-fledged

share of cooperative

classes, while our mascot,

its neck, waddled

our cheers.

the habit

triumphantly

spirit.

Steinese.

class with
And we

a plump

white

to the rhythm

of

Beta Song
Come loyal classmates

gather

'round

And [oin a song of praise;
Connecticut, to honor thee

Our voices we will raise.
Fling out the doors of learning wide,
For she has much to share
Of health, of wealth, of happiness,
And gifts beyond compare.
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HARRIETTE

WEBSTER

Student Government
(Adapted

from the Athenian

Oath
Oath)

E will never, by any selfish or other unworthy act, dishonor this, our College;
individually and collectively we will foster her ideals and do our utmost to

W

instill a like respect

in those

among

us who fail in their

responsibility;

unceasingly

we

will strive to quicken a general realization of our common duty and obligation to our
College.
And thus in manifold service we will render our Alma Mater greater, worthier,
and more

beautiful.
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Student Government

T

HE Student Government Association deals with all student activities not under
faculty jurisdiction. This includes social regulations, honesty in academic activities,
student participation in college affairs, student-faculty
relations, and general living
conditions in college. All rules are made by the students.
Since every student
in
college

is a member

of the association,

it is expected

that

complete

support

will be

given to all rules. Through the House of Representatives,
any student opinion can be
expressed and can be properly acted upon. This year we heve tried particularly to
recognize the importance of each individual as an influence in her own house, and thus,
through her House President, in the House of Representatives.
We have tried to
strengthen Student Government by the realization that each and every girl must think
and act intelligently if we are to have a government for and of the students. Only wi-h
the continuous interest and alertness of the student body can the association meet the
needs of the students. Student Government is based on the belief that rational and
intelligent adults see the importance of group welfare and will continually strive to
keep the group standards up to their own individual standards.
This year, in an attempt to meet student problems and to more closely satisfy
student needs, Student Government has carried out the following projects:
The system of elections has been changed to nomination by petition
by printed ballot. It is hoped that this will allow for a fairer representation
choices and nominations, and for a broader field of nominees.

and voting
of student

The eleven o'clock limit on smoking in the living rooms of the wooden dorrnitor ios
has been removed, as it was felt that with the proper precautions the danger of '[ire
could be diminished enough to make the rule unnecessary.
Honor Court has asked some students to appear before the Court to present the:r
cases, according to the principle that the important function of the judicial board is -o
make the offender realize her wrong and to change her attitude if it is at fault.
R.ecord~ of the activities of each student have been started, to help organizations
In the.lr c.holces for committees and officers. Records of the annual progress of each
organization have also been inaugurated to help students in future years to follow the
development of the organization.
Teas have been given for the Commuters, and there has been a Commuter representative in Cabinet, in the effort to more closely ally the interests of these girls with
those of the campus students.
The drinking rule, the regulations for Freshmen, and the system of night allotments
have been changed with a view to making them more reasonable and better fitted to
student needs.
The activity in Student Government this year has we hope strengthened
the
belief of the students and the faculty that selt-qovernment is beneficial to the college
as a whole, as well as important to the development of the individual student.
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Cabinet
HARRIETTE WEBSTER, '35
President
PRISCILLA SAWTELLE, '35 .
Vice-President
EMMA MOORE, '37 .
Secretary-Treasurer
FRANCES RUSH, '35
KATHERINE WALBRIDGE, '38
MARION WARREN, '35
MARGARET McKELVEY, '36
HAZEL DEPEW, '35
BARBARA HAINES, '37
MARJORIE NICHOLSON, '35
CHARLOTTE HARBURGER, '35
LYDIA ALBREE, '35
SYLVIA DWORSKI, '35
JOSEPHINE MERRICK, '36
ABINET, as the executive board of Student Government,
tries to recognize the
important
problems of the several organizations
and of the student body as a

C

whole, and to present them to student opinion through the House of Representatives.
1+ has the veto power over all laws passed by the House.
In making its decisions,
Cabinet

tries to keep in mind the general

all possible

opinions,

subsequent

effects

aims of Student

of the proposed

change,

Government,

to consider

and to consider

all available

both from faculty and students.

Cabinet

is composed

of the officers of Student

Government,

the Speaker

of the

House of Representatives,
the presidents of the four classes, and the presidents of the
leading organizations.
Because of the varied representation
of its members, Cabinet is
an important
attention

organ

for directing

student

and action.
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opinion

toward

the

proper

channels

for

Honor Court
FRANCES RUSH, '35
BARBARA STOTT and SABRINA BURR
PRISCILLA SPALDING and ELIZABETH PARSONS
ANN FORD and ELISE THOMPSON
. .

H

Chief Justice
1935
. . 1936
. 1937

ONOR COU RT, composed of the President of Student Government, the Chief

'

Justice,

and two judges

branch of Student Government.
The Honor System, on

which

from

each

of the three

upper

the Student

Government

operates,

has broken a rule to report herself to the Chief Justice.
in the weekly Honor

classes,

is the judiciary

This court tries all cases involving infractions

Court meeting,

where a verdict

requires

of rules.

a student

Her case is then brought

is reached

and a penalty

who

up

imposed

jf nccesserv. In making a [udqrnent, the court considers not only the seriousness of the
infraction, but also the girl's attitude and the effect which her actions have had on her
own standard and on those of the college. A penalty is given when the court feels that
such an action will benefit the girl. or when the infraction is considered a case of mere
carelessness. The offender is requested to appear before the court if her case is a
serious one.
Each student is responsible for her conduct, socially and academically.
In addition.
a student who is aware that a fellow student has violated the Honor Code is in honor
bound to admonish that student to report herself.
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House of Representatives
JOSEPHINE

T

. Speaker of the House

MERRICK

HIS

organization
represents
the entire student body of Connecticut College.
Membership
consists of the Speaker of the House, eighteen House Presidents, and

six mernbers-at-lerqe.
each of the latter representing
one of the larger campus dormitories.
In electing members, three or four names ere submitted to Cabinet from each
house.

If the' names ere approved,

be voted

they are taken back to their respective

houses to

upon.

In the House of Representatives
ernment

in regard

measures,
only body

is vested the legislative power of Student Gov-

to all major college-wide'

and amend or modify
in Student Government

legislation.

This body

can pass necessary

rules subject to the approval of Cabinet.
It is the
with this power. In the weekly meetings, suggestions

for the improvement
of Student Government
are introduced
and discussed at length.
This year such questions as a change in library hours and the possibility of having a
campus

bank were

discussed,

but were found to be impossible

cumstances.
This year has been marked

by increasing

the House

of Representatives.

Students

expressing

their opinions to this body through

interest

have become
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under

in the functions
more aware

their House

Presidents.

the present

cir-

and activities

of

of the necessity

of

-

H. DEPEW

P. HALL

J. M,NULTY

R. CHITTIM

Service league
HAZEL DEPEW, '35
PATRICIA
JANET

President

HALL, '36

McNULTY,

RUTH CHITTIM,

Vice-President

'37
'36

Secretary

.

Treasurer

HELEN BAUMGARTEN,

'35

ELIZABETH OSTERMAN,

'35

PATRICIA
CERVICE

BURTON,

Religious Committee
International Committee

'36

. Social Chairman

LEAGUE includes the entire college in its membership.

The aim of the

by bonds of friendship and loyalty; to inspire
them to give their sympathy and to dedicate their services to the advancement
of

~

organization

is "to unite its members

college interests, community welfare,
to benefit humanity."
The activities
Under Service

League are organized

the New London Mission House.

and national
are directed
groups

and

international
causes destined
of seven members.

by a cabinet

to superintend

Cooperating

social work with children

with the Red Cross, Service

League

at
has

taken an active part in helping the needy of this city. At Thanksgiving time each year
many families are provided with large baskets of food; at Christmas time we send a
number of dolls, dressed by the students, to the Christadora
Service

League

has also endeavored

to establish

House in New York City.

closer Student-Faculty

on campus by organizing small discussion groups.
For the social
Service League sponsors monthly dances, as well as the Mid-Winter

relations

life of the college,
Prom. In the inter-

collegiate world, we cooperate
by sending representatives
to various conferences
and
student assemblies, including the Student Christian Movement
Conference,
Northfield
Mid-Winter
field, there

Conference,
June Month, and Silver Bay. In the
is a fund which enables us to bring a foreign student

Throughout
the year, Service League is also
activities that arise in a varied college program.
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ready

to

broader
international
here every few years.

perform

any

miscellaneous

Connecticut College News
MARION

WARREN,

'35 .

RHODA PERLO, '35
IDA SCHAU B, '35 .
EDNA

GRUBNER,

Editor-in-Chief

.

. News Editor
. Managing Editor

'35

Senior Editor

AILEEN GUTTINGER, '36
VI RGINIA BOWEN, '36 .
CATHERINE
CARTWRIGHT,
SELMA LEAVITT, '36 .
DOROTHEA SCHAUB, '35 .
SALLY JUMPER, '36 .
RUTH WORTHINGTON,

I

Nkeeping

with the growth

and directly

controlled

. Junior Editor
. Junior Editor
Business Manager
Advertising
Manager
Circulation Manager

'35

. Art Editor
. Exchange Editor

'35
of the college,

by

the' students,

the "News,"

has increased

a weekly publication

written

in size and scope of news.

staff this year changed the setup of the "News" in an effort to present a paper
more compactness
and yet more space. While chiefly concerned
with presenting
campus

news,

student

activities.

Student

in the

editorial

expression

more

attention

has been

opinion
and

directed

and thought

Free Speech

toward
along

columns.

these

national
various

Welcoming

and

The
with
local

international

lines have found
criticism

and

sug-

gestion from the "News" advisor and other members of the faculty, "News" has occasionally solicited

articles from them as well. With the aid of faculty and students, the

staff has attempted

to improve the paper in general makeup, content, and interest.

III

Koine
MARJORY

LOESER .

.

.

MARTHA HICKAM
KATHERINE WOODWARD
RUTH FAIRFIELD

}

.

Editor-in-Chief

ELIZABETH FARNUM

Business

ALYS GRISWOLD
}
AILEEN GUTTINGER

.

. Senior Literary

.

.

•

. Art Editor
.

Photography

CHARLOTTE HARBURGER }
GERTRUDE PARK
.

Advertising

BARBARA STOTT
}
VIRGINIA GOLDEN

.

Editors

. Junior Literary Editors

.

MARJORIE WOLFE GAGNON
LYDIA ALBREE }
RUTH LAMBERT .

Manager

...

Subscriptions
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Quarterly
GLORIA

Editor-in-Chief

BELSKY, '35 .

RHODA

PERLO, '35

. Managing

.

ADELE FRANCIS, '35}
EDNA GRUBNER, '35

. Senior Editors

.

MARGARET THOMAN,
'36
}
EDITH THORNTON,
'36
.
MARGARET WATERMAN,
'36

, Junior Editors

JEANNETTE SHINGLE, '37}
BARBARA STILES, '37
ADELE FRANCIS, '35 .

Sophomore

MARGARET
WATSON,
NANCI
WALKER, '35

I

NWARDLY, outwardly,
the

magazine

innovation
every

on an attractive
has been

student

. Advertising
. Assistant Advertising

roundabout

has established

from the rest of the editorial
has taken

. . . Art Editor
Business Manager
Assistant Business Manager

'35

and

Editors

. Book Review Editor

SALLY ANN JUMPER, '36
VIRGINIA GOLDEN, '35 .
ALYS GRISWOLD, '36

Inwardly

Editor

board,

but abiding

new cover.

accomplished.

Quarterly

has made

a book review

at college.

I 13

innovations

board,

not entirely

by its own rules. Outwardly

Under the vague
Quarterly

Manager
Manager

term "roundabout"

is now distributed

free

this year.
divorced
Quarterly
the largest

of charge

to

Press Board
SYLVIA DWORSKI, '35
MARION ANELLO, '35
RUTH WORTHINGTON,

Editor-in-Chief
City Editor
'35

Business Editor

MERION FERRIS, '35 .

. Managing

MARION WHITE, '35
PRISCILLA COLE, '37
DORIS WHEELER, '37

Editor

. Assistant Managing
Editor
. Rotogravure Editor
. Sports Editor

P

RESS BOARD is the organization
on campus for those students who are interested
in journalism.
In cooperation
with the Publicity Department,
it "covers" all the
college activities for papers throughout
the country, each member being correspondent for a particular paper or syndicate.
paper

Press Board is now a compact, efficient unit. Its members not only gain real newsexperience,
but also develop an individual style of writing while acquiring
a

sense of news value. The types of newspaper articles most frequently written are personals, sports, and general news articles.
The greatest
progress during the year has
been made in writing feature articles, some of which have been published under the
students' names. With the aid of the rotogravure
department,
those interested
in the
pictorial aspect
newspapers.

of the news also send pictures

of college

activities

or students

to the

Press Board is steadily increasing the volume of worthwhile publicity for Connecticut College, thus making it known throughout
the country as one of the best of
women's colleges.
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MARGARET

Editor-in-Chief

BAYLIS, '35

AUDREY LaCOURSE,
AILEEN GUTTINGER,
ALYS GRISWOLD,

'35}
'36

Board of Editors

.

'36
·

MIRIAM

HE

T

GRElL,

Connecticut

Government

ment

for the
campus

'34

rules and

Ex-Officio

.

College

Association

"C"

is a handbook

as an up-to-date

regulations,

faculty

published

annually

manual on the present

rules, the college

by the Student
Student

social and academic

Governcalendars

year, extra-curricular
student organizations and activities, maps of the college
and Bolleswood, and other general information for the students.
The "C" is

sent to all Freshmen

before

they reach college,

so that necessary

facts may be learned.

To insure comprehension
by the Freshmen of the rules included in the "C", each
October
a "C" quiz is held, at which the president of the Sophomore Class, and also
the Seniors, ask the Freshmen
understand
college regulations
the college

questions.
In this way the new classes quickly learn and
and traditions, and are better able to fit themselves into

community.
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Spring Song
For now the spring has come
To this our college;
Connecticut

is robed

in green and gray:

And all the apple bloom
And budding
Have tinted

laurel
all the hills, and far away.

For now the spring has come
To this our college;

,

And set the river glistening.
We'll sing with joy to thee,
Our Alma Mater;
We'll always love to think of thee in' spring.
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W'ig and Candle
President
LYDIA ALBREE, '35
GLORIA BELSKY, '35 .
MARGARET
THOMAN,

Vice-President

. Secretary
Treasurer

'36

LETITIA WILLIAMS,
'35 .
MARGARET
BAYLIS, '35
RUTH

LAMBERT,

Business
Stage

'35 .

Manager
Manager
. Scenery

RITA DRISCOLL, '35 .
AILEEN GUTTINGER, '36

Properties
Costumes

JANE PEETS, '37 .
FRANCES RUSH, '35 .

Lights
Make-up

RHODA PERLa, '35 .
MARGARET
WATSON,

T

HE aim of the
tunity

presented

Wig

Prompter
'35

and Candle

to know all phases

is to give every student

of play production.

interested

For some years there

the opporhave been

only two three-ad

plays, one given in the spring and one in the fall, in addition to the four competitive
one-ad plays presented by the four classes. In the interim
between fall and spring, Wig and Candle has not functioned, and thus it has been far
from achieving

its aim.

The repertoire

or to the girls who wanted

has been too scant to give impetus to the club,

more dramatics.
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There has never been a specific group to comprise Wig and Candle.
This year,
when the new staff of officers was elected, it seemed to be an opportune
time to start
working for a unified group.
Consequently
several meetings
open to the entire
student body were held. At these meetings the girls who wished to do so read plays
to the others.
They worked in groups, choosing the play, casting it, and practising.
Thus they had free scope to work as they pleased, with a small audience to criticize
them.

This practice

has not yet been completely

worked

out and established,

but it

has given the girls a start.
In addition to these very informal meetings, Wig and Candle heard an outside
speaker in January.
Helen P. Wheeler, of the Mount Holyoke faculty, gave a fescinating lecture on the Modern Russian Drama.
be able to have at least one more good lecturer
Cooperation

with the Wesleyan

It is hoped that
in the spring.

Paint and Powder Club, for the purpose

presenting a musical review or a play, was contemplated,
had not yet reached a point in our own organization
extra work outside our own school.
combining of the two organizations
ficial to both groups.

the organization

will

of jointly

however it appeared
that
which would permit taking

we
on

It is sincerely hoped that in the very near future a
will be possible, since it would doubtless be bene-

There is still much work to be done in order to develop a strong and flourishing
club, but we feel great encouragement
with the advance that has already been made.

Competitive

T

Plays

HE first work of the new officers was the sponsoring of competitive
plays. Each
class, without outside aid, presents a one-act play. This is an excellent practice,

because .of the fact that it not only brings out new talent for our stage, but also gives
experience in each feature of production
...
scenery, makeup, costuming, and directing, all of which must be products

of the class workmanship.

A silver cup is awarded

to the class that presents the best play. All phases of the production
committee

composed

of faculty

are [udqed by a

members.

Spring Play

L

AST May we presented

Noel Coward's

"Hay

Fever."

It was repeated

in June

as

the Commencement
Play, and both times was very favorably
received by the
college. Not only were there some of our regular players in the cast, but also we were
glad to introduce to our audiences some fresh talent.

"T

Fall Play
HE Late Christopher

Bean" by Sidney Howard

was the choice of Wig and

Candle for its fall presentation.
The cast consisted of entirely new material,
for the most part from the present Sophomore class. Miss Cockrill coached this new
group so well that when the curtain went up, no one would have suspected
how "little
experience each girl had had. The play was well received by the college.
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Comus
ARLY in the fall, Milton's "Comus" was presented in our lovely open air theatre.
It was originally planned for September 29th, the three-hundredth
anniversary of
its first performance,
but unfortunately it had to be postponed because of the weather.
The Departments
of Music, Physical Education, and Art, in conjunction with the Wig
and Candle, all worked together to make the presentation a success. Mr. Winthrop

E

Ames

of the

London

Lyman Allyn Museum

to take the male roles.

was felt that the performance

was the director.

Considering

HIS

year's

Department,

Christmas

from New
it

was highly commendable.

Christmas

T

Men were recruited

the short time allowed for preparation,

Pageant,

was one of the

Pageant

planned

by the students

most impressive

presentations

and faculty of the Art
the college

has wit-

nessed. The scene was laid before a stained glass window, behind which appeared the
Madonna.
There were thirteen figures in the pageant, besides six people who represented statues. According to the usual tradition, the pageant was again an unveiling
of the Madonna ... this year the Madonna of the Stained Glass Windw.
Before the Gothic portal of our own little cathedral in Brittany, a devout group
of peasants and townspeople knelt. They had come to the church on Christmas eve to
take part in the dedication of the new window of the Virgin. For a long time they
had skimped and saved and waited.
Now at last the window that they had hoped for
and dream~d of was finished.
For this memorable occasion they had assumed their
finest attire.
The women were wearing their dainty caps of Breton lace; the' men
their sober suits of black. Slowly the group rose and entered the cathedral.
Only two
old peasants remained kneeling outside.
In the last scene, the Madonna of the Stained Glass Window was revealed.
The
craftsmen of the town had tried to copy the exquisite coloring of the Virgin Window
in Chartres.
Similarly, the portal of the church was to bear a resemblance to that of
the famous cathedral.
The carved saints that stood on either side of the entrance
expressed the Gothic feeling for tall, uplifting lines. Our little cathedral tried to capture some of that feeling of adoration and worship which is such an integral part of
Chartres.
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Glee Club
FREDERICK S. WELD
DOROTHY

)

Director

M. BOOMER, '35

President

PRISCILLA SAWTELLE, '35

Vice-President

LOIS PON D, '35

T

HE

GLEE CLUB was originally

on campus.
when an original

Business Manager
organized for the advancement

of choral singing

The first years were devoted
simply to concert singing, until 1928,
operetta was presented.
Since then it has become almost a tradition

for the club to sing light opera.
Glee Club this year was comprised of fifty members, representing
all four classes,
an increase of about ten members over last year. Since we have come to believe that
a piece
taneous

of work done in a shorter space of time produces a more finished
performance,
rehearsals were begun at a later date than heretofore.

In a spirit of sincere gratefulness,

the members

of the Glee Club take this oppor-

tunity, as an organization, to express their appreciation
successful efforts of the director, Mr. Weld.
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and spon-

for the continued

loyalty

and

&

Choir
Director

DR. J. LAWRENCE ERB
ADELAIDE ROCHESTER, '35

C

HOIR

group

started

Week

this year with an unusually large membership.

a Freshman

led the singing
The regular

Secretary

choir was organized

under the direction

During Freshman
of Dr. Erb, and this

at the first Vesper service.

college

Choir,

however,

consists of volunteer

members from all {our

classes, and those who participate
feel that it is one of the most pleasant of the campus
organizations.
It follows an aetive program throughout the year, assisting at Vespers

every Sunday,

besides additional

singing in connection

with the Christmas Pageant,

the

May Day ceremony,
Commencement
exercises, and the Choir concert in the spring.
This fall, Milton's "Comus" was presented
in the open air theatre, with the musical
accompaniment
furnished by the Choir.
The success of any organization
depends
the actual

ability of the members.

on the interest

Choir members

shown, as well as upon

have shown their interest

by regular

attendance
at rehearsals, and if we are to judge by the [avoreble criticism they have
received,
it would also seem that they have demonstrated
great abiilty. To Dr. Erb
the Choir owes its success and its appreciation
for having given generously of his time,
his capable

direction,

and his enthusiastic

spirit.
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Relations Club

International

President

ELIZABETH OSTERMAN, '35
ELIZABETH TAYLOR, '36
NANCI WALKER, '35
MARJORY LOESER, '35}
ELISE THOMPSON, '37

T

HE year

preceding

Secretary
Treasurer

Publicity

this one witnessed

the formation

of a new organization

signed to fill what was felt to be a very definite need on this campus.
tional Relations is a liberal club which has as its aim the fostering of a better
hension on the part of students,
today,

and the enrichment

ing which goes deeper
develop in the student

of the forces which underlie

of the student

international

horizon with a broader

than the boundaries
a keener realization

de-

Internacompre··

relationships

and wider under-s-end-

of nationality.
Moreover, the club aims to
of the duties which will be hers as a citizen

in her community.
Each year International
Relations Club makes a drive to raise money for the
Student Friendship Fund, for the purpose of bringing to the campus a foreign student,
in exchange for one of our graduates
who is sent for study abroad.
The principle activities of the club include lectures and discussion

groups.

On an

average of once a month large meetings are held, with a speaker to lecture and lead
discussion afterward.
Miss Hafkesbrink
addressed
the first meeting this year on the
subject

of "Germany

Today."

Later in the season

Dr. Sven Knudsen

of Copenhagen

spoke on the part which young people can play in the furthering
of better feeling
between nations. We' were also fortunate in being able to have Ewart Edmund Turner,
the pastor of the American
movement.

Church

in Berlin, to lead an informal

discussion

on the Nazi

The International
Relations "coffees"
and lectures have been a popular
activity.
It is felt that they contribute
a valuable addition to the educational
tunities of Connecticut
College.

Religious

Committee

HELEN BAUMGARTEN, '35
DR. PAUL F. LAUBENSTEIN

T

HE Religious
deavor

Committee

to stimulate

IS

student

campus
oppor-

Chairman
Faculty Adviser

an organization
Interest

which has had as its purpose

in religious thought

the en-

and work. The committee

has continued the custom of having student chapel services during the year, and it has
stressed the value, to those interested,
of having closer contact with Vesper speakers
by being with them during the Sunday evening meal.
Realizing the desirability
arranged

for a three-day

of having

conference,

an outside

under

religious

the leadership

director,

the committee

of Dr. Roy B. Chamberlin

of Dartmouth College. During these three days the students met with Dr. Chamberlin
in group discussions and personal
of Life." Already there has been

consultations
to consider with him the' "Investment
earnest request to have Dr. Chamberlin
return.
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Alumnae
JANET CRAWFORD
HOW,
ROSAMOND
BEEBE, '26
MARY BIRCH TIMBERMAN,
ELEANOR

HARRIMAN

Association

'24

President
. First Vice-President
Second Vice-President

'23

BAKER, '25

Recording

ELIZABETH HARTSHORN,
'30
VIRGINIA
EDDY, '23 .
HENRIETTA OWENS ROGERS, '28
KA TH RYN MOSS, '24

T

HE day after Commencement
she has been an undergraduate,

the Alumnae

Association

college.
The organization
tive Board, composed

Secretary

Treasurer
Editor of News
Nominating Chairman
. Executive Secretary

the erstwhile Senior is an alumna.
For four years
but she will be an alumna for a long time, and so

exists in order that she may always be an active

part of the

of the Alumnae Association is simple and effective.
The Execuof fourteen members elected by the Association, is the directing

group. Three alumnae trustees represent the Association on the Board of Trustees, and
the Executive Secretary
is the representative
at the college of the entire alumnae
group.
The sixteen alumnae chapters are active throughout
the country.
Through the Alumnae Association
the new alumna will make friends
knew in college,

she will work for the betterment

of local community

she never

affairs, she will

enjoy the social activities of her local chapter, but most important of all, she will come
to realize that she can do much in "helping to cast the influence of the Association
toward

the development

of an institution

designed

truly to prepare

only to earn a living in the world, but actually to live satisfying

German

young women,

not

lives."

Club
President

GERTRUDE WEYHE, '36.
DOROTHEA SCHAUB, '35

Vice-President

Secretary-Treasurer

GERTRUDE MEHLING, '36
CELIA SILVERMAN, '35 .

Chairman

of Entertainment

Thas been the aim of the German Club this year to get a deeper understanding
of
German
culture, and a more intimate feeling for the historical and artistic back-

I

ground

of the people,

without

regard

to the changing

political

conditions

abroad.

The club has aroused enough interest among members of the faculty and the student
body so that there has been no necessity for outside speakers.
Miss Hafkesbrink spoke
on the

Modern

Youth

Movement

and led a discussion

members
presented
German
music at the Christmas
effort was made to catch the sincere German holiday
International

Relations

Club, the German

on this subject.

Club has had the opportunity

the present
governmental
situation.
It seems especially
American
students come in contact with the true German
have contributed

so much to world culture.
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Other

faculty

meeting, at which time every
spirit. In cooperation
with the
to hear about

important
today that we
ideals and heritage, which

French Club
President
Vice-President

ELIZABETH DUTCH, '35 .
MAY KAFFENBURGH, '35
MARJORIE MAAS, '36 .

T

HIS

year

Le Cercle

Secreta ry- Treasurer

Francais

has been

able

M. Philippe Soupault, who talked about

to offer

several

James Joyes,

well-known

lecturers.

was guest speaker

at the

first meeting.
In January another
literary personality,
M. Jaques-Henri
Pillionnel from
Geneva spoke about his own poetry.
These and other lectures were well received by
an enthusiastic
and ever-increasing
The informal social meetinqs
Groups of students
and led discussions.
tinued

to promote

audience.
that were

inaugurated

met with different members
With these meetings
and
an appreciation

of French

last

year

were

continued.

of the French department,
who read
lectures,
Le Cerele
Francais has concivilization

and

French

life.

Spanish Club
LETITIA WI LLiAMS, '35
NANCY BOYD, '35
JANNETTE McCREERY, '36

T

HE Spanish

Club endeavors

President
Chairman

to promote

an interest

Secreta ry- Treasurer
of Entertainment

in the life, customs,

and culture

of Spain and the Spanish-speaking
countries.
The programs
of the requler meetings have been primarily devoted
to Spanish drama and music under the direction
of Miss Biaggi and Mr. Sanchez.
The basis for a collection
of records of Spanish and
Spanish-American
music has been formed during the year.
At one of the meetings,
"Las Aceitunas,"
a sketch
presented
to the members.

of the

early

16th century,

coached

by

Miss

Biaggi,

was

This year, with a view to stimulating
the interest of the more advanced
students,
a new plan was initiated.
In addition
to the regular meetings,
small groups met for
informal discussion.
The year's activities
ended as usual with a picnic at the Hemlocks.

T

Poetry Croup

HE poetry group exists fo~ the purpose
of encouraging
original composition
of
verse among the students
Interested.
It has proved
a source of inspiration
and
constructive
criticism to the several students
who have attended
the periodical
meetings. The poetry group is still an independent
associated
with the National
College
Poetry

unit, but it hopes eventually
to become
Society.
thus coming
into contact
with

poetry groups of other colleges.
Although
it is still in an experimental
had several poems published
in the International
Students'
Magazine
contributions
to the Quarterly.
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stage,
it has
and has made

Italian Club
MARION E. ANELLO, '35
LUCY L. BARRERA, '37 .
MILDRED GARNETT, '37

President
Secretary-Treasurer
Chairman of Entertainment

HE Italian Club has kept in close contact throughout the year with developments
in Italian cultural life both in the United States and abroad, and has brought to the

T

campus,

as quest

speakers,

two of the leading

personalities

in contemporary

Italian

intellectual activity in the United States ...
Professor Giuseppe Prezzolini, director
of the Casa Italiana at Columbia University, and Professor Guido Ferrando of Vassar
College.
Professor
Florence,

Ferrando,

who was formerly

gave a stimulating

Professor of English at the University of

talk on the place of Florence in the cultural life of Italy,

at the first meeting of the year. At the mid-winter meeting the club presented an
informal "serete
at which Signora Trotta spoke to the students. The Easter meeting
featured a delightful talk by Professor Prezzolini.
The club was honored this year by the Italian delegation of three hundred students
from Italian universities, who came to the United States in the fallon a visit of good
will. The delegation
presented to the college a beautifully edited volume entitled "The
Universities of Italy," in appreciation for the interest taken in Italian culture.
II

Mathematics
VIRGINIA GOLDEN, '35
KATHE VANDERHOOF,
'36
FRANCES WALLIS, '37 .

Club
Chairman

President
Secretary-Treasurer
of Program Committee

HE Mathematics Club, which meets once a month under the supervision of Dr. Julia
Bower, has tried to make its meetings more interesting this year with slides and
outside speakers, as well as the usual papers on mathematical subjects which are read
and discussed by the' students.
The club also plans to send two delegates to the
Science Conference to be held at Massachusetts State College in Amherst.
The traditional
Christmas party was held just before the holidays, and the annual
picnic in May will complete the· social activities of the organization.

T

Psychology Club
LOIS SMITH, '35 .
MARGARET
McKELVEY, '36
ERNESTINE MANSON, '36 .

President
Secretary-Treasurer
Chairman of Entertainment

.

HE Psychology Club holds small, informal meetings at which various topics, chiefly
but not exclusively from the field of applied psychology, are made entertaining and
enlightening.
The members participate in discussions and group experiments, and also
have the opportunity to hear lectures and witness demonstrations by Mr. Kinsey. From
time to time subjects are introduced by outside speakers, or by members of our own

T

faculty.
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Science Club
President

ANNE WILLIAMS, '35
MARGARET CREIGHTON, '35
PRISCILLA SPALDING, '36 .
VERA WARBASSE, '35

T

Vice-President

Secretary
Treasurer

HE Science Club is comprised

of all science

to participate

The meetings,

the different
meeting

in its activities.

science

a year.

departments,

A current events

each

majors,

department

program,

and invites anyone

held every

month,

having

at the Christmas meeting, and is followed by the annual party.
The most important work of the club is the preparation
papers,

which ere

presented

at the

Connecticut

Valley

by

of at least

one

charge

in which all the divisions

interested

are sponsored
take part,

is held

of demonstrations

Science

and

Conference

in the

spring. The conference was held this year at Massachusetts
State College in Amherst.
This is a valuable activity in that it provides a definite contact with the other colleges
in the vicinity, and stimulates

a student

interest

in individual

study.

Curriculum
PRISCILLA SAWTELLE, '35 .

Chairman

Class

Representatives

RUTH FORDYCE, '35
KATHRYN

JANE HARRIS, '36
DUNNIGAN, '37

T

HE Curriculum Committee
consists of one representative
from each class and the
Vice-President of Student Government,
who acts as chairman. The committee meets
with members of the faculty at President Blunt's home and discusses problems of the
curriculum.

Through this organization

the students

ideas on changes or additions which they
The committee also offers a student-faculty

Philosophy

T

HIS group

have an opportunity

to express

their

consider advantageous
to the curriculum.
relationship which is extremely worthwhile.

Reading

has served as a stimulus to thought

Group

and discussion

on various

current

issues" Dr. Morris presides over discussions following reports on contemporary
philosophical problems, religious, educational,
ethical and literary.
No definite topics
are assigned, but several of the group bring articles of particular
interest to themselves, upon which a vote is taken for the topic of the eveninq.
During the meetings
Dr. Morris has guided rather than directed the discussions, so that each student is able
to present her opinion, and aid in at least a partial formation of the question at hand.
No philosophical
problem
cussed by the group.

has been

considered
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too

great

or too

minute

to be dis-

Home Economics
MARGARET
PATRICIA

"'l-HE

I

HALL,

Home

Secretary

'36 .

Treasurer

GILBERT, '37

SPOONER,

interests

President

BAYLIS, '35

ELIZABETH
MARY

Club

Chairman

'35

Economics

of Program

Club is a young but growing organization,

Committee

formed to meet the

of majors and of Freshmen who are planning to mejor in Home Economics.

The purpose of the club is to give these students an opportunity to get together and
exchenqe
social

ideas,

ducted,
ell

to engage

activities.

In various

This year

several

projects,

to hear outside

speakers

were heard,

speakers,

and to enjoy

experimentation

was con-

and some work was done with making clothes and planning menus for families

the New London relief list.

Music Club
VERA

WARBASSE,

FRANCES

'f

'35

President

.

Secretary-Treasurer

HENRETTA, '38

Chairman of Entertainment

JOSEPHINE

PRATT, '36

HE MUSIC

CLUB is not only for unusually talented

for

all those

who have

varied

and as entertaining

gram.

There

qames,

a love for music.

as possible.

was also a faculty

a piano

shown that

.

recital

there

is on this campus

are therefore

made

as

This year the club began with a Freshman pro-

program,

by upper

students, but it is especially

The programs

an old-fashioned

c1assmen, and other
a genuine

interest

Education

singing

programs.

party with musical

These meetings

have

in music.

Club
President

ADELE

FRANCIS,

IRENE LARSON,

DUCATION

E

by

'35

Secretary-Treasurer
.

Club aims to acquaint

presenting

perimentation.

'35

as speakers

The meetings

students

with modern

edu:ational

men and women who are engaged
are open to all students

interested

In

~roblems

educational

in education,

ex-

and are

attended regularly by those in the Education, Child Psychology, and Mental Measurements courses.
A special effort has been made this year to enable those students who
intend to become teachers to learn on what basis school principals select teachers.
This was accomplished
ondary

by arranging

informal

schools in Connecticut.
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discussions

with superintendents

of sec-

Art Club
President

SALLY JUMPER, '36
MARJORIE

WOLFE GAGNON,

'35

Chairman

. Chairman

DAVIS, '35

Secretary-T

GRACE BOSCO, '37

T

Committee

. Secreta ry-Treasu rer

RAN ICE BIRCH, '37
MARY·ALlCE

of Program

reasurer

of Poster Guild
of Poster

Guild

HE Art Club has been reo-qenued this year with the aim of creating various media
whereby interests in any phase of art may be fulfilled. The two main divisions,

Poster Guild and Art Club, remain, but the Art Club proper has been separated

into

studio work and lecture groups. The purpose has been to stimulate interest and
enthusiasm throughout the- entire student body, in the theoretical as well as the practical aspects. The studio group has been afforded an opportunity
of Paris and to produce a marionette
show, while the lectures

to model in plaster
have enabled
those

interested to learn the fundamentals
of various crafts. Because of the lively response
to the efforts of the organization,
an exhibition of the work is being planned.

-'
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r

/

M. AYMAR

G. PARK

V. KING

C. HARBURGER

Athletic Association
CHARLOTTE

President
Vice-President

HARBU RGER, '35

VIRGINIA
KING '35 .
GERTRUDE PARK, '35

. Secretary
Treasurer

MARGARET
AYMAR, '37
JEAN VANDERBILT, '36

Chairman

of C. C. O. C.

Association and C. C. O. C. want to thank all those who have participated
in their activities.
If you answer one question in the affirmative, our aim
has been realized. "Have you had fun playing this year?" A. A. stands for "Play for

T

HE Athletic

play's sake"

Council

and points and awards

only desires

successful

are incidental

to this objective

to carry out the wishes of the students.

one in the history of A. A" it is due to the interest,

tion of those who have taken part in or enjoyed watching

of recreation.

A. A.

If this year has been a
enthusiasm

and coopera-

the activities.

The change in awards seems to have been well received. Under the new system
of accumulating
points over a four year period, there are no repetitions and more
girls are enabled to receive awards. Outside hours are now accepted in any activity
to help students win points.
In an effort to widen the horizon of A. A. and to acquaint the student body with
the opportunities
A. A. offers, a publicity chairman has been added to Council. She
is in charge of a weekly sport section in "News" in addition to the distribution of
booklets published by Athletic Association and the compilation of a scrap book of
snapshots and clippings, which may be printed at some future time.
Comradeship
is one of the major aims of A. A. During the past year enjoyable
and informal contacts have been established wiJh members of the faculty, by inviting
them to all A. A. and C. C. O. C. activities. Thus by many changes and additions, the
Athletic Association has tried to arouse a more lively enthusiasm in the whole student
body, and has been rewarded for its efforts by a greater number of keenly interested
participants.
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•

Creative

Dancing

REATIVE dancing makes its appeal to us imaginatively,
emotionally,
and artistically. We like the strong, vital movements so unlike the old-fashioned "aesthetic

C

dancing"

we expected

become

before

joining

the

class.

one of the most vivid and interesting

The inter-class

on our sport

demonstration

calendar.

has

It is based

on

originality and interpretation
of music. The demonstration
climaxes the winter season
and prepares for an equally successful spring season. For the first time, Connecticut
has been

invited

to participate

in a Dance

and a recital by Martha Graham,
dancing

is a necessity

to the cultured

Symposium

has awakened

at Bennington

the realization

College.

This,

that a knowledge

of

person.

Archery

W

HAT could be better than a windless spring day for an archery meet?
was our good fortune on the day scheduled for the inter-class competition.

competitors

cluded target

wore white with distinguishing

shooting

balloons as the center

bands

of their

from thirty, forty, and fifty yards,

class colors.

That
The

The meet

and novelty shooting

in-

with

of attack.

Connecticut's
eight best archers assembled again on the day appointed
for the
Telegraphic
Meet.
The intercollegiate
competition
aroused
enthusiasm
which will
doubtless stimulate archers
senting the college.

next season

to work hard for a p'ece
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on the team

repre-

Golf
<,PRING
or fall, golf is a popular sport.
~
students swing their way to proficiency.
each

season.

distance.

But the

Because

Ali-hough

ultimate

objective

of each golfer

of the instructors,
is one of the goals

is to improve

her form and

golf is an individual game, it is invaluable for future leisure time.

we had great

hopes

for a college

playing

on the grassy slope extending

boring

golf

practice

Under the guidance
Friendly competition

courses,

the theory

however,

offer

golf course this year, we found ourselves

from the library to the hockey field. The neighan opportunity

for those

who wish to put into

learned in classes.

Tennis
HE

T

genuine

year,
[or courts

cates

enthusiasm

for tennis, shown last year, was even more apparent

our growing
Each season

interest

in this challenging

an inter-class

with its many star players,

tournament

overshadowed

too, matches are played between faculty
tees given by the Athletic Association.
last year,

this

and it was supplemented
by large Freshmen classes. The necessity to sign up
a week in advance, and the great demand for tennis as a regular sport, indi-

and were victorious

game.
is conducted.

This year the class of 1936,

the other three' classes.

During each season,

members and students, and are followed with
The faculty upheld their reputation, gained

both seasons.
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Camp Craft
AMP craft is no longer an experiment, for it has won a permanent place in our
curriculum by virtue of its popularity.
The class members have mastered the arts
of handling hatchets and knives with the agility of veteran campers, choosing the right
kinds of wood, building fires that will blaze in spite of the rain, and planning and cooking meals out of doors that really taste good. Their picnics were always successful ...
the kind that beginners always want but seldom experience.

C

Rifle Practice

R

IFLE practice
dull afternoon

was marked by a continued
interest this year. Although it was a
when the meet took place, the marksmen were not daunted. After

regular target shooting, they tried their luck at shooting cups of water, advertisements,
crackers, and at dotting the "i's" in Mississippi. The class of 1935 won a well-deserved
victory.
During the last class period of the season could be heard the usual, "Miss
Wood, we're having Rifle Practice next season, aren't we?" What more can be said in
praise of this sport?
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Baseball

W
cluded

E welcomed the return of baseball to our curriculum, and in the future will not
allow any other sport to replace it in our spring program, for we have- con-

it is the only sure cure for bad cases of spring fever.

that

joined forces

for a competition

of their own, in addition

The sister classes

to the regular class, informal,

and faculty games.
Although we admit that we can never equal the masculine skill in
playing baseball, we claim that our enjoyment of it equals or surpasses that of any
Babe Ruth or "Dizzy" Dean.

Carnes
AMES enable the students of Recreational Leadership to become professionals.
Armed with whistles, they teach long ball, soccer, baseball, volley ball, and deck

G

tennis.

The most

once tries
This course

popular

game,

it, they will not permit
is excellent

and in addition

deck tennis,

preparation

to being

is reserved

for last, for when the class

any other game to be included

of future

for those

interested

use, it is great
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fun.

in the day's program.

in playground

or camp work,

Hockey
NCE again the hockey season was opened

with much enthusiasm.

O

Besides the

class games, there were also informal games on Saturdays.
The weather did not
permit as many of these as we had hoped [or, but there were two very exciting events
that

really made

the season a success.

One was the alumnae-student

hockey

game,

followed by a tea. The other, which brought the season to a climax, was competition
between faculty and students in soccer and hockey. The faculty, helped out by some
men brought by students, again proved their superiority in athletic, as well as academic
pursuits.

Swimming
AN

C

you swim with a feeling

of ease

and confidence?

If not, it is obvious

that

you have not chosen swimming for your sport. The winter season is ended by the
Intercollegiate
Telegraphic
Swimming Meet, in which Connecticut
placed third last

year. We are proud of our record and anxious to increase the interest
which has developed in the past two years. The generosity of the United
Guard

Academy

has enabled

us to have a "dip"

every

in swimming
States Coast

Friday night, as well as to offer

swimming as a regular seasonal sport. We should avail ourselves of these opportunities
and develop skill in an activity which will always be useful to us.

Rythmics

E

VERY year our curriculum is enriched by a new course. This year we have chosen
especially well in adding Rhythmics to our already varied Physical Education pro-

gram. It is said that within every person lies the consciousness
of music, which only
needs to be awakened.
In this activity the fundamentals
of music are studied: rhythm
of all kinds, phrasing, tempo, dynamics, and form. By using the body to express music,
the desired consciousness is awakened.
Besides this value, relaxation,
exercise, and
good carriage are emphasized,
all of which lead to ease and poise in bodily movements.
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Riding
LI ORSEBACK

II

a recreational

order

to

riding has made

promote

activity.
interest

great

progress

this year as an elective

The Riding Club has been completely
in recreetionel

chases and long rides were scheduled

riding and

horsemanship.

sport and as

reorganized
Regular

in

paper

all through the fall and spring, to explore the

blaze trails, and above all to have perfect rides. A familiar winter scene was
Hiq-iboy pullnq a toboggan filled with laughing girls, through the deep snow. We

CUIIl+ry,

conqre tule te Miss Martin and the officers of the new Bolleswood Riding Club for the
it has enjoyed

success

this year.

Basketball
OLLEGE

C

point

spirit

reaches

its highest pitch during the basketball

of view of both participants

by basketball

enthusiasts.

House

and spectators.

challenge

games,

season, from the

Every free moment is utilized

faculty

games,

class or informal

ccrr.petition
all prove equally interesting
and exciting. We invite anyone who thinks
Vn.'sity competition
is the only way to arouse interest, to attend an inter-class game.

The crowds,

H-e

spirit

songs,

is friendly

breathless

silence,

and the desire

and cheers equal any intercollegiate

match; yet

to win is far below the desire to playa

good game

and have fun.

•

Tap Dancing
E all agree, with the possible exception of the C:0~rective classes restin~ in the
room below, that tap dancing is the perfect activity.
Not only does this sport

W

develop skill, but it offers recreation as well. Most physical educ.ation classe.s meet only
three times a week, but the members of this class count their class periods as the
smallest part
demonstration

of the time they spend on tapping.
Inter-class com~etition a~d the gym
may culminate the season officially, but the enthusiasm and interest can

not be so easily arrested.
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Folk Dancing

T

HE popularity of Miss Wood's folk dancing class
lively attitude of the class members, but also by
large body of onlookers that is usually present. This
music and rhythm, but is excellent mental and physical
class that only those dances should be stressed
the members;

therefore

the dances

may be judged not only
the amusement
afforded
activity is not only full
exercise as well. It is felt

which can be adequately

of the Latin countries

have been

by the
to the
of fun,
in this

interpreted

in large part

inated, while emphasis has been placed on Danish, Russian and certain

by
elim-

Slavic forms.

Social Dancing

S

OCIAL dancing was added to OUf winter program by popular request.
So maflj
joined the class that it was found necessary to divide it into two sections, each
large enough to give Knowlton salon the semblance of a Service League dance.
Those

who audit the class through the windows, wonder at the remarkable progress the members are making in grace and in knowledge of a variety of steps. The inter-class competition
finishe9

and the gym demonstration
products.

gave

the audience

an opportunity

to see

the

Correctives

U

NDER ,Miss ,Stanw~o.d's

expert

supervision.

the members

of the corrective

classes

are aided In ecqumnq all-round physical development.
The members of the Rest
classes are envied by many of us who can think of nothing more enjoyable than three
~eriod~ a week of complete relaxation under sun lamps ... except. of course, a winter
In Florida. The physical aspect is supplemented
by the recreetionel
side, which takes
the form of deck tennis and ping pong, The whole college has 'been lured to the corrective room to play ping pong, and its popularity runs a close second to basket-ball.
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c. c. o. c.
ONNECTICUT

College

its attempt

to stimulate

C

open to all the students
ning has been

done

Outing

Club has been more active than ever this year in

interest

in out-of-door

and heve purposely

on the basis of the amount

tained.

Taward

Lantern

Hill, on deep-sea

beach

These activities

of fun and recreation

this end the club took us breakfasting
fishing trips,

activities.

are

been varied enough to satisfy all. Plan-

parties,

that can be ob-

on the Island, on hay rides to
picnics in Bolleswood, and scav-

enger hunts.
Besides the regular Christmas party, we had a spooky Hallowe'en party
in the loft of the riding stables. The number of people who attend regularly has grown
and grown.

The club this year inaugurated
the faculty

would enjoy our outings

have been

asked

Three members

to share
now represent

several new policies.

It was felt that members of

as much as we did, and as a result several members

our luck.

The club itself has been

reorganized

each class on the board, because

somewhat.

it was felt that the club

would reach more people, as well as give more students a chance to plan outings. An
attempt has been made to begin a "heeler" system. In order to interest Freshmen, the

club opened

the season

with a C. C. O. C. breakfast

during

response more than proved that this is an excellent practice.
ered, the activities
of the Outing Club form an important
doings.

Students

enjoy

having

fun, and the club attempts
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Freshman Week.

The

As the Freshmen discovpart of extra-curricular
to give it to them.

Senior Song

Far above

Where

the Thames

blue water,

the ships sail by,

Stands the youngest
Growing

Alma Mater

to the sky.

See her daughters, coming, coming,

Thronging

campus

hel.:

Make Connecticut our college

Fairest of them all.
35's school days are over;
We must say farewell.

We will always love you, C. C.
Future years wi!l tell.
As a class we've stood together
Loyal, staunch,

and true-

35's school days are over

C. C. farewell to you.
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� LITI:

Ufe Began m 1931
fWAY

back in 1931, we plunged into the confusion of Freshman Week; two
hundred humble beginners srtiving to understand and assimilate the million

ct1d one new events.

Life was pretty

futile.

There were speeches

and more speeches,

,.i"uth hunts for library books, schedule planning and 1.0. tests, and a boat ride to the
Sound which made coming to college seem worthwhile.
The return of the upperclassmen made us feel slightly more insignificant.
We bought armfuls of books, and
settled

down to a purely academic

viewpoint.

In an incredibly

short time we learned

that a history assignment could be taken care of in the ten minutes before class, and
that any other assignment could be done away with in various unoccupied hours of
the night.
We

began

to feel rather

more capable,

and had regained

a large part of our

prep school superiority,
when Initiation loomed high upon the horizon.
One gloomy
night, at the stern commands of innumerable vicious-looking Sophomores,
we were
herded into the gym, clasping 23 cents in frantic hands. After that night, our aplomb
was practically non-existent.
Our too-vain aesthetic sensibilities were quite successfully
quelled by the enforced donning of scarlet firemen's hats, with the Empress Eugenie
motif expressed
in rampant ostrich feathers pinned on at the most unattractive angle.
Lipstick question marks started on our foreheads and ended on our noses, giving us a
piquantly
befuddled
aspect.
And legs clad in black cotton stockings never became
"l.l1y lady.
But we salaamed obediently to Sophomores and street cars for three long
clevs. and then, at a Soph-Frosh dance, learned that our persecutors weren't so terrible
af-ter all, and were surprised

to find that we had made a lot of new friends.

t:wough "C" quiz, and at last seemed to belong.
We became used to the class work in short order,

and even learned

eight

our advisors

o'clccks

on time.

Having

taken

all the courses

We sailed
to get to

suggested,

we

found ourselves in some disconcerting
dilemmas.
Why hadn't anyone told us that a
course in Botany or Zoology required a previous knowledge of free-hand drawing?
Those awful cells!
We found them a greater help in dispelling insomnia than the
proverbial
sheep.
brink of despair.
jumble
We

And those dreadful English source themes brought us to the very
Christmas week made up for all the work, however, with its delightful

of gay parties,
came

back

its beautiful
after

pageant,

an uproarious

and our midnight
vacation

carol singing.

to mid-years,

which most of us

managed
to live through, after a nightmarish period of frenzied cramming.
It was
strictly a case of the survival of the fittest, and a good majority of the class was found
to be fit. Many of us celebrated
the acquisition of upper-class privileges by a daring
sojourn to the movies without a chaperon, and our collective ego lifted its head once
more.
'We gave a rainbow pageant
in May, under the capable direction of Hazel
Depew

and Pudge

Sawtelle,

which was a brilliant spectacle.

In the same month, under

Pudqe's inspiring leading, an inspired class won the song comp~tition.
It was on.ly
the second time in C.C. history that a Freshman class had won this much coveted dis-
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tinction.

With that

impetus, we moved on toward

finals, which were infinitely

less

terrifying than mid-years ....
And a first year passed.
There was a cool superiority and a distinct composure evident in us when we
returned as Sophomores in the fall of '32. We had now made ourselves known, we
thought, and were set for a glorious year. And a glorious year it was. Almost as
soon as we were settled, there were many mysterious meetings of the Initiation committee, and darkling glances were cast at the unsuspecting Freshmen.
And then, we
had our revenge for last year's torments.
Our martial-minded
directors dressed the
infants in soldier costumes, sillier than any ever created in a Silly Symphony.
The
wearers were further adorned and glorified with glistening false teeth of a pleasing
black and white combination, which made even the most harmless Freshman appear to
be snarling in a brutal rage. And some of us were too harsh, remembering our indignities, and some were too kind, remembering our fears.
But we quite successfully
impressed them with our importance, and then relaxed a bit in the festivity of the
Hallowe'en dance we gave them.
We toiled through the usual amount of work with which the instructors try to
frighten us in every first semester.
Then there was another colorful Christmas week.
Our class chattered through carols at the murky hour of five in the morning, and very
shortly after, we departed for the long-anticipated
vacation.
The return brought mid-years and a Mascot Hunt, 01 which the latter was by lar
the more absorbing event. We forgot all about our newly acquired dignity in the
mad scramble after false clues, meaningless decoys, and secret meetings.
No one will
ever know exactly how many beds Esther Martin lurked under, nor how Ham Harburger ever managed to be in six places at once in the hotel; but even these Herculean
efforts were in vain. Intercepted letters, looted rooms, and stolen notes were also of
no avail. Picture our chagrin when the plaque we took the trouble to telegraph ebout.
turned out to be a radio.
.
A c1e~er dance committee made our Soph Hop a blissful affair, and Ted Black's
JOyous ~.USIC provided the necessary atmosphere.
Another May , .. another song
competition
...
another '35 victory, Our acclamations sounded like the signing of
the Armistice, and we firmly determined to win again or die. Then finals came ....
And a second year was over.
Returning in the fall was an old story for Juniors, and a pleasant one. We busied
ourselves immediately , It'os erlng an d d eve Ioping
'
Iatent materna I" Instincts b y d evotlng
'
many
hours
to
our
Fresh
.
t
F'
d
'.
men SIS e-s.
irs- semester raced by, and we covers
an
incredible amount 01 w or,k tossi
'
osslng a If quizzes
and term papers as matters of sma II
moment, And
during Ch rIS' t mas wee k it
"I
.
It seemed
seeme rather queer not to be singing
caro s
er some hild'
weird hour 01 th e nlg.
ioht Th ere was another set of mid-years,
"
which became
mere, h CiS
, h them, and we found ourselves in t h e
I 1 play afte r our th' tr d" Inning Wit
d e I Ig t u madness of M
insf
,
I
asco t H unr.tEd' va Ing the Sophs was almost too easy, but at
th e ms iqation 0 Mart H' k
'.
'I
y IC am, we provided
Innumerable, obstacles in the lorm 01
f a Ise cues,
I
I uh e me t'
I
e mqs. sense ess rushes, etc, And at Junior banquet we broke
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down and confessed that the Mascot was two beautiful elm trees which were to be
planted
in front of the Libe. The Sophs still gnash their teeth lind groan whenever
they hear Joyce Kilmer's "Trees."
Junior Prom was a gala event of unqualified success, and then song competition
was with us again.
Petey Boomer took it in tow this year, and we won for the third
time.
The cup was ours and we were the proudest people on the campus.
There was
a last moonlight sing, and we realized then, with the transfering
of the candles, that
we were losing many of OUf good friends in the Senior Class. The weeks passed on
rapidly to Commencement;
we were beginning to recognize the fact that a very short
time was left to us.
. as a third year passed.
Coming back for the last year was an impressive event.
From the general gravity
of our expressions and deportment,
any casual observer could tell that we were dignified, learned, and important
Seniors, conscious of the value of our positions.
Caps
and gowns sprang into immediate notice.
We so far forgot our sophistication
as to
gloat over the possession of them.
As soon as possible the Senior Proclamation
was
read before a vast concourse of awed undergraduates.
We set about enforcing our
rules with tenacity and vigor. At the Freshman initiation there was an uprising of our
class members
when it was discovered
that Sophomore
judges were forcing their
victims to chew gum. This being a privilege made for Seniors exclusively, the class
rose up in wrath
We

to demonstrate

started

officers.

the term

Webbie

the force

rather

of its power.

well, we thought,

with an exceptionally

held forth nobly as the President

of Stu. G.

fine set of

No one could have

been better fitted for that post.
Rushie was an excellent Chief Justice of Honor
Court.
Hazel Depew did wonders with Service League, and Marge Nicholson was a
class president
supreme.
With that cast, we couldn't help having a wonderful year.
And it's the best we've ever had, even though a faint shadow of regret overtakes us
every

time we remember
The new dorm,

that

it's our last.

Mary Harkness,

won plaudits

from the entire

student

body,

and

the proud dwellers therein felt distinctly plutocratic to be surrounded by such luxury.
There were other notable changes in campus life. Service League held a number of
formals that were very popular; twice the Nineteenth Century Prose students were not
given an assignment for the following class session; Gertrude Stein visited us, creating
one of the biggest furors our school has ever known; and the "Personality Lady" set

us all to munching
Senior

pictures

carrots

(for the complexion, you know) till we felt slightly rabbity.

were taken, and cries of "My dear, it just doesn't

do you justice!"

filled

the air for the duration of a week. Christmas pageant,
it was agreed, was one of the
loveliest ever given.
Jane Cox was an exquisite Madonna, and the marble angels
were

beautiful.

to hear

Parties were gayer than ever, and practically

the five o'clock caroling

After

a vacation

think of a JOB.

that

passed

every Senior was awake

of the Sophomores.
with an unbelievable

swiftness,

we came

back to

We listened avidly to tons of advice on what the good teacher
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and

the good secretary should do and should have. Skippy Wall, Becky Harris, and Pat
Parkhurst didn't have to listen, having previously decided that a marital career offered
a brighter

future.

And so life went on.

The basketball

season opened

walking away with enormous scores in the first games.
concerts

came and left in swift succession.

well for us with our team

Operettas,

The college

community

plays, dances,

and

can count

on us

to rise on May Day morning to greet the rising sun with song, and to Feast on fresh
strawberries

afterwards

unashamedly

sentimental

will be here.

with epicurean
about

mixed up in one exciting daze.
The last year

And suddenly

the last week

Prom, Class Day, and Baccalaureate

And on that final Monday
IS

sing will find us

The last moonlight

giving away our candles.

Senior play, a brilliant

our diplomas ....

pleasure.

over.

morning,

will all be

we will be given

From a gay and joyful past, we will look

forward to an even gayer future.

Dilemma
The Wise, who Know say stars aren't stars
At all, but rather speeding bars
Of light from distant spheres-who
knows?
Though Stein is sure about the rose,
In Psych they say a rose may be
Red to you but green to me.
Rumour hath it that while Rome
Was burning, Nero stayed at home;
The father of our own country
Was not the man of history;
While Evolution dissertates
That men are similar to apes.
Growing up now simply means
Division of a lot of genes,
I can't explain it, and Forsooth,
This maddened searching out of truth
Hath verily befuddled me
I'm not quite' sure just wh~ I be!
MARGARET
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THOMAN.

"My God, What Next
HAD

I

[ust

purchased

a dress.

-r:

It was a red dress and rather a nice one ...

or so I

thought. Walking slowly up the avenue, my thoughts naturally turned toward a hat
to go with my new possession. "It would have to be just right:' I thought, and at that
moment my eye caught a thinly-lettered gold sign which read "Madame Bernier's Hat
Shoppe."
I wondered about Madame; I'd never bought anything in her "shoppe."
1 hesitated for a minute, and then Fate swung the balance over and I pushed open the
door and entered.
A thin-looking

creature

with wide, gold earrings

dangling

from a mass of black

hair, bore down on me as I stood teetering on the verge of flight. "And what may I
show you today?" she announced, rather than asked, as she ushered me forcibly into
a cozy little booth on one side of the store. I have since decided that Madame Bernier
had wisely installed these hidden recesses to avoid the risk of having her customers see
each other in the intimate moment of trying on one of her hats-a far-sighted act!
I admitted that I was looking
red hat to go with my new dress.
hands in an ecstasy of joy. "We
and returned almost instantly with
to leave me unguarded for long.

for a red hat ... nothing obvious ... just a little
"Oh. mais oui, Madame!"
My captor clasped her
have just the thing:' She darted out of the booth
an armload of hats. I suspected that she was afraid
I had that "ready-to-leave"
look!

"This," she cried, lifting a shapeless object from the heap and placing it on my
head with all the manner of the Archbishop of Canterbury crowning the Queen, "is
just the hat you want. This hat has that 'certain something!'"
I could see that it did
have! It shot down over my right eye, completely obscuring vision, and then leaped to
astounding heights that finished in a point, somewhere beyond my reach. I looked at
myself in silence for a moment, wondering pitifully if this was the girl that John had
loved.
"The hat can do so much to a person!" she murmured.
"Quite so!" I replied
feelingly, and then inquired, "Don't you think it's a bit-a
bit extreme?"
"Madame!"
I could see her shocked face in the mirror-"That
hat is ultra!" She leaned over and
hissed in my ear, "That is a Pulinsky model!"
"Oh!" I said feebly, "Of course!" The creature beamed upon me. "1 see that you
know hats," she stated. "You've no idea how many people come in here who don't
know a real hat when they see one. It's a pleasure to wait upon you, Madame."
I smirked foolishly, and refleded that my taste in hats was rather better than the
average.
I looked into the mirror again while she uttered rapturous sounds and circled
around me. Still, the thing did resemble a Turkish fez in a perverted form, and I
wasn't sure but what it positively disfigured me. Maybe some of these others would
be better.
I mentioned this fact, but instantly regretted it when I got a "Me!s. non, Madame!
I would not taint that creation by comparison with an ordinary hat. That is the hat for
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you. You look decidedly distingu" with that hat on your head." "Yes," I thought, "distinguished was certainly the word for it!" "You would be noticed anywhere in that
hat," she proceeded briskly, knowing she had me intimidated.
"It was made for you,
Madame. Take it or forever regret your folly!" I made a half-hearted
attempt,
"I
rather think I'd like to look elsewhere ... [ust to be sure, you understand,"
I added
hastily, as I perceived a dark cloud coming over her face.
"Oh, non!" she moaned. "Wait! I will have Madame Bernier herself tell you how
chic you look." My salesgirl called shrilly and Madame
instantly appeared-it
was
almost as though she had been lying in wait. On catching sight of me, she fell backward and rolled her eyes toward heaven. I thought that she might be summoning God
Himself to witness me in the Pulinsky model, but it wasn't necessary.
Madame alone
was enough!
"Parfait! Absolutement parfaitl" she screamed.
I started to speak, but the two
of them broke into a torrent of rapid French that precluded any speech on my part.
I hated the hat by this time. I loathed and despised that hat. I snatched it off my
head, but Madame pounced upon me like a vulture. "Wrap it up, Antoinette.
Madame
has decided to make the purchase of her life and buy this divine little hat, that gives
her face everything it needs."
She turned to me, dripping

chapeau-just

your type!

like a candle,

"I know you're

going

to adore this

Twelve dollars, please!"
MARTHA

finality

A. HICKAM

in Death

Be peaceful, oh my soul, and sorrow not
That he is dead.
Rejoice, my heart, and lift your silent voice
In gratitude!
He sleeps-He
lives again-He
has not gone.
Vain the longing; recall him not.
For if he sleeps, he will not wake,
Nor answer to your call.
And if he lives, beyond a barrier wall,
He cannot come, nor wish it if he could.
Be tranquil, human soul, and grieve thee not
His life has fled.
Be glad, my heart, and turn your brimming eyes
Above the wall.
See there! A promise gleams-Hold
to it fast.
And in the finalness of Death
Remember that the peace th~t holds your dead
Remains for you!
MARGARET WATERMAN.
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Pumpkin

J

ACK

cuts on Christine,

dances

Shell

two steps,

and

releases

her immediately

to a

vacant-eyed
youth in faultless tails, just like all the youths in the stag line. "Like
me, too, I suppose," Jack thinks. "Always I have been releasing Christine, like a littlewooden puppet, to a dozen other wooden puppets just like me."

• • •
Jack catches Christine in the Powers' garden, at the breakfast dance.
He kisses.
her and says, "Christine, I love you, will you marry me?" Christine says, "I love you,
too, Jack. We'll put it in the papers and go to Bermuda in April for our honeymoon."

• • •
Jack watches Christine smile, like a Neon lamp, at five Princeton Juniors in white
linen suits and deep blue shirts. Jack looks wistfully at the pink and blue which is
Bermuda, and then back at the gold which is Christine. Jack thinks of Christine as a
lovely gardenia

which bruises easily.

•

• •

Jack watches Christine put on her earrings before the dressing table mirror and
says, "J have a vacation, we're going to the country,"
Christine says, "Newport?"
and
Jack says, "No, the country."
Christine says, "The Adirondacks?"
and Jack says "No,"
and walks out of the room quickly, because he is afraid he will strangle her.

• • •
All day long Christine sits in the cabin except when Jack persuades her to drive
to town with him. Christine waits for him when he comes back from a walk along the
muddy, grass-grown
road. Her kisses are warmer. Jack talks to Christine about his
thoughts
darling!"

and

she turns eyes

like blue sapphires

on him and says, "How wonderful,

• • •
why,

At Christmas Jack asks Christine for a divorce
I've adored you, always."
Jack says, "You're

and Christine
like imitation

says, "But, darling,
jewelry one should

glance at in passing. I saw you like a signboard close up when we went to New Hampshire. I never should have put you in a pumpkin shell. You may name anyone you like
in the divorce."

BARBARA STILES
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problem in Caricature
(Problem:

find Caricature)

A Brief Dramatic
Characters:
2B; all advanced
Scene:

Sketch

Miss A++;
Miss A+; Miss A; Miss A-; Miss B++;
students in the higher art of Writing; Professor X.

Professor

X's

afternoon

class.

Miss B; Miss

Enter students in straggling

lines.

Some

sit, some sprawl, some gather around the desk where Professor X is seated in dignified
submission with a set smile of pleasure on his face.
(Professor X retains his smile
throughout the piece.) The bell rings. The students rapidly take their places and
direct glances of polite attention and expectation toward Professor X. Miss /\ and
Miss B+ + dash in at the last minute, and frantically divesting themselves of hat and
coat, seat themselves and adopt the same expression as the other students.
Professor X: There are a few papers I would like to have read to the class before

we take up the work for today.
(Ruffles papers and selects one.) Here's one (rising)
by Miss A + +. Would you care to read it, Miss A + +?
Or would you rather have
me do

507

Miss A+ +:
Well, I don't read very well, but-all
right, I'll read it.
Professor X: If you'd rather have me-(Handing
her the paper.)
Miss A+ -l-: No, that's all right.
I'll read it. (Opens paper and assumes an
amused and superior attitude.)
But first, Dr. X, I'd like to say that I don't approve of
this type of writing. It's too easy and the worst habit to get into. Really, this is an
awful paper.
(Professor X nods and beems.]
Well-the
title is "Ambrose."
"Ambrose saw only her clear green hands that writhed, clutching at the cobwebby
spider webs that dappled the deep, deep, deep, deep, DEEP, pensive stream.
Even
the roseate fish saw only those jade-like hands, apple-qreen. green as seaweed.
The
trees, which looked like naked wrestlers against a blue velvet hanging,

were transt'ixed

by those green hands. Again Ambrose looked, then shivered.
He knew!
He knew!" (Miss A+ + looks up expectantly at Professor X.)
Professor X:

Any comments?

I wish you all to express your minds freely.

of "Good, darn good.")
Miss B+ +:
Is it supposed to be an allegory?
Miss A+ +:
It is an allegory.
I got the idea (smiles modestly)

(Turn~

He knew!
(Cries

from T. S. Eliot.

to Professor X.) You know, Dr. X, he says the highest art is in expressing other

emotions than your own-beautifully,

Miss A:

(Bursting in fiercely.)

of course.

You can't do that beautifully.

thing you haven't known or seen or felt-it

To describe

must be pure imagination

accurat.e, or artificial and that's not beauty.

Artificiality

not

can never be beauty.

. MISSA+ +: T. S. Eliot has done it. You read some of his work.
hIS beauty. (Smiles kindly but patronizingly at Miss A, who promptly
sort of lethargy.)
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some-

and that's

You can't deny
subsides into a

Professor

Any more

X;

"Gaga ism" to the class yet?

comments?-No?-Well,

Miss A, have you read

(Miss A shakes her head violently.)

your

Well then, will you

do so now?

Miss A:

(Taking paper

and looking embarrassedly

but defiantly

around.)

Well,

I'd like to explain this a bit first, Dr. X. (Turning to ciess.] "Gagaism"
is a new
Albanian school, started shortly after the war. It's sorta peculiar but very interesting.

I tried my best to reproduce it in my poem. but it isn't awfully good.
-(Opens
paper.) "Pseudonymous Pseudopigrapha"-that's
the titleProfessor X: A little louder, please, Miss A.
Miss A:
a rapid

(Sinks further

monotone.)

behind

louder

but not clearer

in

silence reigns.
Looks of perplexity appear on most feces.]
Well, it seems to me Miss A has just imitated the style and not the

expression
of Gagaism.
and they mean nothing,
it.

Miss A:

in her seat and mumbles

Well

"Pseudonymous
Pseudopigrapha"
"Obsolescent
luxuriate mad repose
Sequestrate
regurgitated
monochromate
Frondescent
gallinaceous epigram
Genethliac
within a cretaceous anthropoid
You see we are but mortal."

(For a minute
Miss A+ -l-:

thought

down

(Giggles.)

She has taken a lot of phrases and jumbled them together
while to the author of true Gagaism, the poem has a definite

We just can't

see it.

(Coyly but defensively.)

Ah-but

that's

just it. This does mean some-

thing-a
lot to me.
Miss B+ -l-: (Whispering to Miss A.) Don't defend yourself.
Miss A+ +: (Incredulously.) May I take that paper for a while?

I'd like to read

it over.

Miss A: (Hesitantly
Professor

Miss B+.

X:

[Hands

Miss B+:

and regretfully.)

Sure-O.K.

(Brightly, as if to relieve the tension.)

her the paper.)

(Simpering

(Hands her the paper.)
And now a contribution

from

Will you read this please, Miss B+?

at first, and then with growing

earnestness.)

"Freedom"
"Ah-to
be free, to fly forever above
ness of clouds.
I would I were,
God, a
wards. I should catch tiny microscopic flies
until they screamed.
I should swallow them
'Steal over me. And at night I should sleep

a

noise and dust of vulgar thoroughfare.

insensate earth amid the floating wilderswallow, swooping, silently, serenely, seein my rosy beak, and snap and crack them
and feel a glow of slumbrous satisfaction
on slender telephone wires, away from the

Ah yes,-to

be a bird, and free!"

Miss A+ +:
(Violently.) Now that's just it. That's the trouble.
Why (utters
'loud moan) why do people write those things?
I do it myself; I admit it. But I'm
ashamed
don't

of it.

It's the worst thing

in the world for you.

write any more.

Miss A:

(Defensively.)

Why not?

I think it's beautiful.
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Please

(tears hair) please,

Professor X: You've touched
Miss A+ +:

Miss A's sore spot.

But she shouldn't.

She loves to write that way.

It's bad for her!

Maybe

years from now, but

never now.

Miss A: (Impetuously.)
Never mind, Miss B+.
You write all you want to.
think it's the most beautiful form of expression.
(Miss A + + leers cynically.)
Professor X: (With an air of pouring oil on troubled waters.)
for one more. Miss B++,
suppose you read your "Inkwell."
Miss B+ +:

(Impassively accepting

peper.]

I

Well, we've, time

"Inkwell"

"It stands upon my desk-square
with flattened corners.
Inkspotted label in red
and gold. Purple-red cap screwing on. Gold shadows shine through.
White printing'
of ink's brand.
Casts blue shadow on blotter."
Miss A:

I think that's good.

Professor X:

Real impressionism.

What is impressionism,

Miss A?

Can you give us a definition?

Miss A: We-ell, it's the expression of something in such a way as to make the
reader think what the author thinks he thought when-(Gradually
loses speed and
determination.
A look of complete vacancy steals over her face.)
As Miss A breaks off, bell rings, denoting end of class. Miss A gasps relievedly.
Professor X looks up with a really friendly smile of renewed vigor and hope.
Class.
swarms out in several small arguing groups.
Professor X is left alone.
He sighs,
droops over the desk, shakes his head mournfully.
Then with a look of resignation
gathers Op his papers and walks out.)
Finis
ELISABETH BU RGER.

Summer

Night

A tiny slice of moonAnd one bright

star.

A night bird crying
From afar;
The spicy scent of balsams
Wet with dew,
A hill, a sweet, warm wind
-And

you.
SONIA.
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Fragment of a l.ife
CHE decorated

the room while he was away. The walls were an
~
with silver silhouettes of fishes scattered
on them. The carpet
grey, so delicate that she wore her white, furry mules, always, when
There was a pale rose chair, as fragile as sea shells or sunrise, and a
·surprising

crocus yellow shade.

She kept the room carefully
such a perfect,
when he found

because

locked.

Such a little room, she thought

exultantly,

aloof, lovely little room. At night she would dream of the moment
her there, reading.
The vision never became crystallized in her mind,

always she would submerge

the thought

of his or her personality,

exquisite, jewel-like beauty of the little room.
The night he came she was sitting in the pink chair,
furry

empty, sea-green
was a dull, silvershe walked on it.
silver lamp with a

mules, reading "Dorian Gray."
"Claire,"
he said, "you'll never

her for a moment.

"You weren't

in a seeqreen

in the

robe and the

He hurried through the doorway and kissed her.
know how much I've missed you!" He looked at

waiting

at the door!"

His tone was reproachful.

The room tumbled down around her. The sky caved in, and the world trembled
in its course. She ran from the room, ran upstairs, her furry mules going 'plop-plop'
.on the stairs.

shoulders

She slammed

shaking,

her bedroom

her tears splotching

door and lay on the great

the freshly laundered

see him as a mass of brown, with shiny shoes.
racking sobs.

her

She could only

His shoes were so terribly,

He came into the room and picked her up, off the bed.
.and sobbed-great,

four poster,

spread.

terribly

shiny!

She clung to his shoulders

Then she caught a glimpse

of herself in the mirror-

[i-tie. and brown and intent, like a squirrel.
"It's
'hungry,

all right,
dear ...

Tom,"

she said.

"I was just so glad

*
asked her why she had wasted

was a woman

You must be

."

*

They had the room made into a playroom
·someone

to see you!

*
for the baby, a few months later. When

the money, she said, "I thought,

with a white neck like a swan.

I'm not; that's

once, that

all!"

BARBARA STILES

Preservative
The things

I like are wicked.

The things

I do are wrong.

I'm glad, for if the good die young,
I'll live for very long.
FLOYDA
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A. NEEDHAM.

I

Interrupted Symphony
NTOthe calm eyes of the white-clad nurse flashed a look of alarm, and the fingers
which held the patient's wrist in a firm grasp tightened Involuntarily.
Turning
quickly, she hurried from the room, and demanded
of an interne in the hall,

I

"Get Dr. Meyer, quickly."
"He'}; in the dangerous ward. I'll have to phone."
"All right, but get him. It's in Number 26."

*

*

*

Margaret opened her eyes slowly, then closed them quickly, gasping at the dull,
heavy ache that pounded in her head. When the pain had lessened somewhat, she
reached out an arm to pull the cord of the bell that summoned her maid, but her hand
found no such cord. Alarmed, she sat bolt upright in bed and looked around.
But this wasn't her room. She had no small, narrow cot in a small, white room.
She must be in some strange

house, some house she had never seen

before.

Suddenly

she remembered!

An absurdly
going

horseback

trivial quarrel
riding, and

had been the cause
Ronnie

had

wanted

of it. Ronnie and she had been

to wear

a light

pull-over

sweater.

Careful always of her brother's rather delicate health, she had insisted he wear a short
but heavy [ecket. The willful Ronnie had demurred, and she had lost her temper.
Why
was he so stubborn and foolish about such a trivial matter?
She didn't cere what he
did; it was no bother of hers. If he wanted to ruin his health because of his silly stubbornness, let him. Let him wear the sweater.
Then the hyper-sensitive Ronnie had flared up, and, with his brown eyes flashing
and his slender shoulders shaking, he had stamped
from the room.
,Vhen she
finally arrived at the stable, she found Ronnie, silent and defiant, already mounted.
Ashamed at having nagged the excitable boy, but also angry at his air of indi'i-ference,
she mounted her horse in silence equally as strong as his, and rode away without waiting for him. She went at a swift pace for a mile or more, and then pulled th8 horse
down to a walk, half hoping a penitent Ronnie would overtake her. In a moment, the
pounding hoofs of a horse sounded beh'nd her, and Ronnie flashed by on his swift
black mount. Turning to wave a gay, forgiving salute, he did not see the thick limb that
hung low across the road a few yards in front of the flying horse.
But she saw it, and a fearful scream tore from her lips. Ronnie, warned by her
cry, turned ... but too late. Her gaze seemed riveted on him, and in a stupor, she
saw his fair-haired head snapped back, saw the slender young body fall to the ground.
Then she must have fainted.
Perhaps, when she had fallen from her horse, she had been injured
that was why she was in a strange room. It was odd that she didn't feel
ness when she thought of Ronnie. She had loved him terribly' he' had
her than anyone in the world ... and he was dead. If he was dead,
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a little. Maybe
any tragic sadmeant more to
and she wasn't

going to see him any more, or hear his voice, or touch his hand, why didn't her heart
break?

Why didn't she cry?

When someone you love dies, you cry. Everyone does. Tears run down your
cheeks in rivulets, and after a while your face gets lined with the paths of these tears.
Maybe her face was lined. Maybe the grief she ought to feel, the grief she must be
feeling somewhere beneath the heavy dullness. was shown in her face. To see whether
her soul had been crushed, all she had to do was look in a hand-mirror.
Funny,
wasn't

it?

But that face, the one that looked back at her from the mirror, wasn't hers. It
couldn't be! That face had burnt holes for eyes; the skin was old and yellow and
wrinkled. Her face was young and fresh, her skin "like the petals of a lily," Ronnie had
said. She had been proud of her skin; she had taken good care of it. Such good care
that there hadn't been a wrinkle in it. The face in the mirror couldn't be hers.
And the hair! That proved it. Her hair was a glorious chestnut color, and it
glowed and was life-like. Even Ronnie had said it was her greatest asset. So if Ronnie
had praised it, it couldn't have irregular white streaks through it. And it couldn't look
dull and lifeless.
It was all some horrible joke! Someone had poisoned the mirror-no,
"poisoned"
wasn't the right word. Someone had-well,
it wasn't true, what she saw in it. That
mirror was lying. It was trying to frighten her. It didn't like her. But it couldn't
frighten her, because she knew she was young and beautiful, even if Ronnie was dead.
Maybe she was dead too. Maybe-no,
she was just tired. Her eyes wouldn't stay
open any more. They had leaden weights that were pulling them shut. It was getting
dark, anyhow. Getting dark, and time to sleep. Ronnie was asleep, too. No, Ronnie
wasn't asleep.

It was she who was asleep.

*
The doctor

Ronnie was dead.

*

*

and nurse hurried into Number 26.

But they didn't have to examine

the still form to know.
"Well, nurse, she's dead. Lord. I thought she'd never go; she's hung on so long.
Been almost forty-five years, hasn't it? Funny, it seems like an awfully long time to us,
but she didn't even know it. Queer, someone gets a big shock, then a little injury and
-blooey!
Their minds go. Wonder if she came to, just before she died? They do
sometimes,

you know."
MILDRED McGOURTY
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When fears Are Past
I'm almost glad that winter's here,
For J can walk now without fear
Along the wooded paths and down
The sloping hill of barren ground,
Without fear, without fear of snakes;
A wooded pathway always wakes
The thought of slithering, slimy things,
Coiling, stretching, evil strings.
What if I should step on one?
In summer,

could

I watch

the sun

Refleding on the budded trees
And feel the glory of the breeze.'
Or follow heedlessly the bird,
When only one sound could be heardThe slinky rustling noise a snake
Or many snakes in bushes make?
I'm almost glad that winter's here,
For now I walk the wood and fear
Is gone. No noise makes me start

And only joy is in my heart.
So must it be with all the fears
That come to man throughout the years.
When you are old, there's only Death
Whose version makes you catch your breath

And turn your apprehensive face
While quickening your fearsome pace.
Yet can't you feel that peace at last
Will come with Death when fears are past?
MARGARET

THOMAN.

Tragedy
1 reached for the moon when I was young
And now I'm wanting you.

My hands were empty then, and now
My heart is empty too.
FLOYDA
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A. NEEDHAM.

I Love a Man
TWENTY, love a man, and he's old enough to be my father. But what does that
matter if his heart is young and his spirit gay as mine? He's always ready to get
'out of a warm bed into the chill morning to go for a ride; he'll leave his work any time

I
1

for a soda or a silly story; and when the moon is up or the night is clear, he has an
inability comparable
to mine, to forget the next morning's inevitable sleepiness.

He has the most lovable boyish embarrassment
when with my younger friends.
He makes an honest individual effort to make each one that he meets like him. And he
does. Don't think I don't have company and competition in the favor of this inimitable
qentlemen.
One day the gentleman took a lady. my most serious rival. to a football game.
I saw them moving in the crowd ahead of me. Jauntily they made their way through

the people.

I had a glimpse of the broad

shoulders and the bare grey head as he

turned and took an armful of giant yellow chrysanthemums
from a stand they were
passing and gave them to the lady. She was pleased and happy and embarrassed
trying to manage them in a crowd.
Such an impractical. impulsive, imaginative thing

to do.

They stood

and laughed

lady and the flowers,

and got jostled until finally he piled them both, the

into a taxi, and off they went.

He has a habit of turning up at odd times in queer places. One night he arrived
at a very exciting murder game in which I had just killed my brother, after mercilessly
tracking down the easy trail of an illuminated watch dial. During the interruption
of
greeting
some older people, I patronizingly
advised my victim brother to remove his
watch for his health's sake. The lights went out and the darkness cleared to show the
gleam of a watch dial. Craftily I crept across the room on hands and knees to teach
my stubborn brother a lesson he would not forget. Closer and closer. The little light
was inches from the floor; its wearer was also on hands and knees. Quietly, quickly, I
reached up, and with bull's eye aim seized a nose and sank my teeth into the back of
a very surprised neck. Quick as a flash the back of my neck was tight in the grasp of a
strong hand. Firmly my face was pressed to the floor. Despite my protesting gurgles
I received a smart, a very smart smack of force and choice of geography
that only a
brother
would dare.
One-twa-three,
and the lights came on. My eyes sought my
brother and found him innocent and bland-looking on the other side of the room. In
front of me, rising from a pair of broad shoulders and supporting
a very nice grey

head,

were a collar and neck smeared

with lipstick.

I gulped

and gasped

as I felt

again the stinging smart of a prompt retaliation.
Those were no actions for a dignified
man, but I guess I shouldn't have expected dignity from anything I found on its hands
and knees crawling
Although

around

in the dark.

I love this man because

he is fun and funny,

lovable

and intelligent,

kind and companionable,
the real reason I love him is because he loves me. He's
always glad to see me, and makes me feel he thinks I am beautiful, clever, and charm-
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·
h'ghly happy and satisfactory feeling. His inability to see anything but my
mg ... a I
.
•
•
•
good points seems to eradicate the bad, and his eS:lmatlon m~kes me think I am th.e
worthwhile person I would like to be. He has the gift of showing people off to their
best advantage.
This, then, is the man I love, and he is old enough to be ...
he is
my father.
JEANNETTE SHINGLE

To see the hills once more would be to see
The goal of my desires, my heart's one home.
To breathe that high, cool air would be to breathe
New life, new hope, new happiness again.
To breast the mountain winds, to wade the streams,
To find deep sleep beneath the sheltering pines
Would be a sweet renewal of the peace
That once was mine, and all I ever

loved.

FLOYDA A. NEEDHAM.

A Prayer

O

GOD, I am homesick for distant, far-reaching
places; for verdant plains that
stretch forever until I strain for the horizon; for ghost-like cactus, wevinq its arms
against a neutral sky that meets a neutral earth; for muddy streams that feed a herd
of cattle; for everything OUf forefathers pushed out to meet.

o God, I want to lie on scorching sands and feel their heat slip into my body; to
sense peaceful waters sliding beneath my feet and see a flight of gulls dip for prey;
to watch a snowy sail slip along the edge of the world; to dream of everything our
forefathers dreamed of.

a God, I yearn for icy mountains and stormy seas; for cold, forbidding lands that
test my strength and heart; for sudden, chilling dangers that will prove my arm; for
the power and steel our forefathers had.
o God, I long for a broad, white highway; for forests of tropic fern; for crowded
carts of mangos and orchids in a foreign market; for the bluish sparkle of Manila Bay;
for everything our forefathers fought to gain.
o God, let me open up my heart and take them in; let me grow with the knowledge of possessing them; let me have the essence of distant, far-reaching
places in
my soul.
MARTHA A. HICKAM.
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Girl

In

Room

C HE

was a tiny thing-people
had told her, awfully thin, too. But that
~
she had come to this city. People! No one had spoken to her about
so long that she had forgotten!
She had forgotten that people existed, as
fact. She hadn't seen any for years. No-but
could it be only three days
been

so cold out?

Her cough

was so bad,

and she didn't

dare

venture

was before
herself for
a matter of
that it had
out of her

room. Room! You could hardly call it that. More like a closet, with its drab, bare
walls that seemed to give off a chill and to create a draught allover,
There was frost
on the window,

and through

the few clear parts scattered

here and there,

she could

see that it was sleeting outside.
She could almost feel it through the walls.
Oh! but she was tired. Yet she couldn't sleep, She had tried hard enough,

but

she guessed she was beyond that point.
Perhaps she was fatigued.
No, she was
exhausted, that was it-mentally
and physically exhausted.
Her eyes were fascinated

by the patterns the frost made on her window, and she couldn't force herself to look
away. Why should she? It was more pleasant than the drab walls. And the bed was
so hard. You might as well lie on the floor. She felt cold, and thought of the cheap
little coat she had seen in the shop window the week before.
Only six dollars, too,
and it would have kept her so warm. It was made of stuff that looked like lamb's wool.
Nothing very beautiful about it, but practical-very
praciteal.
It would have done
nicely. She hadn't six dollars.
The gnawing pains in her stomach roused her. No wonder! Three whole days
without a speck of food was too much for her. She was so little, so thin. There had
been a menu outside that restaurant.
A steaming hot stew, butter and rolls, coffeeall for twenty-five cents. How marvelous to sit before a small. glowing fire and enjoy
this extravagant repast! But she had no fire. She had no twenty-five cents. She had
nothing but herself and the clothes, poor as they were, which she was wearing. Ohand her thin spring coat she'd worn for four years. Those were all her worldly possessions.
She must rouse herself. She must get out of this room. It was getting on her
nerves.
She must try to find someone out on those cold, slippery, wet streets who
would help her. This couldn't go on any longer.
She made an effort to get up from the bed. She couldn't.
Her heart started to
pound. The same old trouble.
It hadn't bothered her for many days now. But then
she hadn't tried to move. And here it was again.
She felt choked and began to
cough.
Her heart beat louder and louder and louder. Why wouldn't it stop?
She
would become deaf soon, with that pounding in her ears. She was frightened.
Suddenly it calmed down and she fell back on the meagre pillow, worn out. She began
to feel pleasantly drowsy. Her eyes wouldn't stay open. She let them close. How
delicious it felt. She was getting warmer. Was she going to sleep?
MARY ANN GOLDWATER.
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Laughter
HE leaves are skittering around down there in the quad and up along the ivied
walls of the building.
A million little friends gambolling
with the wind, now
brushed into a farrago against the wall to play possum until the wind finds them our
and throws them gayly back into the whirl. In here it is so deserted that even the
scratch of my pen echoes back from the halls as though ghostly fingers were writing
on the ceiling. Ah there! someone laughed down the hall and a cheery feeling blew in
for a minute, then out again like that leaf that momentarly tapped my window.

T

II
He sits there so silently with his sensitive- face barely touched by the faint glimmer
of the side-lights of the theatre, just enough to make the features discernible.
His
hands, too thin and yet so finely shaped, lie idle on the arms of his chair, except when
he unconsciously moves them in a futile attempt to express some beautiful movement
of the music to which he listens. I can read so much more in his face than I can hear
in the far-off violin. Is it possible for anyone to feel as much as that?
I can even see
tears on his face, falling slowly, lingering on the curves of the cheek.
1 hope he lets
them go unheeded.
The young girl sitting next to him-she
sees them too. Now she and her handkerchief snicker significantly.

I

II
,

We walk in the woods at night, you and I. I love the woods and the night and I
love you. "There is a moon," you say, and I look over my shoulder.
Sure enough, I
can see it above that tree, an orange moon with a single silver star guarding it. I like
to hold your hand as we run laughing beneath the orange moon. J like to listen to the
brook as we sit with our back against the birches. I like to watch the stars that twinkie
as you talk.
"What is love?" you ask me.
The night knows, and I hold my breath so that you can hear its answer. The brook
gurgles down the flight of gleaming stones; the stars twinkle at each other and at us;
the birches bend together and laugh quietly.
Now you know. Love is laughterlaughter that is shared.
MARGARET

THOMAN.

Ambition
Why must we leave our chrysalis
Alone our wings to try?
I'd rather live a sheltered worm,
Then die a butterfly.
FLOYDA A. NEEDHAM.
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f

Guilty Conscience
0, lay your rumpled head
Upon my lap without a word.
For I can read within your guilty eyes,
The story of a hundred little sins
Still unconfessed.
I do not want to know

How you have sinned-or
For fear,

why-or

where;

perhaps,

That when you look
Into my face for pardon,

dear,

My eyes may willingly reveal
The thousand
I've hidden

little sins
there.

SONIA.

Reflections

I

WONDER

why she doesn't

or maybe

a permanent

do something

would

improve

about her hair?
it.

. but I don't

It ought to be shorter,
know

she could

at

it. Brushing is so good for the hair. ( must remember.
She doesn't
have to talk like that, nobody does. Her voice ought to be low and melodious, but I
suppose it wouldn't go with the face; it's such a brown color-like coffee. A melodious
voice and a coffee face..
hideous. Brown hair, brown face, brown eyes, small, too
least

brush

small. brown personality.
Maybe if she wore scarlet lipstick and orange rouge, and
used eye shadow..
such bad taste for daytime, but it would make some color.
Maybe a red sweater ...
but her figure! She's good, though.
She always does her
work. Phi Bete probably.
She's nice to everybody and she's sweet and means well ...
gives up everything to other people ... turns down people's beds after dates-when
she can work up the courage.
So hard to be nice to her though ...
just nothing to
say. I wasn't very nice to her yesterday.
Why, 1 wonder?
She's good and somebody
loves her, her mother, or God maybe. Of course, God loves everybody.
The better
you are the more God loves you. I'm not very good. 1 wonder if God feels about me

the way I feel about her? Probably.
She'll go to heaven and I'll go to hell, if there is
one..
. I don't think so. Somehow I'm not scared. I ought to be. I'll try to love her
and be especially nice ... love thy neighbor as ... I think she thinks I'm pretty.
I'll
try to love her, God, honestly ... only she's so frightfully dull!
KATHERINE
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D. WOODWARD

Comfort
"'AIlR. DUNBAR put his key in the lock, and his fingers, moist after taking off his [ur-

f~.lined

gloves, stuck to the metal.

Gosh,

It was cold!

Ten below

zero was pretty

stiff for New England. He coughed twice. Mrs. Dunbar was upstairs, but she heard him
as he swung open the door, and called down, "I'll bet you've caught cold, John. You'd
better take some of your cough medicine.
It's on the second shelf of the corner <vl>
board in the kitchen."
Mr. Dunbar grunted, walked out to the kitchen, stripped off his overshoes in the
middle of the floor, and hung up his coat and hat. That was the trouble with Alice.
You never could get hold of her long enough to discuss anything with her. She was
either upstairs

a meal.

yelling down at him, or he was upstairs

You couldn't

tell a woman you wanted

and she was downstairs

getting

her to get a divorce,

with a flight of
stairs between.
Furthermore, he hated to tell her at dinner time because it wasn't a
particularly pleasant subject. and unpleasantness
at meals gave her indiqestion.
John
Dunbar took a large teaspoonful of his cough medicine and screwed the top of the
bottle on. And he never wanted to discuss it right after dinner because-well,
he
hated to bring it up after dinner. But by gosh, he'd tell her tonight.
It was no disgrace, after all, to fall in love with a younger woman. If only Grace hadn't been his
secretary.
It always made so much more talk. "He got a divorce to marry his s-eretary." He could hear the neighbors. It wasn't as if he couldn't see Alice through. She
had given him the best years of her life, true, but you couldn't control love. He
thought of Grace, little and feminine. He'd give Alice a good allowance and she
could have an apartment somewhere. Good old Alice. Efficient woman, Alice.
He heard her step on the stairs. "l'm sorry to be late-, John, but Mr. Graham
came in with those papers he wanted you to sign. I'll show them to you after dinner."
"0.

K.," he said.

"What

have we got for dinner?"

. "Liver and bacon," she replied, smiling up at him. She threw the overshoes,
which had left a little puddle of dirty water on the floor, into the closet, and then
sopped up the water with a floor cloth.
"Swell," he said. He wanted to say something else. Liver and bacon were his
favorites, but he couldn't think of anything else to say, so he said "swell" again. He
started to speak. He thought he would begin by saying, "Alice, I wanted to tell you,
loure looking tired." And then say, "Wouldn't a little trip somewhere do you good?"
AI,c~, you look tired, .. ." He had even practiced it when he, was alone in the office,
standing up and addressing his own bare desk. "Alice, you ... "
In

She interrupted
here."

him from the dining room.

He swore under his breath.

"Dinner

is ready

He'd have to tell her after

They sat down in silence and John served
good.
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'

dear

.

We can talk

dinner.

the liver and bacon.

Smelled

darn

"Did you send out your insurance cheek, John? You said it was due this week. I
thought I'd better remind you." Alice was fussing with the food on her plate. John
remembered that she didn't like liver.
"See to it in the morning," he replied shortly.
"What did you call to me from the kitchen about?"

His wife struggled

to make

conversation.
"Oh, that," he shifted his eyes. "Tell you after dinner."
They finished the meal in silence. It was darn good, John reflected to himself.
Baked potatoes. Couldn't get anything but creamed ones in town, and he couldn't eat
creamed potatoes. Gave him indigestion.
They got up from the table after dessert, and Mr. Dunbar took off his shoes and
drew on the slippers that were beside his chair. The wind howled outside, and he instinctively drew a little closer to the fire. "Going to be a cold night," he said. And
then after a minute, "Paper around?"
"Here it is," Alice said, getting up. "The boy forgot to leave it again, John, and
I ron over and borrowed Mrs. Wright's.
I told her I'd bring it bock later. I'll call up
the Express in the morning and have them remind the boy. It's the second time it's
happened this week."
"Yes, you'd better call them," he replied absently, and opened the paper to the
sports section. Alice went out to the kitchen and he heard the rattling of dishes. He
liked the sound.
Pretty soon there was a scratching at the door, and he got up to let in the dog.
A great gust of wind fairly blew him over, and before he could get the door closed a
little flurry of white flakes hod blown in. Rotten weather! He went bock to the fire and
his paper. The hound followed, shivering. John leaned down and patted his thin sides.
"Pretty tough night out, old timer. Nice to be by your own fireside tonight, eh?" The
dog licked his hand and put his head on his master's knee.
Mr. Dunbar rattled his paper and took a long draw on his pipe. He blew out a
great cloud of smoke, rested his head on the back of his chair, and squinted up at the
ceiling for a long minute.
"John, what was it you were going to say to me after dinner?" Alice called above
the noise of dishes.
Mr. Dunbar hesitated, swallowed, and then, "I wanted to tell
been looking tired, and I thought perhaps we might toke a little trip
holidays. Do us both good." The first words came easily, but he
last of the sentence, so much so that he had to repeat it. "I thought
toke a little trip together."
"Oh. I'd love it, John,

if you don't

you, Alice, you've
together after the
stumbled over the
perhaps we might

think it would be too hard for you to get

away."
Mr. Dunbar thought his wife's voice sounded strange-sort
haps she was tired.
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of breathless.

Per-

"No,

I guess I can make it all right,"

He hitched

he said.

his chair up close to the fire and turned

rested his hand on the dog's head.

on the radio

at his elbow.

He

"Yes, sir, Old Boy, good night for a man to be by

his own fireside."

KATHERINE

D. WOODWARD

That's life

P

ROFESSOR
prized

absolutely
someone

BRANCH, a little man and a bit pinched

possession
unsurpassed.

of the Law School.
To his students

His briliieoce

he seemed

and austere,

and number

merely

to stand up in front of them and state fact after

an animated
fact

Today, the class in Law and Contracts
Professor

Branch gazed

was droninq

at the vacant

seats

were

encyclopedia,

in his small, dry voice.

He appeared positively dusty with learning, a sort of mechanical device
and to be respected as such. But as Timothy remarked to me one day,
isn't human; he knows too darn much."
ness.

was the most

of degrees

for knowledge,
"That man just

along with unaccustomed

dotted

at too-frequent

slow-

intervals,

shaking his head and sighing.

"J
began,

wish I could impre-ss on you gentlemen
the value- of attending
leaning earnestly over his desk. "Do you ever think of the mistake

not coming?-by

'cutting,'

as I believe

your families, some of whom perhaps
duty to yourselves-but

the matter

important

difficult

only

the duty you owe to

to send you here, and +he

may be viewed from a more practical

That is the work that goes on regardless
be of aid to you later on.

you term it. It is not
find it rather

of your absence-bits

I am not stating

that

my words

to enable

you to make something

mildly suggest that you take advantage
sume, or why should you be enrolled

of them.

here?

standpoint.

of information
of wisdom

that you can't afford to miss any of them, but I do flatter

are sufficiently enlightening

classes,"
he
you make by

that

myself that they

of yourselves,

and

You all want to be lawyers,

Second-hand

notes are worthless.

back comfortably

I do

I preYou are

expected to attend; then why not grace these halls of learning at the appointed
You are mature enough now to realize that a life work lies before you-"

He went on and on. The class settled

wiJl

are so yitally

hours?

to wait until he had fin-

i~hed his message.
Some few of the clever youths made a semblance
of eager attention, others were frankly bored and made no pretense of even the slightest interest.
"Good Lord," said Timothy to me, in undertones,
"do we have to listen to this?
The same old. thing. In Patents last hour, Williams got going on the same theme-it

s~ems to be.

In

the air. He'll end by saying that the lad who sits through

every class

will be president of Our country, and the lad who cuts will enter into the honorable
~rofessio~ of ditch-digging."
He slumped back "into gloomy contemplation
of his

finger neils. The clock ticked

d

If'

on, an a gent e snore rose rom somewhere
I traced over and over with a soft pencil the name "Gladys"
and then
hearts and arrows shooting around it.
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h

In t e rear.
made little

Now Professor Branch was reminiscing, and an anecdote
had the same effect it always does.
I ceased my sketching,
ble, and a general
") remember

certain

reviving

of interest

in the midst of a lecture
the snore became inaudi-

took place.

when I was in college,"

Professor

Branch was saying,

"there

was a

boy rooming next to me who was definitely what we may term a 'rake.'

Gil

was obviously disinterested
in any form of study and obviously too interested
in the
young ladies of the town. I presume he was very much in favor with them, having a
sort of rugged, manly beauty calculated to win any maiden's heart."
(The interest was

still more pronounced.)

"This manly beauty,

I may say, was of the variety known as the

football type. Gil spent most of his evenings away from the dormitory, and sometimes
about four or five in the morning I could hear him stumbling in-a
bit worse for the
imbibing of intoxicants."
(A general appreciative
titter.)
"Classes he very rarely managed to attend,
more important

would

and the few occasions
of an extra-curricular

when he tried to master a text book, something
nature would always turn up.

"At the end of a week he invariably came in to me, and in his charming manner
beg of me to provide him with written papers, class notes--in
short, gentle-

men, the work which I had faithfully done all week. He would take my papers,
them

a bit, and, bitterest

college
doing

blithely

enough,

no independent

of facts,
taking

get better

nothing

than myself.

seriously, avoiding

change

He went on through

classes, and, for a certainty,

study.

"But here is the moral of my story.

ively, finger lifted,

"today

of this University.

Today

sought-after

grades

criminal

Gentlemen,"

I am a respected
that

lawyer

man-is

Professor

Branch paused

and hard-working

the cleverest,

in the country.

member

impress-

of the Faculty

the most highly paid, the most

Class is dismissed."

Professor Branch ceased speaking and gathered
murmuring something about "he's a darn good egg,"

saw that Timothy had hold of the little professor's
hearty grip.

up his papers.
I heard Timothy
and when I went out the door, !

hand, shaking it up and down in his
MARY STOVER

Interlude

I

FOUND three lovely things in Milan's cathedral.
but they are bright, and gleaming ....
From the two main doors,

fingers of daylight

I've had them for over a year,

moved

inward and upward,

lighting

the massive pillars which marked off the great nave. From each side of the nave came
pioneer beams of candles, lit by faith in St. Benedictine,
St. Stephen, and their comrades

honored

them

hung the red glow of the Sacred

central

space

by private
without

chapels.

perceptibly

At the high altar
easing

Heart.

the greyness
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.

flared

twin candles,

All sides threw
there,

and above

light into the vast

which merged

into the

blackness of the transepts. Shadows reached down from their hidden ceiling to claim
the tall pillars and the graceful arch with which each was joined to its fellow. But the
greyness was not gloomy; it served rather to heighten the impression of the delicacy
.and harmony of the complete structure. It was a color-tone of mystery. With a start,
I found myself looking upward, up beyond the level of the great window, beyond the
altar, up among the deepest shadows. There, lighted by some unseen lamp, and held
by some invisible hand, was a golden crucifix. it dominated
the whole cathedral, the
windows. the candles, the shadows, and the greyness, saying, "J think of you always."
The Good Friday worshippers were many; townspeople
mingled with awed peasants in a common penitence. A table had been placed in the rear of the church,
.holding a small crucifix and a plate for offerings. With great disregard for sanitation,
but with infinite piety, each one as he came in kissed the crucifix and laid a coin in
the plate. As I stood near, a peasant woman, with tanned and deeply lined face, knelt
.down beside the table and kissed the crucifix several times. When she rose, she did
not reach for a coin; instead she laid a great bunch of meedow-jlowers.
bound in
coarse twine, at the feet of Our Lord. I like to think her Christ saw those flowers
there, as he had seen her gathering them that morning far from Milan.
As I lingered in the cathedral, the briskness of my step became tempered by the
hushed and reverent atmosphere, and my mind became attuned to the spirit of those
'who built this Gothic beauty. There was no Time here, no hurrying, demanding world.
Only the soaring stretches of shadow, only a dimness which spoke of longings satisfied,
of sacrifice that was not in vain. Here was stillness, here fulfillment, here a nourishing,
sustaining nobility. In this rest from the buzz of the marketplace
lay an unassailable
fortress.
I found three things of beauty in Milan's cathedral; a wonder of architecture,
a
:steadfast faith, and peace. They are bright, and gleaming; and they are yours ..
ADELE FRANCIS
Sing a song of college
A pocketful of knowledge
Sing a song of love-in-bloom
Heaven-hell-ioy-gloom.
Sing a song of qet-e-job
Headach e-sho rtha nd-su bwey-rn ob.
Sing a song of marriage
Dishes-dusting-baby
carriage.
Sing a song of laughter
Tears come tumbling after.
Sing a song of names
Bob- Thomas-James.
Sing a song of "I"
A pocketful I of "why?"
BARBARA
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STILES.

Close-Up
ENNIFER leaned back and gazed upwards at the impossibly golden sky. It was like
a bubble of translucent blue enamel dusted with the pollen of star-flowers that
had died with the dawn. She said so to John, who lay beside her idly plucking at bits

J

of twig

that

lay about

the ground.

He smiled that

strange,

sweet

smile of his. and

replied:
"Jennifer, you have the soul of a poet. Why do you never write any poems?"
Jennifer

laughed,

and stretching

her arms up, put them behind

her head.

"Oh. lots of reasons. One is that I never have the right ideas. Another is that I
can't think of anything to put in writing but it seems to form itself into certain words.
J can't
change them, and they never make poetry.
Always part poetic, part prosaic.
They're like a half-breed-never
quite one or the other.
Neither side is ever willing to
admit it belongs to it. The taint is there that spoils its perfection."

John looked at her as she lay there talking and felt that she was beautiful.
looked

away again

"Jennifer-what

would you say about

She sat up and .leened forward,
frowned in concentration.
She pushed

"About

He

over the lake.

the water?

Oh, I don't

the water?"

her soft hair blowing
it back.

against

his cheek

know. It's like the sky-impassable.

as she

It has that

same thin, almost invisible barrier that makes it stand aloof. You can swim in it, touch
it, play with it, but you can never be a part of it. It is too beautiful to own. I almost
don't believe in it."

Jennifer
ground.

fell silent and leaned

Her fingers

caught

back again, letting

a flower,

and she plucked

her hands fall listlessly to the
it idly and put it in her hair.

John looked at her and smiled.
For a few minutes all was silent between them. A brooding stillness as of complete
compatibility
and oneness flowed about them.
The pine trees soughed in the breeze
with a rising and falling of note that brought them an undulating happiness that rose
to ecstasies with each wave of calm. John broke the quiet.
"Jennifer-you
feel it too?"
He looked at her with an intent insistence. Jennifer
felt the compelling force of his gaze. It seemed as if her inner self were withdrawn
from its former habitation to rush across that small gap between them to mingle in a
warmer communion with his.
"Yes,"

she whispered.

"Yes,

to grow cloudy with distance.
longer.

With the impatience

I feel it."

But her eyes, looking up into his, seemed

She had left him far behind.-John
of masculinity

could stand

he broke in upon her dreaming

it no

and called

her back to his side .
. "Jennifer-Jennifer
You'll

dear,

I love you.

You've known it a long time, haven't

marry me?"
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you?

"Oh John,"

her voice was soft and broken. "Yes, I know. ,I love you too. But,
W e . t ry, to be so old so wise-but we re really very
young.
d
'
.'
important
More important than life. If we were wrong, my ear. [ve
L
ave IS so I
•
d I k' I' 'd
.
She stopped, and in the.... silence a mea owar 5 rqui
worried
a b out t h'IS momen f."
.
f ,.
song poure d au r !In t 0 thei
err mtidst . Like a clarion note It rang out In ecstatic lOy 0
IVing-perfect,
sublime, yet earthly.
my dear

we are so young.

J enruHer'
er 5 I'IpS par t ed b Ut she rose silently and turned
and was looking at her with the world in his eyes.

to John, who had rise" also

I

"John-let's

wait."

And she turned to go.

As she did so, a cloud came

blowing up over the sun.

It was a mammoth

cot~on

boll, smothering the gold out of the sky, changing the greens to grays, turning
the water steely. Jennifer started and turned back. John held open his arms, simply
and oh so eloquently.
"My dear-we

couldn't," he said.
ELISABETH

BURGER

Lake Champlain

I

Tis

a warm

summer

evening.

I

am on

the end of the white dock which stretches

forth in a narrow strip through the smooth, dark water. Behind me I feel the tall
pines, as they stand maiestically on the bank, and the faint perfume of their needles
reaches my nostrils. The tranquil, slippery, black water slips out on all sides, absolutely
calm, absolutely black, hardly distinguishable
from the equally black land. The only
thing ever to brighten the water is the phosphorescence
which is occasionally
visible
along the dock's sides. The lake's bank, thick with pine and hemlock, stretches away to
the north and south, and minute lights sparkle from its depth.
Across the lake the
foothills rise, straight and tall, adding to the sombre scene, creating an atmosphere
of
power, awe. And beyond the foothills, and very much higher, are. the Adirondacks
themselves, their peaks lost in the night sky. All is quiet-there
is no sound of human
voice or animal stirring, no wind, no noise of waves-as
if all creatures and things were
holding their breath, waiting. There is no moon, and the stars are not strong enough
t~ lighten the black. Then slowly the Northern Lights appear, too far away to be seen
dlShnctly, yet near enough to suffuse the sky with a pale glow, against which the hills
are sharply outlined. The grandeur of the scene is complete.

AL YS E. GRISWOLD
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Senior Proclamation
CONNECTICUT

COLLEGE

STUDIES ON THE ACTIVITY

OF MOLECULAR

B

ECAUSE of the erudition and sagacity of the authors no complete
of this experiment by the underclassmen is to be expected.

BODIES

comprehension

INTRODUCTION:
In preceding
years it has become a custom of Connecticut
relationships
of various moving bodies. The fifteen experiments

College to investigate
preliminary to the one

which we are to put before you today, Oct. 3, 1934. (The Connecticut College Studies
of Classes 1919 to 1935) have laid the basis for further investigation.
The authors have
attempted to seperate the pure element from the combined substances because they
found no orderly conduct in the mixture, and they believe that with the results they
obtained
question

from the procedure
was first investigated

a true way to a less chaotic condition is assured.
The
by the class of 1919 which found some little success in

method.
The problem needed
further investigation
and the present experimenters
have taken great pains to accumulate
exact information and have found the following
to be true:
The object of the experiment
is to insure the superiority and prestige of seniors.
The apparatus
consists of juniors, sophomores, freshmen, environment,
pure senior element and faculty; in the college campus, i. e., laboratory.
PROCEDURE:
As preliminary control of the human factor involved it was necessary to lay down
the following regulations in order to avoid any distraction
for the laboratory workers:
No sweater

sleeves shall be rolled in bulgy bunches

seniors.
No socks with high heels should be worn at any time.
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e

above

the elbow, except

by

Underclassmen

must think of little ways to make seniors feel at home' in the lab-

oratory.
Because it is compatible
with the meditative
spirit of seniors,
may have the privilege of day dreaming.
.
No masculine attire may be worn by women In the laboratory.
No cigar or cigarette

A-I.

butts should be left lying around

alone,

the laboratory.

Let the West door of Fanning be a senior entrance.

from test tube Fanning to beaker

they,

Let seniors only pass

New London on senior walk.

2. Greater freedom of molecular activity
curbing and removing ali foreign matter.

by

will be obtained

raising seniors

to

3. To facilitate methods of procedure,
let senior board or dismount first from bus.
4. To preserve pure substance of seniors, front five and three fourth rows of the
gymnasium must be kept free from impurities.
5.

Carefully

filter senior voices from college

to mix in senior songs.

6. To avoid errors in measuring, allow only seniors to knit in conspicuous places.
7. Purify solution at least once a dance by forbidding
juniors. sophomores
and
freshmen to cut into senior element.
8. Prevent spontaneous combustion
senior element passes through any door.

by removing

9. Care should be taken that enough
reception room Knowlton at any time.

I

B-1. Allow gummy substances
2. Indicate
dermal surfaces.

oxygen

all aggravating

is supplied

substances

to senior element

when
in first

in mouths of seniors only.

rich life fluid of senior element

only by coat of deep

red on hard epi-

3. Remove all evidence of supporting
pins and gelatinous substances
of all impure elements to avoid possibility of mixture with senior element.

from

4. Set aside window sills of Knowlton for cooling sen lor element
of molecular activity.

cessation

5. A source of error arises when impure elements
faculty jokes. Senior element will bubble merrily, thereby
ment.
6.

Super-saturation

of post office during

chapel

during

bubble

under

insuring

success

pressure

hair

of

of experi-

hour is forbidden.

RESULTS,
Careful study of senior element for three years shows this to be pure. Other substances after equally careful observation
have shown some refinement
but they still are
not of comparable
quality.

CONCLUSION,
Solution minus impurities equals pure senior element.
Under above mentioned'
conditions, movement of entities in laboratory
takes place under maximum e.fficiency.
The authors

conclude

that the results of the experiment

which to carry out the plan for be"Her living conditions.

tions shall be added
the experiment

offer excellent
Further

from time to time, our proof that the fulfillment

is essential ..
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conditions

suggestions

under

and addi-

of the purpose

of
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DIRECTORY

Class of 1935
ALBREE, LYDIA T. .
ANELLO, MARION E.
BACKUS, HARRIET G. ..
BARTON, MARY JANE

..

BATES, EVELINE..............

BAUMGARTEN,

_....

.. .35 Sammis Ave" Huntington, N. Y.
....1714 Northampton St., Holyoke, Mass.
253 Ledyard St., New London, Conn.
.. .79 North Main St., West Hartford, Conn.
...........
74 Spruce St., Portland, Me.

BOOMER, DOROTHY M.
BOYD, NANCY K.
BOZELL, ELIZABETH L.
BRONK, ELIZABETH L.
BURGER, ELISABETH R...
BURR, SABRINA R...

..

15 Hewlett St., Waterbury, Conn.
..
Hostetter, Po.
..
.37 Lincoln St., Larchmont, N. Y.
..
.57 Pearl St., Hudson Falls. N. Y.
.. .44 Westfield Rd., West Hartford, Conn.
...........
20 Eaton St., Hartford, Conn.

CAMASSAR,
ROSE.....
CARPENTER, JANET H.

.
.

CARTWRIGHT,
CATHERINE
CHACE, ROBERTA R.

.

A.

DUTCH,

..
..

_
.

FEINGOLD,

RITA.......

.124 Bertha Place, Staten Island, N. Y.
....9 Herrick St., Winchester,

SYLVIA..

...5 North Park St., Hanover,
..

ETHEL S. ..
M. .

Mass.

......315 Ferry St., New Haven, Conn.

ELIZABETH B.

FERRIS, MERION

.... Ridgefield, Conn.
.31 Elston Rd., Upper Montclair, N. J.
......103 Franklin Ave., Niles. Ohio
...........
510 Myrtle St.. Erie, Po.

FAI RFIELD, RUTH.....
FARNUM,

141 West Broad St., Westerley, R. I.
27 North Second St., Meriden, Conn.
.... .47 Taylor Ave., East Haven, Conn.
......49 Chapel St., New London, Conn.

M. .......

ELIZABETH.......

DWORSKI,

19 Bayonet St., New London, Conn.
20 Lincoln Ave., Norwich, Conn.
121 Broad St., New London, Conn.
Alger Court East, Bronxville, N. Y.

..

COON, GERALDINE A.
CORBLY, ELIZABETH A. .
COX, JAN E C. ...
CREIGHTON,
G. MARGARET........

DRISCOLL,

D. C.

. 19 Lake Drive, Mountain Lakes, N. J.

BAYLIS, MARGARET C. .
BELSKY, GLORIA K.
BIRCH, OLIVE G. M...
..
BIRNEY, BARBARA H...
BLATCHFORD,
MARY W. ..

DIEHL, VIRGINIA

Newton, Mass.
London, Conn.
London, Conn.
Paterson, N. J.

....3616 Fulton St., N. W., Washington,

HELEN J

DAVIS, MARY ..ALlCE..
DEPEW, HAZEL E.
DEWEY, CORINNE E.......

.
49 Shaw St., West
311 Huntington St., New
P. O. Box 65, New
934 East 22nd St.,

..

.73 Taber Ave., Providence, R. I.

.. 154 Wolcott
..

_....

N. H.

Hill Rd., Wethersfield,

Conn.

..298 Oak St., Manchester, Conn.
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FIELDS, MARGARET
FINE, H ELEN....

M.

FITZGERALD, CATHERINE
FORD,YCE RUTH A .....

Fitchville,

c.. ..

FRAME, PHYLLIS M.......
FRANCIS, ADELE...

.

FREEMAN, JEANNETTE...
MARJORIE

97 Thames St .. Groton,

W. ...Glenwood

VIRGINIA

2 Highland Ave., Madison, N. J.
Lyme Rd., Hanover, N. H.

··············............

GOLDFADEN,

MILDRED F...

GOLDWATER,

MARY A. ········

279 Fourth Ave., E. Orange,
:140 Westchester

B.

.

10 May St., Needham,

MARTHA

HIGGINS,

SUSANNE M

RUTH P

HUGHES,

MADL YN C.

KAFFENBURGH,

.Fort Crockett,

.3801 Farragut Rd., 8rooklyn, N. Y.

W

·········................
·····

MAY E. ·················

73 Kingsbury St., Waterbury,

70 Wannalancit
.5 I Merriman

HELEN E. ·················
L. ················

ESTHER M. ························

········

St .. Lowell, Mass.
St., 8ristol, Conn.
Me.

2847 Broxton Road, Cleveland,

Ohio

88 Morningside

Rd., Washington,

915 Bank
MARJORIE········

Sr.,

Pe.

Dr .. New York, N. Y.

State School, Wrentham,

MEYER, LENA
NICHOLSON,

Conn.

26 Monument Sq., Dover.Foxcroft,

Monongahela

DORIS ······················

MERRILL, ELIZABETH P

N. J.

18 Newell Rci., Bristol, Conn.

C.

LOESER, MARJORY
MARTIN,

Conn.

92 Sewall Ave., Brookline, Mass.

LAMBERT, RUTH

MERCHANT,

Rd., Bristol, Conn.

42 Durand Rd., Maplewood,

LaCOURSE, AUDREY F. ·····················

LIVINGSTON,

116 8elridge

191 Cheshire St., Hartford,

KRINSKY, DOROTHY

IRENE

Tex.

1388 Union St., 8rooklyn, N. Y.

KING, VIRGINIA

LARSON,

Mass.

Galveston,

130 Union St., Norwich, Conn.

F.

HOWELL,

JENKS, CATHERINE

N. Y.

.7604 Spring Ave., Melrose Park, Pe.
77 Henry Sr., Manchester, Conn.

A.

HICKAM,

GRACE

Ave' .. Crestwood,

97 Greenridge Ave., White Plains, N. Y.
15 Colver St., New London, Conn.
Brandywine Farm, Macedonia, Ohio

HERVEY, BARBARA

HOFFMAN,

N. J.

141 Thames St., New London, Conn.

GREER, LILLIAN ···················
GRUBNER, EDNA R
HALE, ANN R.
HARBURGER, CHARLOTTE
HARRIS, REBECCA P

Conn.

Park, New London, Conn.

GERHART, M. EliZABETH····
GILBERT, DORIS E.
GOLDEN,

1/30 Lake Shore Blvd .. Evanston, III.
.30 South Ave .. Beacon, N. Y.
Maple Grove, Durham, Conn.
74 Huron Rd., Bellerose, L. I., N. Y.

FREEDHAND, TILlIE.................
GAGNON,

Conn.

1049 Albany Ave., Hartford, Conn.
.74 Beechwood Terrace, Yonkers, N. Y.

Mass.

New London, Conn.

107 Foster Ave., Mt. Vernon, N. Y.

NIMS, REBECCA E

.56 Park Ave., Keene, N. H.

178

OSTERMAN,

ELIZABETH

130 Rutgers Ave., Swarthmore,

PARK, GERTRUDE E.
..
PARKHURST, PATRICIA....................
PAULSON, JANET

Pe.

.72 Main St., Pittsfield, Me.
I33 First Ave .. Gloversville, N. Y.
722 Cortelyou Rd.. Brooklyn, N. Y.

.

PERLO, RHODA
108·21 Ditmars Ave., E. Elmhurst, L. I., N. Y.
POND, LOiS....................................................... ..............29
Orchard St., Terryville, Conn.
PRILLlG, DOROTHY C.
287 Pine St .. Waterbury, Conn.
RADEMAN, MAUDE S
RICHARDS, JANICE V
ROCHESTER, ADELAIDE

57 Murray
E...

Hill Terrace, Bergenfield, N. J.
15 Warren St., Norwich, Conn.
.. 25 Rosehill Ave., Tarrytown, N. Y.

ROHRMAYER, BARBARA A.
RUSH, FRANCES M.

66 Whetten Rd.. West Hartford Conn.
.35 Old Hartford Turnpike, New Haven, Conn.

SAVAGE, MARY C.
SAWTELLE, PRiSCiLLA.....
SAWYER, ELIZABETH W
SCHAUB,

DOROTHEA

SCHAUB,

IDA E. .

SILVERMAN,
SMITH,

.
Berlin, Conn.
83 May St., Needham, Mass.
29 Meredith St., W. Roxbury, Mass.

5

Rockfall, Conn.
.

17 Spring St., Norwich, Conn.

LOIS V...........................

SPENCER, MABEL L.
SPOONER,

Rockfall, Conn.

CELIA T

MARY

.

P. .

640 Main St., Southington,

Conn.

R. F. D. Box 63, Higganum,

Conn.

.

435 Grove

STOTT, BARBARA S.
STOVER, MARY A.

WALKER,

NANCI

129 Ninth St., New Dorp. S. I.. N. Y.

C.

........................47

T

WARREN,

1 S. E. Franklin St., Fleetwood,

VERA......................................
MARION

WATSON,
WEAVER,

510 Gibson Ave., Kingston, Pa.

MILDRED A.

WARBASSE,

J84 Washington

E.

MARGARET
ELEANOR

.
T..

MARION

2 Platt St., Huntington,

A. .

WILLIAMS,

ANNE..
LETITIA P.

WOODWARD,
WORMELLE,

Tenth St., Wilmette,

...........................80x
.....156

KATHERINE

III.

1189, Jewett City, Conn.
Vine St., Hartford,

D...

Conn.

Thomaston, Conn.
..

RUTH M
AGATHA

N. Y.

40 Hillside Ave., Plantsville, Conn.

RUTH B.

WORTHINGTON,
ZIMMERMAN,

Conn.

92 Court St., Keene, N. H.

A.

WILLIAMS,

Pa.

Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

64 Barber St., Torrington,

WEBSTER, HARRIETTE E. ..........................1601
WHITE,

Voorhis Ave., Nyack, N. Y.

15 Freeman Parkway, Providence, R.1.

MARY W.

WANNER,

III.

.535 Beacon St., Boston, Mass.

TURNER, CONSTANCE

WALL,

St., Glencoe,

75 Gardner

St., Allston,

214 Monroe St .. Hartford,

S.

Mass.
Conn.

.966 E. 18th St., Brooklyn, N.Y.

179

...

Class of 1936
A/KEN, FRANCES D
ALLEN, GERTRUDE G.

.

BARBOUR, DOROTHY

BEA LS, EL/SABETH

.328 Highland Ave., New Castle, Pe.
/18 Buckingham Ave" Trenton, N. J.

.
G. ..

.

656 Prospect St., New Haven, Conn.

.

..
BEAR, LETITIA A.
BEATT/E, MARY G.
BELCHER, MARJORIE ········..........................

835 Richmond Ave., Buffalo, N.Y.
1145 Sheridan Rd., Evanston, III.
10 Broad St., Cambridge, N. Y.
.373 Pequot Ave., New London, Conn.

BENHAM, RUTH D. .
BINDLOSS, ELIZABETH A. ··
BOBST, ELVA C·
BOLTON, GLADYS

L. .. ··················

.
Washington,
53 E. Main St., Mystic,

Conn.
Conn.

Rosendale Rd., Schenectady,

N. Y.

100 Colony Rd., New Haven, Conn.

BONNEY, L. P. HELEN.
BOWEN, VIRGINIA F.

.

..306 W. 6th St., Erie, Pa.
Lake Ronkonkoma, N. Y.

.

BRASTOW, LOUISE D.

.

19 Strong Court,

Plainville, Conn.

sr,

BREWER, JEANNETTE..........................................
...40 Waverly
Pittsfield, Mass.
BRONSON, BESSIE
81 Trowbridge Place, Naugatuck, Conn.
BROWNELL,

ELIZABETH

BURGESS, MARGARET

176 E. 32nd St., Paterson, N. J.
R. ..

.

573 President Ave"

BURTON, F. PATRiCiA.................................

. .20 Edgecliff

BYGATE, HELEN J.
CADWELL,

M. JANE················...

19434 Stratford

CHITTIM,

.

BARBARA.·······

CARTER, DOROTHY

L

Ave"

,..

..

DEMING,

ALLETT A L·

DORMAN,

ALICE E

685 Worcester

· ·

·

Mass.

1 Wall St., New York, N. Y.
307 E. Broadway, Port Jefferson,
Country

Club Road, Waterbury,

182 Cooper Ave., Upper Montclair,

N. Y.
Conn.
N. J.

28 Village St., Deep River, Conn.

ELLISON, FRANCES W

104 Raymond St., Chevy Chase, Md.
·

.34 Austin

ERNST, FRANCES
EVERETT, MIRIAM

St., Wellesley,

Conn.

15 High St., Belfast, Me.

DURR, SHIRLEY C

ELMS, ELEANOR M

N. J.

Place, Danbury, Conn.

162 W, River St. Milford,

COOPER, ANNE C

JEAN F

Mich.

..420 Main St. Norwalk, Conn.

..

COBB, ALICE

COTTER, JOYCE

Upper Montclair,

Ohehyahtah

RUTH E,

Rd., Detroit,

Pa.

10 Ridge Rd., Lawrence, Mass.

161 Wildewood

CLARKE, JEAN F..

DAYTON,

N. J.

. 1137 Shady Ave., Pittsburgh,

CAFFREY, SHEILA F.
CAIRNS,

Fall River, Mass.

Rd., Montclair,

Rd., West Medford,

2540 Fairmount
·

Blvd., Cleveland,

8 Ridge Rd., Concord,

180

Mass.
Ohio
N. H.

EWING, MARY
FAYETTE, SHIRLEY G
FIFE, ANNE...
FINNIGAN,
FLANNERY,

'
..

D. ADREON
MARGARET...

. .3011 Edgehill Rd., Cleveland, Ohio
15 Newport Ave., West Hartford, Conn.
441 Maple Ave., Edgewood, Pittsburgh, Pa.
.256 Greenway South, Forest Hills, N. Y.
Worthington
Ridge, Berlin, Conn.

..

FOX, MARY L. .
..
.520 President Ave., Lancaster, Pa.
GOETTLER, ARLINE E.
. P. O. Box 213, Broad Brook, Conn.
GOLDSMITH,
HELEN M, ................................101
Walworth Ave., Scarsdale, N. Y.
GRIFFIN, MARY H...
GRISWOLD,
ALYS E. .
GRODOTZKE,
RUTH W.114

..

GUTTINGER, AILEEN
HALL, PATRICIA...
HARRIS, JANE....

..

HARRIS, MARGERY E. ..
HEYMAN, CAROLINE L. .
HOFFMAN, JANET H.
HOLLY, DOROTHEA.

.

.

SALLY A...

..
High Rd., Kensington, Conn.
135 Lawrence Ave., Hasbrouck Heights, N. J,
68 Dover Rd., West Hartford, Conn.

.

.3212 McKinley Ave"

KELLY, EVELYN M. ..

.
.

E...

.

KI M BALL, SALLY
KNOCHE,

.33 Oakland Ave., Waterbury,

110 Greenridge

NETTIE F. ..

.

KREKELER, ELEANORE M. .

LIPPINCOTT,

..

MAAS,

M...

MARJORIE

G

MANSON,

ERNESTINE

MARTENS,

ELiESE...
RHODA

McGUIRE,
MciNTOSH,

AGATHA

..

5.

N. J.

1090 Main St., Bridgeport,

Conn.

1816 Park Ave., Bridgeport,

Conn.
N. J.

Park West, New York, N. Y.

Washington

..

L...

Ave., White Plains, N, Y.

.2 Slater Ave., Norwich, Conn.

.

JANNETTE

Mass.

.52 N. Main St., Woodstown,

.
I...

Conn.

24 Clinton Ave., Montclair,

145 Central

MARY

MASON,

..

C. ..

MACKAY,

McCREERY,

.

C. . ..

DORIS

C.

231 Broadway, Norwich, Conn.

LEAVITT, SELMA L
LEVIN, MARJORIE

D.

5122 Burt St., Omaha, Neb,

1359 Massachusetts Ave., Lexington,

ELINOR E

KOWALCHUK,

Washington,

682 E. 18th St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

KELLY, HARRIET T....
KELSEY, DOROTHY

95 Seneca St" Hornell, N. Y.
565 Lincoln St., New Britain, Conn.
.
Mt. Pleasant, Mich.

.35 Field St., Waterbury, Conn.
.
.51 Cutler St.. New London, Conn.
..4445 N. Farwell Ave., Milwaukee, Wis.
1021 Genesee Dr., Youngstown, Ohio

HOOKER, NANCy....
JEFFERS, GLADYS M....
JOHNSON,
ELIZABETH L
JUMPER,

East Granby, Conn.
"Old Lyme, Conn.
Cedar St., Norwich, Conn.

..

M.....
..

N. Y.

.340 Woodley

.50 Georgiana
..

181

Mass.

11 Riverview Rd., Rocky Hill, Conn.
..

JEAN E...

St., Holliston,

89 Eldridge Ave., Hempstead,

Rd., Merion,

Pe.

St .. New London, Conn.

R. F. D. 4, Painesville, Ohio

.....Hubbard

McKELVEY, L. MARGARET .....
McKERIHAN, J OSEPHINE .....
McLEOD, BARBARA .....
MEHLING, GERTRUDE E. ....17230

27 Elm St., Windsor

MARGARET

S. .

.

921 E. Broadway, Stratford,
..20 Main St., Farmingdale,

MYERS, ELIZABETH....

.

MYERS, MARGARET 5...
FLOYDA A..

PARSONS, ELIZABETH

. ..150

PIERSON, CHARLOTTE A.
PIKE, DOROTHY D. ..41

. De Forest Place, Watertown,
................................57

Broadfield

F.

Pa.

Conn.

Rd., New Rochelle, N. Y.

57 Central Ave., Fredonia, N. Y.
......525

RESNIKOFF, MARCELLA

MARGARET
S. ..

Prospect

20 Marvel

REUKAUF, ELIZABETH.....................................

ROBERTS, MARIAN

St., Troy,

77 Thames St., New London, Conn.
......Highland,
N. Y.

F. ..

REINHEIMER, JANET W....

RICHARDSON,

Canton

59 Chestnut St., Cooperstown, N. Y.
Wall St., Middletown, Conn.

.

ELSIE G. .

GRACE

Conn.

.73 West St.. New London, Conn.

.

JANE

Mass.

Ave., St. George, S. I., N. Y.

109 Franklin St., Norwich,

PESKOFF, RUTH L. . ..
PHILLIPS, LOUiSE....

RATHBUN,

N. H.
N. J.

Place, St. Paul, Minn.

St., Springfield,

47 Clarendon
55 Central

PENDLETON, MARION

RANDOLPH,

7 Heather

N. J.
Conr.

53 Cortland Ave" New Rochelle, N. Y.
.
227 Broadway, Norwich, Conn.

PEARSON, ELEANOR L

RANDALL,

Ohio

14 Eve-it St., New Haven, Conn.
..... 159 State St., New London, Conn.

NIESCHLAG, ELISE C.
NORTON, RUTH B. ..

POPKIN, SARA B.
PRATT, JOSEPHINE

Pe.

Locks, Conn.

Ernadale Rd., Cleveland,

MORGAN,
KATHRyN.... ..Lisbon,
MURPHY, LEILA M.

NEEDHAM,

Ohio

. 429 Park St., Upper Montclair,

MERRICK, JOSEPHINE D. .....
MOREHOUSE,

Rd.. Youngstown,

1719 Second Ave., Altoona,

.
.

.

St.,

Nutley,

N. J.

Rd., New Haven, Conn.

7706 Chapel Rd., Elkins Park, Pa.
1915 Orrington

Ave., Evanston, III.

.75 W. Lacrosse Ave., Lansdowne,

Pa.

ROTHFUSS, ETHEL M.

20B Mayhew Dr" S. Orange,

N. J.

ROTHSCHILD,

I27 First Ave"

N. Y.

RYMAN,

JEAN

LOiS.............................

SANFORD,
SCHOEN,
SCHWING,

56 Oakridge

BETTY J.

225 Sixth St., Lorain, Ohio

MARY W················...................
EDNA M······

SCOLLEY, JANE A
SHERMAN,

SPALDING,

.7B Westminster

St., Hartford,

Conn.

154 Laurel Place, Bridgeport,

Conn.

362 Maple St., Holyoke, Mass.

JANET L..

SNIFFEN, MARGARET

Gloversville,

Ave., Summit, N. J.

19 Bainbridge
D

PRISCILLA..

Rd., West Hartford,

Conn.

1360 S. Main St., Stratford,

Conn.

.1] I Holyrood

182

Ave., Lowell, Mass.

SPROAT, MARL
STAEDELE, ELSIE L.. '
STARK, MARGARET E. ..

..

..
..

STEWART, CAROLINE
STIRLING, NANCY W....
.
TAYLOR, ELIZABETH....
THOMAN,
MARGARET H. ...
THORNTON,
EDITH c...
TILLINGHAST,
MARy....

19 Brookside Dr" Spring Glen, New Haven, Conn.
167 N. Main Sr., Mechanicville, N. Y.
..
1i Elm St., Auburn, Me.
.... 104 Iden Ave" Pelham Manor, N. Y.
... 401 N. Main St., Wallingford, Conn.
....213 First St., S., Virginia, Minn.

TUBBS, OLIVE M.
TURISCO, FRANCES E.
VANDERBILT, JEAN.....
VANDERHOOF,

..Main Street, Valley Falls, N. Y.
Main Street, Ivoryton, Conn.
.35 Mayhew Ave., Larchmont, N. Y.

..
Box 6, Niantic, Conn.
... 292 Colman St.. New London, Conn.
......... Hobart Ave., Short Hills, N. J.

KATHE J. .

.

62 Webb

VERHELST, MARIE T
VIVIAN, FRANCES D. .. .58

Ave., Ocean Grove,

N. J.

..42 Digue de Mer "Miramar,"
Ostende. Belgium
Elbridge Rd., New Britain, Conn.

WALLIS, ELIZABETH M. . ..
WATERMAN,
MARGARET...

.

.256 N. Heights Ave" Youngstown, Ohio
..
27 Ocean St., Hyannis, Mass.

WEYHE, GERTRUDE....
WHITE, BETTY P. ..... .
WOODBURY,
MARGARET....
WYCKOFF, JANE W. ..

........794 Lexington Ave., New York,
Fairfield Beach, Fairfield,
.. 67 Urban St., Stamford,
......2717 Leighton Rd., Cleveland,

N. Y.
Conn.
Conn.
Ohio

Class of 1937
ABRAMS, SyLViA....
ADAMS, ELIZABETH....
ADAMS, MARIAN...
ADAMS,

MARY

.

169 Davenport Ave., New Haven, Conn.
...24 Auburn Rd., West Hartford, Conn.
.
26 Windemere Place, St. Louis, Mo.

LOU...

..

AGRANOVITCH,
EDITH 1.14
ARNOLD, ISOBEL R.

2124 S. Norfolk, Tulsa, Oklahoma

Sturtevant Ave" Norwich, Conn.
. ........
.317 N. McKean St.. Kittanning, Pe.

AYER, ELIZABETH W. __.

.Fenimore Rd., Scarsdale, N. Y.

AYER, JEAN T. ....
AYMAR,
BAIN,

.........
Saybrook, Conn.

MARGARET

MARGARET

BAKER, HELEN
BALDWIN,

K. ... .

L..

..........Woodcliff
..

C.

DOROTHY

BARR, RUTH H. ......

,
E.

PHYLLIS...

Brooklyn Ave"

.. 109 Christopher

Brooklyn, N. Y.

St., Montclair,

N. J.

...._...... ...172-14

89th Ave., Jamaica, L. I., N. Y.

.

54 School St., So. Manchester, Conn.

BARRERA, LUCY L. .. ..
BAUM,

Lake, Bergen Co., N. J.

134 Broadview Ave., New Rochelle, N. Y.

..

BEARSE, BEULAH.....

602 South Hull St., Montgomery,
..

183

Ala.

Prospeet Ave., Darien, Conn.

•

BECHER, BERNICE R..

......130 Richmond Place" Lawrence, N. Y.

BECKWITH, LOIS A.
BECKWITH.EWELL,

Blinman St., New London, Conn.

GLOVETTE....

..IB Keeney Ave" West Hartford, Conn.
1 Elk Ave., New Rochelle, N. Y.

BENDIX, HELEN E. _ .
BENJAMIN, JAN ET L.
BENNETT, MARGARET...

.23 Union St., Winsted, Conn.
.
.20 So. Center St., S. Orange, N. J.

BERKMAN, MARy........

.+

R. F. D. I, Yantic, Conn.

BIRCH, RANICE W. V. ..

.

BISSELL, G. ELIZA

.

.253 Ledyard St., New London, Conn.
15 Belair Rd.. Wellesley, Mass.

BLACK, EMILY B. ........40
BLAIR, JOAN

White

M..

BLOCK, HELEN R.
BLOOM,

NORMA

4928 Greenwood

.
G. .. .

.

BOSCO, GRACE S.
BROWN,

......202 Spirea Dr" Dayton, Ohio

111 Rivercliffe

EDITH B. .....................................81
CHARLOTTE

Westview

and Wissahickon
.387 Wolcott

CHAFFEE, ELIZABETH M..
CHALKER,

DOROTHY

CHAMBERLAIN,

Rd.. Allendale,

Pe.
N. J.

St., Auburndale,

Mass.

120 Corona Ave., Pelham, N. Y.

L.

JANE E

Conn.

Ave., Germantown,

Carlough

CATE, LUCILLE D. ············

Rd., Lowell, Mass.

N. Main St., West Hartford,

EM ROY B..

CARLOUGH,

III.

.
59 Clinton Ave" Maplewood, N. J.
........P.
O. Box 476, Norwich, Conn.

R.

BURKE, NANCY
CALWELL,

Pa.

Ave., Chicago,

.2951 Montgomery Rd., Shaker Heights, Ohio
.. 154 Brite Ave., Scarsdale, N. Y.

HARRIET M. ..

BROWN, ROSAMOND
BURDSALL, RUTH A.
BURNHAM,

St., Shelton, Conn.

105 East St., Warren,

97 Allen St., N., Albany,

476 Ridgewood

·.......

N. Y.

Rd., Maplewood,

N.J.

CHASE, VI RGIN IA........

1 Sachem Terrace, Norwich, Conn.

CHU RCH, E. ELISABETH

113 Lafayette

COHEN,

SHIRLEY E.. ·······..........18

Whiting

COLE, PRISCILLA E
COLEMAN,
COOK,

KATHRYN

26 School St., Norwich, Conn.

M. LOUISE

11 Vose St., Westerly,

CORRIGAN,

MARY.

COULTER,

MARGARET

DEGNAN,
DIXON,

DOLAN,

Perry, Ohio
E

Wykagyl

New Rochelle, N. Y.

Terrace, St. Louis, Mo.

252 West End Rd., South Orange, N. J.

H

ELIZABETH J. ..

Gardens,

46 Washington

ELLEN

67 Oakland Rd., Southington,

MARY L. ··················

DODSWORTH,

R. I.

914 Franklin Ave., Salem, Ohio

.

DALY, DOROTHY

Conn.

.8 Elmwood Ave., Norwich, Conn.

M..

COPE, BETTY J.

CRONBACH,

St., Norwich, Conn.

St., Willimantic,

··.......

228 Bay Ave"

Conn.

Glen Ridge, N. J.

833 W. 58 Terrace, Kansas City,

ELIZABETH B

MARY A. ··························

51 Plymouth Lane, Manchester,

184

Mo.

Conn.

DOTY, DIANA....

.

_

DREYFUS, LORRAINE S. ..
DUNNIGAN,
KATHRYN M. .
FLANNERY, JANE......

427 Portland Ave., St. Paul, Minn.

.
.

FOLEY, JESSIE A...
FORD, ANN V. ..
FRENCH, OLIVE M...

. 761 Osceola Ave., St. Paul, Minn.
......2150 Grand Blvd .. Schenectady, N. Y.
....125 Woodside Ave., Waterbury, Conn.

FRISBIE, BARBARA..
FULLER, DOROTHY C.
FULTON, KATHERINE W...

.

_....

_......
.

GITLIN, ADELINE D. .. .. .
GRIFFIN, ELEANOR T.
GRISWOLD,
KATHARINE
HAINES, BARBARA........

57 Linden St .. New London, Conn.
.
East Granby, Conn.
600 Wolcott Hili Rd .. Wethersfield, Conn.
1401 N. New Jersey St., Indianapolis, Ind.
.

HOLMES,

REBECCA M. . .

HOLMES,

RUTH E. ..

KEMMER,

.
A

LOUISE H.

St .. Middletown,

.39 Adriance

Ave., Poughkeepsie, N. Y.

Sterling Place, Brooklyn, N. Y.
.

.37 Cambridge

......52

Place, Brooklyn, N. Y.

N. Main St., Woodstown,

... 10 Commonwealth
.

.
.
M. ....

N. J.
R. I.

Ave .. Natick,

•

.39 N. Fullerton Ave., Montclair,

.

MARGARET

Conn.

93 Echo Lane, Larchmont, N. Y.

.

E.

DOR()THY

_

_

L. MARGERy....

McGHEE,

....._ ......21 Pearl St., Belfast, Me.

Ohio

C. ..

MAPES, J. BLANCHE...
MAYO,

...

Mass.

LITTLEFIELD, MARION....

McCONNELL,

.

10 Elm St., Concord,

I...

LUClNDA....984

DOROTHY

Riverside Dr .. New York, N. Y.

1865 Madison Rd., E. Walnut Hills, Cincinnati,
E

KIRKMAN,

LYON,

.410

_

LANGDON,

ALICE

.

154 Washington

F

KATHERINE

LIPPINCOTT,

.280 Waterman St., Providence, R. I.
...3500 Garfield St., N. W., Washington, D. C.
......6 Summer St., Millbury, Mass.
. .. 519 Laurel Ave., Wilmette, III.

P...

GRETCHEN

KIRCHNER,

1714 Hinman Ave., Evanstown, III.
N. Fulton Ave., Mt. Vernon, N. Y.
Gilson Rd., Wellesley Hills, Mass.

_.._.....

.

THEODORA

JEANNE

.

C. .'

HOBSON,

CLARA

179 Vine St., New Britain, Conn.
30 Emerson St., Kingston, N. Y.
.3539 Edmunds St., Washington, D. C.

.

HAMBLIN,
ELIZABETH.......
HANEY, H. DOROTHY
HARRIS, DOROTHY V. .
HAYS, VIRGINIA R. ....

HOWARD,

.

.

GARNETT, MILDRED O'B
GILBERT, ELiZABETH....327
GILSON, LEONORE L. .

IRVING,

40 I So. Perry St., Montgomery, Ala.
Mominqside Drive, Westport, Conn.
. Worthlngton
Ridge, Berlin, Conn.

.

N. J.

...3015 PayneSt .. Evanston, III.

1401 S. Cheyenne, Tulsa, Oklahoma
17412 Wildemere

M.

Ave., Detroit,

Mich.

14 W. Main St., Lock Haven, Pa.

McILRAITH,

BETH...... ...

.

1127 Chestnut Ave .. Wilmette,

III.

McMILLAN,

NANCy......

.

445 Sheridan Rd., Winnetka,

III.

McNULTY,

JANET

R. .

. 720 Ashland Ave., Wilmette,

185

111.

MENDILLO, ELIZABETH A. ..650
METCALF, EDITH S.
MILLER, EVELYN G..

.

Whitney Ave., New Haven, Conn.
County Line Rd., Deerfield, ill.

..

57 Chapel St., Pequot ,New London, Conn.

MILLER, JANET

.

MOORE, EMMA T....
MORTON,

.

ELSIE M. ..

.
..

......30

PIERCE, RUTH..
PORTER, LOUISE H.

Atwater

POWELL, MARGARET

A
C.

St., Bridgeport,

Conn.

Mass.
Conn.

52 Neal St., Portland, Me.
8 Lennox St., Beverly, Mass.
10 Bryn Mawr Ave., Bryn Mawr,

DOROTHY

A..

Boston Rd., Billerica, Mass.
..

.3B Burncoat St .. Worcester, Mass.
P. O. Box 132, Madison, Conn.

E. .

.

SANTEE, JUNE M.

498 Linwood Ave.,

Buffalo, N. Y.

Bella Vista Farm, R. D. 2, Bethlehem,

SCALES, RUTH D··

179 Central

SCHLESINGER,

3173 Fairmount

ELIZABETH J

EVELYN M

···

Pa.

Sr., West Suffield, Conn.

Warner

RILEY, LOIS J.
RINDGE, MILA E. ..

B I Fair Harbour

L

SEEBIRT, L. ROSEMONDE.

Pe.

Parkway, Mt. Vernon, N. Y.
Blvd .. Cleveland,

Ohio

Place, New London, Conn.

147 Main St., Ridgefield,

Conn.

.302 S. Sunnyside, South Bend, Ind.

SERVICE, JANIS C

172 Prospect St., Norwich, Conn.

SHARP, CHARLOTTE

D....

.......473

E. High Ave .. New Philadelphia,

SHEPARD, MADELINE
SHINGLE,

New Haven, Conn.

.........51 Beechmont St., Worcester,
25 Van Buren Ave., West Hartford,

..

.

PREKOP, MARGARET

SCHWARTZ,

St.,

973 Coolidge Rd .. Elizabeth, N. J.
2301 Connecticut Ave., Washington, D. C.

PELOT, MARY A..........
PETERSON, VIRGINIA E................

SEALE, WINIFRED

.25 S. Lenox St., Worcester,

BARBARA J....

........2405

Ohio
Mass.

N. 52nd St., Philadelphia,

Pa.

SILVERS, BARBARA L

16 S. Suffolk Ave., Ventnor, N. J.

SOHN, SELMA M

.3 Nelson Place, Norwich, Conn.

STEWART, MARY K

123 Broad St., Norwich, Conn.

STILES, BARBARA A.
STOREK, MARTHA

Y.

571 Ocean Ave .. New London, Conn.

PARKER, BERNICE I.
PEETS,JANE G. .
PEIRCE, ELIZABETH R.

Conn.

Park Place, Brooklyn, N.

223 Dwight

NIBBS, PHOEBE M. ..

N. Y.

St., West Hartford,

347 Vandelinda Ave., Teaneck, N. J.
32 Huntington St., New London, Conn.

..

~AYLAND, PEARL

SANDERS, JULIANA

R. F. D. 4, Amsterdam,

...................406

MUNROE, EDITH T.
MURRAY, ELIZABETH E.. .

RICHARDSON,

_.

67 Highland

Blind Brook l.odqe,

H

STROMBERG, ELIZABETH

Rye, N. Y.

I 69 Franklin St., Norwich, Conn.

R. · ..·

Fort Trumbull, New London, Conn.

TAYLOR, ELIZABETH B

68 Rowland Rd., Fairfield, Conn.

IB6

TAYLOR,

MARION

A.

..

THAYER, ELEANOR G
THOMPSON,
ELISE E... ....34
THORN, JANET E. .. ..
TILLOTSON, CORNELIA

234 S. Main St., East Hartford,

.. U. S. Coast Guard Academy, New London, Conn ..
176 Marlboro St., Boston, Mass.

D

VON COLDITZ, ELIZABETH T..
WADHAMS,
DOROTHY P...
WALLIS, FRANCES P...
WARING,

DOROTHY

.25 E. Washington St., Chicago, III.
425 Whitney Ave., New Haven, Conn.
..1606
Hinman Ave., Evanston, III.

.

G.

.....48E.. Penn St., Germantown,

WEBB, MARJORIE J...
WELLINGTON,
MARGARET....
WHEELER, BERNICE M. ..
WHEELER,

DORIS A

WHEELER,

FRANCES S

Conn.

4 Regent St., Worcester, Mass.
Hillcrest Terrace, Grasmere, Rosbank P. 0 .. S. I., N.Y.

Po.

104 Dubois St., Newburgh, N. Y.

..
..

Concord Ave., Belmont, Mass.

.73 Wetmore Ave., Winsted, Conn.

..

38 Myrtle St., Rutherford, N. J.
3757 Jocelyn St., Washington,

WHITING,
HELEN....
WITKOWER,
IRMA P. .. ..

D.. C.

.
.P. O. Box 156, Canaan, Conn.
108 Maplewood Ave .. West Hartford, Conn.

.

WOODHOUSE,
BARBARA..
ZABRISKIE, MARION G. ..

.

Griswold Rd.. Wethersfield, Conn.
Franklin Ave .., Wyckoff, N. J.

.

Class of 1938
ADASHKO,

AMES,

MARGARET..

.
.
.

......59 Cliff

ANDERSON,

BETHY..

ANDERSON,

GRETA J ..

ANDRUS,
AUSTIN,

.................57 Mountain Ave., New London, Conn.
..........
679 Crescent Ave., Buffalo, N. Y ..
.. ...2831 Edgehill Rd., Cleveland Heights, Ohio
......177 Liberty St., Meriden, Conn.

RAE L.

!\HERN, E. PATRiCiA
..ALTSCHUL, RUTH F

KATHERINE
JANETTE G

BABCOCK,

BLANCHE

BABCOCK,

MARY A

BACKES,

MARIE G ..

BACON,

DORIS L.

.......
26 Coolidge St., Hartford,
.

N ....

... 11 Elton "t.,

.

.t",

.........150 Ashcraft
.

HARRIETT W

ELLA

..

.9432 Lake Shore

Conn.

Blvcl.,

0 .. Box 366, Niantic, Conn
Rd., New London, Conn.
Bretcnehl, Cleveland, Ohio

____
.30 Hollingsworth

.

Ave.,

Braintree,

Mass.

. 520 I Davenport St., Omaha, Neb.

.
.

BEAUDETTE, V. MARJORIE....
BECKWITH,

Conn.

.. Old Billerica Rd., Bedford, Mass.

BARTLETT, DOROTHEA
BEATON,

Milford,

_17 Crocker St., New London, Conn.

.
................

A

Conn.

150 Jackson Ave .. Bradford, Po.

......44 Fernwood Rd., West Hartford,

..

BAI ER, AN NA L.
BALL, MARGARET

Rd., Wellesley Hills, Mass.

.269 W. Huron St., Pontiac, Mich.

...32 Worrall

...

187

Ave .. Poughkeepsie, N. Y ..

BENNETT, ELIZABETH....

. .. Box 211, South Coventry, Conn.
... 77 John St., New London, Conn.

BERGMAN, JUDITH R....
BEYEA, MU RI EL E...
BIGELO W , BARBARA ....

. .......62

So. Woodland

BLATC H ,F RA NCES E...

Ave.,

Detroit,

Mich.

.228 N. Laurel St., Hazelton,

BONNICK, KATHLEEN M
BOOKMAN, CAROLINE

Pe.

114-13 Union Turnpike, Forest Hills, N. Y.
.3 East 85th St., New York, N. Y.

BOUTWELL, KATHERINE
BREWER, JULIA

St .. Englewood, N.J.

.73 Woodland

H...

.20 Foxcroft

R.

Rd., Winchester,

Mass.

Moylan Ave., Moylan,

BROWN, A. MARCELLA
BRUERE, JULIET F.

Pe.

.3095 Lincoln Blvd., Cleveland Heights, Ohio
. 946 Carteret Ave .. Trenton, N. J.

BULL, JANE............
BULLOCK, CAROLlNE......................
BUTLER, BETTY..

834 Greenwood Ave .. Glencoe, III.
340 So. Main St., Andover, Mass.
..34 Linden Place, New Rochelle, N. Y.

CAHILL, MARTHA W...............
CALDWELL, CATHERINE..

.781 High Street, Bath, Maine
1215 W. 57 Terrace, Kansas City, Mo.

CAMPBELL, BERYL A............................
CASE, BARBARA
CHAPIN,

...Hotel
Montclair, Montclair,
17414 S. Woodland Ave., Cleveland,

RHODA.......................

CHAPPELL, ETHEL L

·..····

CHASE, MARY E.
CHATTEN, KATHRYN

·

CHAZEN,

ANNE

1328 Northampton
·...........................25

···..........
····........

CLARA

..·............

S. ...

Court St .. Keene, N. H.

.70 Balmforth Ave., Danbury, Conn.

CONNERS,

NANCY

CROWELL,

········

L. ·····

·

DARLING,

43

······

·· ··...............

DAVENPORT,

R

Walnut

····· ..···

HAZEL L

M.

PRISCILLA

Place, Metuchen,

St., West Hartford,

St .. Wellesley

_

..

N. J.
Conn.

Hills, Mass.

Wilton,

Conn.

Ridge Rd., Hamden, Conn.
···

·.....................

DIRNBERGER, HELENE E
DOANE,

Mass.

Sherman St., New London, Conn.
.525 Worcester

DAWLESS, JEANNETTE E
DICK, EUGENIA

.5aunders Rd., Norwood,

.. .3B Morningside

HELEN C. ..······..···................35
ANNE

Highland Ave., Bangor, Me.

1735 Wesley Ave., Evanston, III.

CURTIS, ELLEN B........................
DAGHLlAN,

Pe.

280 Bronxville Rd., Bronxville, N. Y.

······................

BETTY.
S. ANNE

Apt .. Norwich, Conn.

...2273 Beechwood Blvd .. Pittsburgh,

C. ·············
..···...................

COX, MARGARET
CRANDALL,

Gilbert

············...............

CLEAVER, EDITH E. ··

St., Holyoke, Mass.

174 Park Ave., Worcester, Mass.
422 Burd St .. Pennington, N. J.

CHERRY, ELIZABETH ·..·······..·..........
CLARK,

N. J.
Ohio

209 Wills Rd., Connellsville,

Pe.

.364 Parker Ave. Buffalo, N. Y.
···· ..·

.549 Ocean Ave., New London, Conn.

DRAPER, SYLVIA C.

1238 Washington

DUNLOP,

15 Summit Ave., Spring Valley, N. Y.

MARY M

188

St., Canton, Mass.

EARLE, RUTH...

.

ENEQUIST,

BEATRICE

FAIRBANK,

BETTY M.

Woodland
. ......236

FALTER, EVELYN M. .. .
FELDMAN, HELEN R. .. .
FESS, DOROTHY

K. ...

.

.

...2249
.

FOSTER, WILHELMINA...
FRANK, WiNIFRED.......

.........,...

HOPE......

.

41 Brattle Rd., Princeton, N. J.
230 E. Elmwood Ave., Oak Park, III.

.

224 Main St" Mt. Holly, N. J.

400 Fifth St., Warren, Pe.
. 8 Willowdale Ave., Waterbury, Conn.
.. 225 N. Monroe St., Muncie, Ind.

MARGARET

E....

..
.19

HANSON,
MARJORIE P.......
HARDIE, JEANNE L. ....
HARE, MARY
HAZZARD,
HECTOR,
HELLWIG,

D...

.5370

MARY

Wingohocking

A

.....720
. .

FRANCES

M.

JEANNETTE

HOLLINGSHEAD,
HOWARD,

.....115 Dawson St., Kane, Pa.
......77 Myrtle Ave., Montclair, N. J.

HURLBUT,

CATHERINE
ERNA L.

HUTCHINSON,
INGRAM,
IRWIN,

___

.....-49 Channing St., New London, Conn.

E.

RUTH....

UEAN R. ......

HOWORTH,

......Parkway Towers, Park Ave., Youngstown, Ohio
..47

Afterglow

. ..1872

N. J.

115 S. Franklin St., Wilkes·Barre, Pa.
.

MARY.BIRCH

Way, Montclair,

Newton St., Washington, D. C.

M

1362 Pelhamdale Ave., Pelham Manor, N. Y.

JANEK

MARGARET

11th Ave., 5" Fargo, North Dakota

....2933 Washington Blvd., Cleveland Heights, Ohio

.

HISLOP, ELIZABETH ANN
HOFFMAN,

Rd., Kenilworth, III.

1234 S. Broad St., Philadelphia, Pa.

MARY J...

HESS, BARBARA...

Terrace, Germantown, Pe.

......515 Warwick

C. ....

MARY

19594 Shrewsbury, Detroit, Mich.

Bellevue Place, New London, Conn.
.
700 Luzerne St., Johnstown, Pa.
.. 6029 Walnut St., Kansas City, Mo.
.......6408 Forbes St., Pittsburgh, Pa.

BRENNA...

HENRETTA,

Parkwood Ave" Toledo, Ohio

ANNE

GRIFFIN, BARBARA...
HAGER, BARBARA....

HAWLEY,

Akron, Ohio

764 State St., Schenectady, N. Y.
..3 Sanborn Place, Winchester, Mass.

GRANT, ELLEN H. .....
GRAY, DEREXA A .. .
GRIERSON,

Blvd.,

32 S. Ledyard St., New London, Conn.
..
Box N, Winnetka, III.

GABLER, ESTHER A..... .
GILBERT, ELISABETH... ..
GILDERSLEEVE,

Rose

8533 60 Drive, Elmhurst, L. I" N. Y.
198 Ocean Ave., New London, Conn.

.

FIELDING, ELIZABETH M.
FISKE, MARGARET........

FRANZ,

St., Englewood, N. J.

120 Whitehall Blvd., Garden City, L. I., N. Y.

13823 Edgewater Dr., Lakewood, Ohio
Westchester

J.

Apt. 533 B, Washington,

I Sagamore Rd., Wyoming,

ISE
MAN, ELLEN ...
JENKS, MARY C.

D.

C.

N. J.

....302 E. 46th St., Savannah, Ga.
Hillside Rd" Wellesley Hills, Mass.

JOBES, JOSEPHINE

·

i89

2529 Locust St., Kansas City, Mo.

JOHNSON,

ELEANOR C.

JOHNSON,

ESTHER E. ..

JOHNSON,

PRUDENCE K. ..

415 N. Elmwood Ave., Oak Park, III.
.

367 Ocean Ave., New London, Conn.
.

KANOUSE, ESSNER E.. .
KAPLAN, CAROLyN....

.

158 Melrose Ave., Kenilworth,

KEIR, JEAN

17 North

KELLOGG, JANE....

. .64

KENIGSBERG, MIRIAM....
KINGSDALE, SELMA R. .

.

KLEINER, SHIRLEY C.
KLIPPEL, GLADYS E. __

168 W. 86th St., New York, N. Y.
.2635 Euclid Heights Blvd., Cleveland

L... .

16275 Turner St., Allentown, Pa.
97 Phillips Ave., Swampscott, Mass.

BARBARA G.

LEAVITT, CONSTANCE
LE SEUR, JEANNE

.

B.

..

C.

II Thatcher St., New London, Conn.

...........1914

Vancouver Highway,

...................411

LEVINE, MyRTLE....
LEVY, LUCILLE R. .

..
.

1 S. Bartram Ave., Atlantic

LEWIS, EMILY A.
..

BETTY

_

..505 Swarthmore

·....................................

LUBCHANSKY,

ADELAIDE

MACDONALD,

JEAN....................................

N. J.

FLORENCE A...

McCULLOCH,

MARGARET

McDONALD,

ANN.

McDONALD,

LUCIE LEE

Va.

Ave., Swarthmore,

..726 Clinton

37 Walnut

Ave., Wheeling,

17412 Wildemere

M. .

St .. Warren,

Rd., Swampscott,

W. Va.

Ave., Detroit,

344 Highland

1216 Stratford

MILDRED C. .............................224
BARBARA....

Williams

Pa.

Mass.

Mich.

Ave., Salem, Ohio
McDonald,

Pa.

Rd., Kansas City,

Mo.

St., New London, Conn.

.... 18 East Rd., Fort Omaha, Neb.

E. ··..........................

313 Glenside

MEYER, JANE....

Rd., South Orange,

N. J.

1029 Ashland Ave., Wilmette,
G

Pa.

Place, Evanston, III.

309 Market
.29 Andrew

McKLUSKEY, MARY L. ·..........
McCONNELL,

MOCK,

City,

.77 John St., New London, Conn.

MANSU R, ALICE M........................

MINTZ, MARJORIE

N. Y.

....................................Leesburg,

LEWIS, E. RUTH

MEHL, MARJORIE

Honolulu, Hawaii

E. Main St., Batavia,

..5
Faulkner Rd., Melrose, Mass.
.789 West End Ave .. New York, N.Y.

LEWIS, EMILY..

MITCHELL,

Heights, Ohio

120 Esplanade, Mt. Vernon, N.Y.

KUNKLE, RUTH M.
LANGMAID,
GERTRUDE

McGOURTY,

Menand Rd., Menands, N. Y.

15 Upland Road, New Rochelle, N. Y.

KRUEGER, MARTHA

McMASTER,

N. H.

River Dr. and Marian Ave., East Norwalk, Conn.

KOBLITZ, ANN KATHRINE

LINGLE,

Park St., Hanover,

37 E. Main St., Middletown,
Conn.
. ... 53 Alton Place, Brookline, Mass.

KREPPS, JANE....

LAWRENCE,

III.

201 E. Gorgas Lane, Germantown, Pa.
115-30 Park Lane, Kew Gardens, N. Y.

8 Meadowbrook

MARY S. ·

.47 Ledyard

ELIZABETH L. .

Rd., Newton Center, Mass.
Rd., West Hartford,

33 Fairfield St., Montclair,

190

III.

Conn.
N. J.

MOORE,
MOORE,

CAROL W.
HARRIET.... .

MOREHOUSE,

.

BESSIE H. . ..

.921 East Broadway, Stratford, Conn.

MORSE, EUNICE M. .....
1v10RY, MARY S.
MULOCK,

MARGARET

MURPHY,

JEANNE

. ......514 East Main 5t .. Meriden, Conn.
140 W. Philadelphia Ave., Boyertown, Pa.

.
A..J21

37th St., Des Moines, Iowa

S...

. .....Waterville

MURRAY, ELLEN M...
MYERS, MARGARET B....
~,ELSON,
NELSON,

29 Glenmore Dr., New Rochelle, N. Y.
2634 Lake View Ave., Chicago, III.

.

MARGARET
MAY A. ...

. .....
.

E....

.

201 N. Murtland Ave., Pittsburgh, Pa.
.... Pleasant Valley Rd., Groton, Conn.

NIES, WINIFRED H....
.
NOONAN,
SARAH L. . .. ..
O'DONNELL,
OLIN,

Rd., Farmington, Conn.

32 Huntington St., New London, Conn.
.104 Bayard Lane, Princeton, N. J.

.5454 Sylvan Ave., New York, N. Y.
...146 East St .. Pittsfield, Mass.

PHILLIS..

. .51 River St.. Hudson, Mass.

DORIS B. . ....Washington,

Conn.

OPPENHEIM, ANNE.....
ORR, NORMA V.

.....27 Truman St., New Haven, Conn.
776 State St., Hamden, Conn.

PALMER, BETTY J. . . .
PALMER, G. CARMAN.
PEARSON, HELEN L. .

. ....2869 Huntington Rd., Shaker Heights, Ohio
.

.....28 Salter Place., Maplewood, N. J.
....2702 Sheridan Rd., Evanston, III.

PECK, R. ANN....1900
PIERCE, JEAN.....52
PODMORE,

S. First Ave., Sioux Falls, S. Dakota
Neal St .. Portland, Me.

MARION

POLLOCK,

JOAN

RANDOLPH,

V. ...

...2720 Robinwood Ave .. Toledo, Ohio

V.

MARY

123 Wightman
S. .. .....10

Otsego Rd., Worcester, Mass.

REEDS, MARJORIE..
REXFORD,

. ...1465 Summit Ave., St. Paul, Minn.

ELIZABETH......

ROBERTS, JOAN..

..908

. ..6226

ROBERTS, MURIEL L.
ELEANOR

ROTHENSIES,

JEANNETTE

ROTHSCHILD,

EDNA L

SCHNEE,

ALICE

SCHWENK,

Henry St., Manchester, Conn.
R.

...1003

. .

..132 Sturges Rd., Fairfield, Conn.
4308 Martha Ave., New York, N.Y .
..4308 Martha Ave., New York, N. Y.

.

609 E. State St., Sharon, Pa.

M

DOROTHEA
SELMA R

Del.

.... 1215 W. 57th St., Kansas City, Mo.

R...

ELSIE M

SHEE, KATHARINE

Park Place, Wilmington,

885 Park Ave., New York, N. Y.

SCHWENK,
EDNA M. ..'
SERVICE, ANNETTE

SHERLOCK,
SILVERMAN,

. 1800 W. Union Blvd., Bethlehem, Pe.

M.

P.

CHARLOTTE

Webb Ave., Detroit, Mich.
N. Lake Dr .. Milwaukee, Wis.

.

ROBERTSON,

SCARRITT,

St., Pittsburgh, Pa.

60 Country Club Rd., Waterbury, Conn .
......
Niantic, Conn.
'
.
_
17 Spring St., Norwich, Conn.

W. . . .

191
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SIMONTON, WILLETTA E..
SIXX, MARGARET GORDON...

]04 S. Main St .. Deep River, Conn.
4]0 Van Houten St., Paterson, N. J.

.

SMITH, C. VIRGINIA

20 Cabot St., Winchester,

Mass.

I~Eiig:~:==I=~~~-=~',~t~f~~§
:j
A.

STEVENS, MARY

815 Robbins Ave., Niles, Ohio

STEVENS, RUTH M. ..

.

SWAYNE, JANE B.
SWEET, E. JANE

222 E. Chestnut St., Chicago,

TALBOT, MARGARET

E ·.........................

TAYLOR, JANE
TERLINDE, VIRGINIA

D. ·..................

WAGNER,

F.........

.29 Huntington

L.
JUDITH

M

·

BARBARA

WILSON,

VIRGINIA

WRIGHT,
WYMAN,

· ..·

Lane, Waltham,

MARTHA

Mass.

Ave., St. Paul, Minn.

·

·

· ..·

H·
· ..·
J··

MARJORIE

JEAN W.

YOUNG,

MARGARET

H

YOUNG,

MARGARET

P.

.3800 Lake Shore Drive, Chicago,

III.

519 Oleander

N.. J

·

.31B Williams

·

·

W. · ·

Way, St. Petersburg,

27 Dorchester

Fla.

Rd .. Buffalo, N. Y.
St., Pittsfield,

Mass.

930 Maple Ave .. Evanston, III.

·

75 Gardner

·

St., Allston, Mass.

116 E. Main St., Meriden, Conn.

EDITH MERRIAM

YOUNG,

III.

· ..·

ELIZABETH H

N. J.

4259 Hazel Ave .. Chicago,

I] I W. Passaic Ave .. Rutherford,

FRANCES E

WILSON,

WORMELLE,

Pa.

St., New London, Conn.

10] N. Walnut St .. East Orange,
··

H. PALAMONA

WINEBERG,

218 W. Third St., Hazleton,

.715 Goodrich

WEISS, ELINOR H·

WILLSON,

Pa.

.75 Greenwood

WEEKS, HELEN R...

WILLIAMS,

60] I Bryant St., Pittsburgh,

..2B9 Williams

WEED, CHLOE

WElL, GLADYS

N. Y.

955 Ottawa Rd., Youngstown, Ohio
19 Round Hill Rd.. Northampton,
Mass.

WALSER, LEONORE

WATERHOUSE,

Conn.

.3 Reid Ave., Babylon, L. I., N. Y.

ELIZABETH C

SARAH

St., Hartford,

Balmville Rd .. Newburgh,

WALBRIDGE, KATHERINE
WALKER, FRANCES M
WALKER, MARJORIE

WALSH,

Me.
Mo.

128 Broadway, Norwich, Conn.
Hobart Ave .. Short Hills, N. J.

BETTY L. ..

WALLACE,

........
.32 Sherman St., Portland,
829 W. 56th St., Kansas City,

2 Roswell Terrace, Glen Ridge, N. J.

THUMM, MARTHA C.
··
·.......
VANDERBILT, VIRGINIA................
VETTER, VIRGINIA

III.

Kennett Square, Pa.
15]7 Chapel St., New Haven, Conn.

2 Beach Bluff Ave., Beach Bluff, Mass.
570 Varsity Rd., South Orange, N.

.. ..· ·
·

·

J.

8] West Town St., Norwich Town, Conn.
..
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1]5 Corona Ave .. Pelham, N. Y.
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Compliments

THE

of

SPORT

SHOP

PLANT BUILDING

NEW LONDON

Compliments

Compliments

of

of

GENERAL
JOHN

ELiON SHOE CO.

TYPEWRITER EXCHANGE
NEW LONDON

NEW LONDON

•
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•

Compliments

Compliments

of

of

NEW LONDON

CROCKER HOTEL
CORPORATION

•

•

ALLING RUBBERCO.

Compliments

of

Compliments

of

THE MARINERS SAVINGS
BANK

THE COLLEGE PHARMACY

NEW LONDON

•
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BUSINESS TRAINING
in Secretarial

the

trained

Compliments

intensively

presented

Promotion

Plan.

Academically

assured

of rapid

advancement

students

by

by this method of instruction. All studies are
conducted
in a refined environment by a faculty
of well known university professors
and university trained teachers.

of

THE WOMAN'S

Subjects

Individual

SHOPPE

Moderate
tuition rates
Placement
Service for credeutes
Day and Evening Classes

236 STATE STREET

Registered

NEW LONDON

Board

of the

A catalog

will be sent

IRVING

•

by the

University

EDGAR

State

of Regents,
of New York.
upon

request
Director

CHASE,

UNITED STATES
SECRETARIAL SCHOOL
Thirty-Fourth

Year

527 FIFTH AVEN U E at 44th STREET
NEW YORK,
Telephone:

N. Y.

VAnderbilt

3-2474

MI LADY BEAUTY SHOPPE
JANE ARMSTRONG
Proprietress

Compliments
Excellent work done by experienced
with up-fa-date
equipment
under
sanitary conditions .
Permanent

operators
the most

THE NATIONAL BANK OF

......$1.95-$7.50
.25

Waving

Finger Waving.

Marcel.

.50

Manicure.

.50

COMMERCE
NEW LONDON

Shampoo:
.25
.50

Short Hair _..
Long He!r .

18 MERIDIAN
Telephone

of

STREET
9572

195

Compliments

Compliments

of

L. LEWIS AND CO.
Established

CARROLL

IS60

158 STATE STREET

NEW LONDON

NEW LONDON

•

•

Compliments

of

of

Compliments

of

ENNIS SHOP
THE MOHICAN

230 STATE STREET
NEW LONDON

•

•

196

HOTEL

A new powder by Woodbury's that
brings loveliness with safety. Blended
by skin scientists from pure, grit-free

ingredients. Will not clog or stretch
delicate pores. One of its six exquisite

shades, chosen by fashion experts,
will smartly become you. Box illustrated, jOe. Also $1.00 boxes. 10c and
25c sizes in Ten_CentandVarieryStores.

Woodburys
197

FACIAL

POWDER

-

'I

Compliments

YEllOW

of

Compliments

NEW lONDON

CAB CO.

NA lIONAl
Telephcne

of

CITY
BANK

4321

NEW LONDON, CONN,

•

Compliments

of

Compliments

BALINE FURRIER

of

CLARK'S PARLORS

NEW LONDON

198

Compliments
of

MR. and MRS. OTTO RADEMAN

./

199

Compliments

of

THE SAVINGS BANK OF NEW LONDON

Compliments

of
Compliments

of

The

FELLMAN AND CLARK
CROWN

BEAUTY SHOP

NEW LONDON

200

BOLLESWOOD

RIDING CLUB

High Class Saddle Horses

Keep in Touch with C. C. Doings

CONNECTICUT

The NEW LONDON EVENING DAY attempts
to thoroughlv
cover C. C. events.
We believe
you will find it a means of keeping
up with
and continuing
an active interest in happel1ings
at your Alma Mater

COLLEGE BOOKSHOP
Special

Subscriptions
by Mail
[Prepaid)
month
3 months.
6 months

.
.

I year

8.00

Connecticut's

Leading

given to mail orders

We can supply any book in print

, .75
2.00
4.00

THE DAY
Eastern

attention

Newspaper

201

Compliments

of

Compliments

of

MAE DONDERO SWANSON
BEAUTY SHOPPE

SULLIVAN PRINTING CO.

NEW LONDON

•

Compliments

•

of

Compliments

of

PETERSON CANDY SHOP

WESTERN UNION
TELEGRAPH CO.

127 STATE STREET
NEW LONDON

•

•
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The Staff of the
1935 KOINE
Recommends

AIME DUPONT STUDIO
509 FIFTH AVENUE
NEW YORK

for

Dependable

Service

Unfailing

Cooperation

Photographic

Experience

Outstanding

Quality

New College

Prices

Trained Personnel

203

Compliments

Compliments

of

of

CAPITOL
CLEANERS AND DYERS, Inc.

ROCKWELL AND CO., Inc.

46 BAN K STREET

NEW LONDON

NEW LONDON

•

Compliments

Compliments

of

of

THE PALACE RESTAURANT

PERRY AND STONE, Inc.

GREEN and GOLDEN

296 STATE STREET

STS.

NEW LONDON

NEW LONDON

204

__

.-.II111II

Compliments

of

CLASS OF 1936

205

I,

Compliments of

THE

BEE HIVE

"THE S. A. GOLDSMITH

CO."

NEW LONDON

.r

Compliments
Compliments

of

of

Crocker

House Barber Shop

and Beauty Parlor

UNION BANK & TRUSTCO.
NEW LONDON

182 STATE STREET
NEW LONDON

206

____

¢II

Compliments

of

GENUNG'S
NEW LONDON

Compliments

Compliments

of

The Nichols and Harris Co.

WM. B. WATERMAN, Inc.
Authorized

of

119 STATE STREET

Ford Dealers

NEW LONDON

NEW LONDON

..

..
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Compliments of

CLASS of 1937

Compliments

of

Compliments

of

OLYMPIA TEA ROOM

MARY ELIZABETH

235 STATE STREET

BEAUTY SALON

NEW LONDON

NEW LONDON

•

•

208

s

Compliments

of

CLASS of 1938

Compliments

of
Compliments

of

FERN'S
BOSTON CANDY KITCHEN

Restaurant and Soda Shoppe

NEW LONDON
68 STATE STREET

•

NEW LONDON

•

209

Compliments of

A FRIEND

GENUNG'S
Beauty Salon
Compliments

of

Latest Permanent Waving

Our Specialty

STARR BROS., Inc.

All Branches of Beauty Culture
Experienced Operators

110 STATE STREET
NEW LONDON

153 STATE ST.

16 MASONIC

ST.

•

NEW LONDON

Dial 5385 for Appointment

210

c

N SHORT we are this year producing

forty-eight

colleges

Annuals

in the finer

and preparatory schools from

Maine to Arizona. Need we say more?

Publishers of the
1935 KaINE

1{obert W Kelly Publtshing Corporation
PUBLISHERS
THREE

OF

HUNDRED

LIMITED
AND NINE

EDITIONS

AND

LAFAYETTE

21 1

THE

STREET,

BETTER
NEW

ANNUALS
YORK

CITY

s

.,

